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To Dayton Industries . .. 
WHICH DOWN THROUGH THE YEARS HAVE DEMON-
STRATED A DEEP LOYALTY AND VITAL INTEREST 
IN THE UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
This Book Is Respectfully Dedicated 
THE EDITORS HERE PRESENT A BRIEF SI(ETCH OF 
THE HISTORY AND GROWTH OF MANY OF THE IN-
DUSTRIES WHICH HAVE CONTRIBUTED SO MUCH TO 
THE HISTORY AND GROWTH OF THE UNIVERSITY 
OF DAYTON. 
The Sheffield Corporation is an or-
ganization of engineers and master 
craftsmen dedicated to creative service 
in the fields of precision manufactur-
ing equipment. In its modern, well-
equipped plants are approximately 
1000 machine too[s and inspection in-
struments ranging from presses up to 
500 tons to precision measuring de-
vices and interferometers capable of 
measuring to less than one miHionth 
of an inch_ 
When John H. Patterson bought the 
cash register business in 1884, it had 
13 employees and was housed in a 
one-room second floor workshop. 
From that humble beginning the 
N.C.R. factory has grown to occupy 30 
buildings with over 84 acres of floor 
space. N.C.R. employment, world-
wide, totals more than 40,000, and 
National machines all sold in 94 
countries. Thus, the little factory which 
made a single unwanted produl:t in 
1884 has today become a large, world-
wide enterprise with many highly 
diverse products. 
One of the leadjng member:; of Am-
erica's fifth largest industry _ . . 
papennahng ... is The Mead Corp-
oration, with principal executive of-
fices located in Dayton. Mead, manu-
facturers of pulp, paper, and paper-
hoard, today employs 8600 men and 
womel1 in thirteel1 operations across 
the cOllntry. The total capacity of the 
plants is over 3000 tons of paper 
products each day. Sales for 1956 
were in excess of $160 million. The 
one man most responsiIJle for the suc-
cess of the Mead Corporation has been 
George H. Mead, une of Dayton's most 
prom inent citizens. 
The llbber Dayton R 
Compo;rty 
The Dayton Rubber Company was 
founded in 1905, with only 22 em-
ployees, working in a single small 
building in Dayton. Today the Com-
pany has more than 4000 employees. 
It occupies a total floor space in ex-
cess of 1,800,000 square feet, on 
grounds amounting in all to over 100 
acres. The earliest year for which 
sales records are available, 1912, 
showed total sales approximately 
$300,000. But over these past fifty 
years, sales have grown until, today, 
they are at the average annual rate 
of 200 times the 1912 figure. 
The lds & Reyno 
R Ynolds e ComVany 
The Reynolds & Reynolds Company 
had its heginnillg as a modest print 
shop located in an old Dayton fire 
house in 1866. During these early 
years in addition to job printing, the 
company expanded its markets and 
production facilities. Today Reynolds 
& Reynolds is one of the leading pro-
ducers of business forms and systems. 
They serve 65,000 customers from 4 
production plants and 56 sales offices. 
The . 1 Regia teT 
Stan,dare / 
COTllp(lll 
The Standard Register Company is 
a manufacturer of forms-and form-
handling devices-designed to sim-
plify paperwork. The company orig-
inated marginally punched continuous 
business forms. In 1912, John Q. 
Sherman broke into the autographic 
register and forms business with an 
idea to feed paper through a machine 
without slippage, with pins engaging 
holes in the paper's margin. In 1917 
sales forced them to erect a factory to 
make registers and forms. The home 
office is here in Dayton where all 
mechanical devices are produced. 
Standard Register will soon have eight 
modern plants in five cities. 
AirtelltP 
DIVIS ( r' 0 HRY'LEl{ 
COPPOHNJ110N 
The company was founded in 1934 
by Walter p, Chrysler and moved to 
Dayton from Detroit in 19:36. It took 
over and occupied the old Maxwell 
Plant located at Leo and Webster 
Streets, From a meager beginning, 
with only a few executives and work-
men, the facilities have been expanded 
until today there are four plants, 
with a total floor space of 900,000 
square feet, and now employing over 
2500 persons. 
Delco 
DIVlSIO. 
MOTOR 
Products 
OF 'ENERU 
ORPORATIO. 
From a meager beginning in the 
Deed's barn in 1907, Delco has de-
veloped into one of Dayton's largest 
industries. It now comprises five sep-
arate plants and employs over 9000 
men and women. 
Charles F. Kettering and C. A. 
Deeds combined to develop the first 
self-starter for automobiles in 1910. 
Today, Delco manufactures hundreds 
of items, from very small motors to 
large generators used to drive ships. 
Delco now has the capacity to manu-
factnre over 20,000 electric motors a 
day. Delco has strived hard to manu· 
facture useful products which benefit 
society by contributing toward a 
higher standard of living. 
Frt idaiTe 
DIVISION OF GENERAL 
1! TORS ORP RATION 
Frigidaire of today dates hack to 
] 916 when the Guardian Frigerator 
was organized to manufacture and sell 
Mellowes' refrigerators. The Guard-
ian company began operations in De-
troit on a modest scale. It was a little 
shop in a rented loft of an organ fac-
tory and employed a mere handful of 
men. In 1919 it became The Frig-
idaire Corporation in Michigan. In 
1921 Frigidaire moved to Dayton and 
manufacturing was set up with Delco-
Light Company. Today in addition to 
its Dayton plants, Frigidaire has two 
large factories !n Canada and Frig-
idaire products are manufactured or 
assembled at General Motors plants 
in about a dozen other countries. 
IltlUlld 
DIVI....lOl\ 0 ~El E AL 
MOT H . RPORATIO ~ 
Inland was organized in 1922 amI 
occupied two buildings with 24,000 
square feet of floor space, where 225 
employees produced the wood-ve-
neered steering wheel. Today, Inland 
has approximately 5,500 people mak-
ing over 1,200 products ill 31 build-
ings that have a manufacturing a rea of 
almost 2,000,000 square feel. Produc-
tion is not confined to the automotive 
fjeld, and large volume pa rts supplied 
to other industries include aluminum 
ice tra ys, refrigerator seals , oil seal 
nng~, and hundreds of mi scellaneous 
parts_ 
· Morin Prod (,1 
IHVlsl )1· F GE' U{ I. 
10TOHS CORP( TI< 
111 1935 the Deleo Brake Di"isioll 
of C.M. was set up at Delco Products 
to huilJ jHlrl::; for hydraulic hrakes. 
A yea r later it wa s moved to WiscolI-
s in Blvd . wh e re the old Moraine Prod-
ucts wa s already producillg powdered 
metal parts. The two companies were 
merged under the presellt name in 
1942. Today the Divisioll employs 
3,600 mCll alld wom e ll who prodl1ce 
about 800,000,000 parb a year, and 
wilh 35,000 other C."\1. employees in 
Da yton, share in a S 195,000,000 
yearly payroll. 
President's Message 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
My dear Graduates -
UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON 
DAYTON 9, OHIO 
My sincerest congratulations to you on the occasion of your graduation from 
the University of Dayton and my best wishes for every success and happiness in the 
years to come. 
During the past four years the University was most anxiou~ to prepare for this 
day of graduation; now, it is concerned that you will put to the best benefit the 
education which you have received. 
Graduation from college is but the commencement for life. To ensure your fu-
ture happiness and success you must continue to develop yourselves. Nel"l opportu-
nities and situations will arise and you will be able to adjust yourselves to them 
if you permit yourselves to be developed and formed according to the philosophy of 
the education which you have received. 
A fully developed personality is never a selfish one. The more developed you 
are, the more you will realize your service to others and the benefits which you 
obtain by association with those around you. 
Try to realize that your greatest gains toward happiness and success are in 
proportion to your unselfish service to others. Society is no better than the in-
dividuals who compose it. This world ,rill be a better place for your having lived 
in it, if your contribution has been a model and exemplary individual life, broad-
ened and developed by a gracious acceptance of your fellowmen and a generous service 
of your God and your country. How truly the motto of our University rings, "For 
God and Country" when viewed in this perspective of a human life. 
That such an ideal guide your lives, that it may bring success in this life 
and happiness here and hereafter is the wish of 
{L~n~,~ 
-________ ~~~ ________ ~~ ____________ ~ ________ very Reverend Andrew L. Seebold, S.M., Ph.D. 
:.:::....-~~ 
Most Rev. 
hALter Knrl Josep 
To His Excellency, the Most Reverend Karl 1. Alter, D. D., Arch-
bishop of Cincinnati and Honorary Alumnus of the University of Day-
ton, the Class of 1957 dedicates this edition of The Da)'tonian in appre-
ciation for his continual interest in our University and f.or the many 
personal services which he has rendered to it. 
It is our sincerest wish that His Excellency will accept this dedica-
tion as a token of our appreciation and gratitude to him as our arch-
bishop, as an outstanding educator and as an eminent social and civic 
leader. 
It is our earnest prayer that "the Lord may bless him, preserve 
him and give him life and make him blessed upon earth" and that his 
many apostolic works may increase and multiply his merit for time 
and for eternity. 
In 
Memoriam 
Rev. Chas. V. Preisinger 
On December 4, 1956 Father Charles V. Preisinger, S. M. was called to his eternal reward. 
Father Preisinger was Head of the Speech and Drama department of the University of Dayton. 
His had been a full and active life as a member of the Society of Mary. His was truly a life 
of service. The full appreciation of this life must be found in more than a mere enumeration 
of the offices which he held and of the functions which he performed. 
Beneath an almost affected brusque exterior was a heart of gold-a tender heart which 
loved the sick and infirm because he had been their companion in years of illness and suffering; 
a paternal heart which welcomed the problems of hundreds and counseled them with fatherly 
advice and guidance; an understanding heart which graciously accepted those about him with 
tolerance for their human weaknesses and defects; a religious heart which was bound to God 
and His Blessed Mother with a life.long promise to serve them; a priestly heart which mediated 
between men and God and which sacrificed itself to the last beat for those whom it served. 
Father Preisinger's students will always think of him in terms of his kindness and service to 
them. They will continue to admire his many talents and vast knowledge on a seemingly limit-
less number of topics. They will cherish the benefits of his teaching and try to perpetuate in 
themselves the lessons which he taught. 
Father Preisinger was one of those people whom you will meet only once in a lifetime and 
whom you will remember forever. 
May he rest in peace! 
The Class Officers 
SENIORS 
Standing: Harry Koerner, Vice President; Peter King, President. 
Sitting: Carol O'Connell, Secretary; Bob Wendling, Treasurer. 
Standing: John Messenger, President; Gus Wunderly, 
Treasurer. Sitting: Pat Mulligan, Secretary. 
JUNIORS 
Standing: John Higgins, President; Larry Roderer, Vice 
President. Sitting: Marie Snelling, Secretary; Patrick 
Ginley, Treasurer. 
FRESHMEN 
Left to right: Joe Smith, Vice President; Bill Brennan, Treasurer; 
Deanne Weigle, Secretary; Mark Kelly, President. 
RICHARD NICHOLAS. King 
Freshman Welcome 
[(ing' 
Richarcl 
and 
Queen 
Deanne 
DEANNE WEIGLE. Queen 
Social life at D.D. was officially ushered in by members of the student body on October 5. The annual 
Freshman Welcome Dance, the first big event of the social calendar, was held at Lakeside Ballroom. 
This memorable evening, sponsored by the Sophomore Class, climaxed the orientation program for 
the largest Freshman Class in the history of the school. Amid the gaiety and merrymaking of college life 
in full swing, the new-fledged members of the D.D. family came into their own. 
Joe Aceto and his orchestra furnished familiar favorites for dancing. For those who liked it smooth, 
for those who liked it hep-Aceto obligingly provided the musical answer. 
During intermission, Freshmen Deanne Weigle and Dick Nicholas were crowned Queen and King by 
John Messenger, president of the Sophomore Class. 
Many a white carnation with crimson ribbon, souvenir of the gala affair, will be pressed into our co-eds' 
college scrapbooks as a happy remembrance of the 1956 Freshman Welcome. 
Drink lip. kids! 
18 
The gangs' all here! 
" Keep The Love Light Burning," Marlene and Dick! 
Expert Mixologist plus experienced Connoisseur 
Deanne and Dick Dance to Rhythm for Royalty 
19 
The Student 
Council 
The supreme legislative branch of student government ac-
tivity on our campus is the University of Dayton Student 
Council. It is composed of eighteen elected members repre-
senting the four different classes. The Council's powers and 
duties are to encourage and exercise control over student 
sponsored activities, to represent the intersts of the student 
body as a whole, and to regulate student elections. 
Among the reliable and industrious students in Council, 
the four serving as Council officers during this academic 
year are: Dave King, President; J onn Higgins, Vice Pres-
ident; Lois Miller, Secretary; and Don Turner, Treasurer. 
A number of special projects was accomplished by 
Council this year, such as the enforcement of the regula-
tion policy to be observed by all clubs in sponsoring parties, 
providing the Dayton Flyer with a camera and strobe unit, 
giving trophies to all Senior athletes, procuring voting ma-
chines for the various elections, improvement of parking 
conditions, and the initiation of a building drive for a 
new Student Union Building. 
Standing: Don Turner, Treasurer; John Higgin~, Vice- Prc"id(··nl. 
Sitting: Lois Miller, SecrNary; Dave King, Presidenl. 
First row, left to right, standing: Harry Koerner, John l\Iessenger, Jerry Green. Al Jung, Joe Salm, Pete King, Pat Flanigan, Mark Kelly, Ann Williams. 
Second row, seated: Jack Ditzel, Rusty Saunders. Don Turner, John Higgins, Dave King. Third row, seated: Joan Leff, John McNamara, Bill Caiaccio, 
Lois Miller. 
20 
N.F.C.C.S. 
The National Federation of Cath-
olic College Students is an intercol-
legiate organization, which serves as 
a fountain for the exchange of ideas 
among the Catholic colleges of the 
country. It is a delegation composed 
of two delegates and their alternates 
appointed yearly by the Student 
Council to represent the University 
at regional and national meetings. At 
national conventions each year, the 
delegates representing our university 
are able to meet and work out the 
problems confronting the students on 
our campus, as well as other cam-
puses. By pooling their ideas with 
other member schools around the 
country, they develop some sort of 
a solution to the problem. 
Left to right: Larry Rodprer, Kathy O'Neil, Susan Hockwalt, Jack Ditzel, Bill Caiaccio. 
C. W.O. 
The purpose of the Central Wom-
en's Organization is to sponsor and 
coordinate social , religious, and ed-
ucational activities. It is composed 
of all the women students on the 
campus. Each year a governing board 
is elected to represent the coeds. This 
year's governing board, who met 
frequently with the Dean of Women, 
Miss Whetm, and her Assistant, Mrs. 
Mason Benner, is composed of the 
following coeds: ~1ary Gail Haller-
man, Senior; Sara Gover, Junior; 
Trudy Schwieterman , Sophomore; 
Sharon Kelly , Freshman; Patty Siem-
ers, Publicity Chairman, also a J un-
lOr. 
Their activities throughout the 
year included a Welcome Punch 
Hour for the Freshmen and the trans-
fer students, a coed assembly, the 
first Mother-Daughter Banquet, the 
traditional Turnabout Tag, and a se-
lection of the May Queen and her 
Attendants. 
21 
Left to right: Patty Siemers, Publicity Chairman; Sharon Kelly, Freshman; Sara Gover, Junior; 
Miss Whetro, Dean of Women; Mrs. "'lason Benner, Assistant to the Dean of Women; Mary Gail 
HaBerman, Senior; Trudy Schwieterman, Sophomore. 
o. C. 
ORIENTATION 
COMMITTEE 
Left to right: Larry Roder"r, Paul 
Thesing, Al V; ' un5eh, Don Turner. 
E. S. C. 
EDUCATION 
STUDENT 
COUNCIL 
Standing, left to right: Dill Rigo, 
Virgil Bowling, Ruth D<' mpsey, 
Hel en Straukamp, J anFt Hold en, Boh 
William5, Brother Farber, S.'''. 
SeaLed: Barbara Sasak, Kathleen 
~eumann, Connie ~\l cKal c, Loi5 
Reichling, Joan L('f{, Don Eifert. 
Homecoming· 
Committee 
Seated, left to right: Don Turner, 
Jerry Bishop, Pat Ginley, Rusty 
Saunders, Dick Meinhold, Shirley 
Bockrath. Standing: Jim Coyle, 
Kathleen Neumann, Edward "Sonny" 
Wathen. 
22 
Student Activities Comnlittee 
]n its first \ear of exis.tenee., the 
Student Ac ti\'ities Committee, formed 
hy Student Council. has two prin· 
cipal objectives: to provide aid and 
advice to the campus organizations, 
and to coordinate all student acti\'o 
ities unde r Student Council. The 
COlllmittee has a main chairman, 
Rohe pt Wendling. \\' ith six chairmen 
of lesse r power. The Executi\'e 
Chairman, Jerry Powell, and the 
Public Relations Chairman. John 
Higgins, are direct assis~ants to the 
head chairman and have no com-
Illittee working directl) under them. 
The remaining chairmen are the fol-
lowing : Ray \ )Iuttman, _Programing : 
Dick Luzzi. Promotions ; Tom Gas-
coigne. Planning: John Wagner, 
Budgeting. 
J\1IXED CHOIR 
lenmt row. left to right: Jot.·ann Haas. 
C(' rlrud " Waltennan.' Jeannine Cart er. 
Ingrid Ellll1lnt, Harahar Newman. Gerard 
lon:;wuy, David RUIllp. Patricia Hair, 
Ro;:cmarie Mac~lillan, Sara Gover, Johanna 
Kalavsky. Nuncy Eyman. Second rOw: Bar· 
bara Phelps, Sarah Lee, Lois ?lIiller. Ann 
Griffing. Archie lI'fcPher~on. Juse Nevares, 
David Huelsman, ThomaE Klein, Charle;: 
Rittf'r, Joyce -"Iitchell, Nancy Spire~, Con-
nit· ilfcKale, Gerry Walker. Third row : 
Fran cl's Paul, Frances HaIllmond , Loui s!' 
Ebert, Patricia Gerlach, Jack Kulinski, 
Arthur Prfl1g:t'r, Gerard Werling, Don 
Eifert , Anthony Sorice, Bill Wake, Larry 
J uckowski, Ron Meyer, Pat Richey, Sonia 
L('t" Mal''' Homan. Maurine Richard. Dack 
row: :\iary }Ieranda. Sue Romie. J ud)' 
Brunschwyler. Roxanne Framme, Rosemarie 
Simonis, Diane Yingling, Jerold Wanne-
mach.' r, -'like Roberts, Jim Wolf, Bob 
King, DOll Rigo, Run Reynolds, Tom 
Duddy, Dick Olsen, ~Iary Jo O'Callahan, 
Ro:;ali e Cosgrove. Carol Willian", Not 
Slwwn: Virginia Bachner, Frank Hen· 
lIl'i'~)'. George Sakal as, Thomas Wdg(·I, 
William Lewi s, 
Left to right : John Higgins, Dick Luzzi, Tom Gascoignt·, J ohn Wagn~r, Robert W t'ndling. }Iarilee 
Faust, Jerry Powell, Ray -"'ullman. 
23 
First row: Charles 1'Ilencsik, William Eocke, John Grodel. Second row: Rohert :'IIcGowan, 
Raymond Daley, James Simmons, Harry Grie~lhuher. 
All set for the bull's·eye. 
Melt's 
Rifle 
Varsity 
Team 
Women's 
Rifle 
Ready, aim, fire ! 
25 
Varsity 
Team 
Left to right: Sue Ann Gedra , Burke Longo, Barbara Buerman, Jane Joyce. 
Th .. H,'dheud>- Ca ndidall''; Jan Lay fill' queen and Joanie ~ack~lt'd"r 
for fl'l'~hlllan allendant. 
Wherp did you ",'1 
the flowers') Ca~,lid a l l' 
]eann,' Iknd .. le 
Two Illore Y(ll~~ for lIlt' '1l1Ct;'1l 
HOME 
COMING 
Cheerleaders animate Flyer spirit Student Council presents trophies 
Half -Time Ceremonies 
Father Seebold with homecoming royalty 
Her Royal Highness Jan Lay and 
Freshman attendant Lois Zore ad· 
mire crown. 
One, two, three, kick! 
Grand prize awarded 
to the Enl!ineer~ lor 
their beautilul "Tulip 
Tinl(," 
, 
.. 
~ 
The 
28 
Winners • • • 
Thi. ranary. wa~ "hot stull." Second 
plac Illini Club- "Hot Canary." 
You'd be sad too il you had to look at " It." Third place-
Bluegrass Cluh-"Hound Dog." 
j\LlllY bours of work, planllillg, and hope went into the production of these fine expressions of school 
~pirit. They didn't Will, but the jlldge~ had the hardest job, thus far, ill picking winners in the 1956 Home-
coming Parade _ .. 
On(' lu"t drink from Ill£' vets 
The W.A.A.'s seven dwarfs "wbistle while they work" 
U.D. players give their rendition of "Showboat" 
29 
Candidates-Jan Lay. Edna Erney. Jeanie Bendele, Joanne Stueve.- Attendant Candidates-Joanie Sack· 
steder, Sue DisteL L~is Zorc. Ann Fowler. 
Court 
FRESHMAN 
ATTENDANT 
MISS LOIS ZORC 
30 

Pre-med, dl -livt'r "Birth of The Him',' 
T~le_ ~:, countin!! Club ~ot their fi gur .. , -mixed up, but "It Only Hurt s for A Lillie 
" hllp 8nY"'3,_ 
32 
-'Ierril)' w(' roll a1on1! 
Hui 0 Hawaii Club portrays "Blue Hawaii" complete with live 
orchids_ 

Football Coaches 
Assistant Coach 
DON PANCIERA 
Head Football Coach 
WILLIAM (BUD) KERR 
Freshman Coach 
STAN ZAJDEL 
/ 
Assistant Coach 
LINDY LAURO 
Team Trainer 
DR. PETE RAU 
Don "Butch" Zimmerman off for yardage against the Bearcats of Cincinnati. 
Dayton-19 Cincinnati -13 
Cincinnati, Sept. 19 ... The Flyers opened the 1956 gridiron 
season at Cincinnati with the Queen City's Bearcats as hosb. 
Here, the Dayton team displayed an offensive and defensive 
show which flyer rooters had not seell for quite a few years. 
During this game we saw, maybe, the rise and fall of a great 
little quarterbaek named, Don "Butch" Zimmerman. For he 
was illjured late in the second half, an injury which proved 
to be detrimental to the D.D. for the remainder of the seasoll. 
With the aid of fine running backs and a line that never qu it, 
the visitors told a story that was not justified by the score. 
Flyer partisans left Cincinnati that night with a ray of hope 
for a glorious season ollly dimmed by the loss of a quarter-
back. 
Captain Billy Smith all by himself 
except for a eOllple of would be 
tacklers. 
The Flyers defense close,; in fa ~ t on the Cru:;aden; eml run to show that we mean business. 
Dayton-14 Holy Cross -13 
Wooster, Sept. .30 ... The Red and Blue with an impressive 
victory over the University of Cincinnati, headed north to 
face the favored Holy Cross team. The big question of the 
day was Jim Spoerl, the Army returnee, ready to take over 
the Quarterback spot for the injured Zimmerman. Tot only 
was he ready, but he engineered a masterful job of over-
coming a 13 poillt deficit at half time to score an upset over 
the Crusaders. He combines the running of Jim DeFabio and 
Dave Huber, and the extra point kicking of Vic "The Kick" 
Kristopaitis, to show that the Flyers were not to he takell 
lightly the remaillder of the season. 
Little Jimmy DeFabio off on the 47 
yard draw play that put Dayton in 
the game. 
JIMMY DeFABIO 
Back, Senior 
DeFabio out funs and out steps the Rebels defen$e. 
Dayton-6 Mississippi Southern - 23 
Dayton, Oct. 6 ... A crowd anxious to see the team in action, 
tUlTled out to see the Flyers in their first home game with 
Mississippi Southern. The confederates looked big at the 
start and got bigger as the game progressed. In this game 
the Southerners proved too much for the Flyers, especially 
when U.D. got stopped inside Mississippi's ten yard line. It 
looked as if the Dayton team was losing some of the offensive 
punch and the niassive line of the Southerner's, who had two 
units to throw at Dayton, slowly wore down our defense. 
Despite the score, the Flyers showed an an out effort which 
proved in no way that they would give up, now that they had 
tasted defeat. 
"I got him, no, you take him!" 
This tackle is typical of Fred Dugan's dynamic play all year. 
Dayton-O V illano'va -13 
Dayton, Oct. 13 ... Eleven thousand eager fans turned out 
to see the first televised game in seven years of the University 
of Dayton. Villanova had a surprise also, by way of two teams 
to throw at the Flyers and both teams were on even par with 
the home team. Dayton's defense, sparked by Vic Kristo· 
paitis, played excellent ball for the first half, and then the 
Villanova team slowly wore us down. The offensive punch 
of the Flyers was not there for this game as they failed to 
score for the first time. As a result the Easterners went home 
victorious and Dayton, a little gloomy but not disspirited, 
started to work out their problems. 
DeFabio scoots by 'em again after 
help from Smith. 
JIM SPOERL 
Back, Senior 
"If only I had some room," says Billy Smith. 
Dayton - 0 North Carolina State - 20 
Dayton, Oct. 20 ... The schedule brought the Tarheels from 
North Carolina State into the stadium for C1 homecoming game 
which was preceded by the largest parade in U.D. history. 
The theme of the floats was song titles and everything from 
"Hound Dog" to "Little Brown J ug,l was done in great style. 
However, there was no parade in the afternoon for the foot-
ball team. The Alumni, along with many Flyer fans, saw 
North Carolina State again contain the U.D. offense and prove 
too much for the defense. The Flyers did not give up at any 
time during the game. In fact at times they showed a little 
too much fight. Although this loss was the third in a row, it 
did not have all effect on the team's determination to prove 
itself as it had done earlier. 
DeFabio carries the ball and a Tar-
heel too. 
Don Weeks goes for yardage around left end against the Musketeers. 
Dayton-13 Xavier-26 
Cincinnati, Oct. 27 ... Dayton again moved to the Queen 
City, this time to meet the Xavier Musketeers. This game has 
always meallt a hard fought battle over the last quarter of 
a century. At first it looked as if the Musketeers were going 
to prove history wrong but midway in the third period the 
Flyers caught fire agail\ with the return of Butch Zimmerman, 
who had not played in five weeks. Dugan's catch of a Zimmer-
man pass and a fil\e run by Claude Chaney got two of the 
three TD's hack that Xavier had piled up in the first half. 
The Muskies put a cinching touchdown on the game in the 
fourth quarter, but not one on the Flyers for they had found 
themselves again. 
Chaney and Spoerl do a toe dance 
to knock a Xavier pass. 
Callahan and Kristopaitis say there is trouble ahead for the Cardinal hall carrier. 
Dayton-7 Louisville - 6 
Louisville, Nov. 3 ... The Cardinals provided Dayton with 
its seventh battle of the season. And a hattIe it was, for the 
Flyers finally won out by the margin of one extra point and 
also by the display of perhaps the finest goal line stand that 
any team had made in the country this year. With the massive 
Al Weckle playing up the center, the Red and Bllle held the 
Louisville for four downs inside its own one yard line. The 
Dayton team left Derby town with'high spirits and a determi-
nation to provide a battle down in Oxford the next weekend. 
Dayton shows the defense that the 
Flyers displayed throughout the 
game. 
In full stride Claude Chaney catches Zimmerman's TD pass against the Redskins. 
Dayton-14 Miami-21 
Oxford, Nov. 10 ... On a beautiful Indian Summer after-
noon, the Flyers invaded Oxford with a quick TD pass from 
Zimmerman to Dugan early in the first quarter. The early 
lead which the Flyers took, lasted until half time. The de-
fense of the Red and Blue sparkled during the first half, 
throwing such a combination at the Redskins that they were 
completely off balance. Miami came out at half time with a 
solution to their offense problems and scored two quick touch-
downs from which Dayton never quite recovered. Although 
Jerry Faust, who replaced the second time injured Zimmer-
man, pushed the Flyers over for another score, the Miami de-
fense held long enough for the clock to run out and come 
out on the long end of the score. Dayton was by far not dis-
graced by this showing, but instead surprised many by putting 
up such a battle and almost coming out on top. 
Flesh meets flesh III the battle at 
Oxford. 
STEVE BOSW A Y 
End, Senior 
Billy the "blur" Smith goes off tackle for a gain against the COfllhuskers. 
Dayton-6 Wichita-14 
Dayton, Nov. 18 ... Both Wichita and Dayton went into 
this game with a mediocre season, needing a win to come out 
of the season with a 500 mark. The Flyers showed their de-
termination to win by scoring the first time they got their 
hands on the hall via a pass from Faust to Dugan. A had 
center resulted in no extra point. Wichita came back quick 
to tally and make their PAT and went off leading at the half. 
The remainder of the game was played pretty much to a dead-
lock until late in the last period when Wichita pushed over 
for the winning TD. Dayton tried hard to tally again but 
failed and came out on the short end of the score. One game 
remained and the Flyers were determined to make this one 
theirs. 
Dugan's catch of a TD pass from 
J erry Faust. 
Callahan leads DeFabio through a gaping hole in the line. 
Dayton-27 Detroit-13 
Dayton, Nov. 25 ... The final showing of the Flyers during 
the 1956 gridiron season was just that. They scored more 
points this game than any other game this year. The com-
bined passing of Faust and Spoerl and the fine pass catching 
and running of the future All-American called Fred Dugan 
provided many thrills for the Flyer fans who sat through the 
snow and rain to see the season finale. Not to be overlooked 
was the powerful play of Vic Kristopaitis who was a stand 
out on offense and defense not only in this game but also in 
many previous ones. Although the records show a 4-6 win 
loss column, we know that in effort, spirit, and sportsmanship, 
the 1956 edition of the football Flyers had a 10·0 record 
both on and off the field. Here too is a special salute to Coach 
Bud Kerr who we think is a great coach as well as an out-
standing man and we know, that in the not too distant future, 
he will provide a football team ou the Hilltop the iikes of 
which Dayton has never known. 
Chaney intercepts one of Detroit's 
passes. 
BERNIE BURKE 
Back, Senior 
First row: Spoerl, DeFabio, Venziale, Burke, Bosway, Shanen, Weeks, Weckle, Kristopaitis, Chontos. Second row: 
Callahan, Bush, Blommel, Finolli, Chaney, Dugan, Huber, Krause, Slater, Zimmerman, Coach Kerr. Third row: 
Curtin, Porter, Helinski, Sakal, Karas, Pinn, Raiff, Stolte, Korutz, Faust, Coach Panciera. Fourth row: Byrne, Cin· 
cOlli, Noll, Magnotti, Edict, Lane, Poweski, Tipps, Zajdel, Lauro. (Insert) Captain Smith. 
DON CHONTOS 
Center. Senior 
JERRY BUSH 
Back, Senior 
AL WECKLE 
Tackle, Senior 
GEORGE VENEZIALE 
Manager 
U.D. 
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20 
Frosh Flyers' 
First row: Coach Stan Zajdel, Garry Brysacz, Jack Parnell, Bill Gallogher, Mike Palmerie, Frank Gurski, Dean 
Flemming, Morris Morgan, Joe Belanick, Joe Tache, Bob Sweisler. Second row: Jerry Poske, Frank Bongivengo. 
Bob Narke, Ernest White, Chuck Malloy, Clif Harestad, Pat Connor, Gerald Rigol, Al Watzek, Jim Pfirman. Third 
row: Assistant Coach, Adam Klys, Tony Sperandeo, Pete Schumer, Dick Nonelle, Vince Palyan, George Burdell, 
Joe Dillon, Steve Palenchar, Mel Smolik, Ron Kehl. Fourth row: Kane, Kestner, Hudiak, Nehil, Molitoriss, Mays, 
Hazuda. Adkins, Neal. 
Opponent 
Xavier Frosh __ ____________ 12 
Miami Frosh ____________________ 13 
RECORD 1956 SEASON 
U.D. 
6 
48 
Opponent 
Cincinnati ___ ______ ._______________ 7 
Detroit Frosh _______ ____ ____ 7 
U.D. 
7 
13 
Opponent 
Heidelberg ________ __ ______ __ __ __ ____ 0 
Detroit _________________ ~ __ _ .. ___ 14 
Smith is off for a big gain around end. 
Left: Oh where, oh where, has the 
football gone! 
Right: The "BaJIet of the Pigskin." 
What would a V.D. football game be without a dog? 
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Cheerleaders 
JEA'i BENDELE. Senior. 
u p. oVer 
Fight. team, fight! 
. an' at ' 
en)! 
JOYCE FLORA, Senior. 
Jean Bendele, Joyce Flora, Sharon Strange, Joe Mazzotta, Bill Moneymaker, Jack Ditzel. 
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Honorary military colonel lake~ office 
Military Ball 
The Queen's Dance 
50 
The Pe rshill~ }{ifl e~ wellt all out 011 
th e \Jlilitary BaJJ Dt'l'c llll)e r 7. p; iv· 
ing u ~ Ilot olle IHlt two ordl!:'~tr",.; to 
dallce to. JOhllll y Reger alld Earl 
HuldcrrllClIl providf'd thp IllllSi('. Doll 
\Villiallls crowllcd Kath y Cosgrove as 
qu eell alld HOllorary iVlilitary Colollel. 
Mi:-;s lVlarialllle Kill~ was fresbmall 
attelldant. lJuLh girb wore :; tyli sh lIlli-
forllls des iglled for th em by a hOllle 
ecollomic:; major. It proved to be qllite 
all evellill g. Quite ! 
Attendant Marianne King 
Honorary Colonel Cathy Cll~gr()v(' 
Pershing rifle freshman attendant. Marianne King 
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Military Ball 
A military note wa~ added to the so-
c ial calendar with the Scabl)ard and 
Blade dance on rvlay ;-) at Lakeside. 
CndOfllls fla~hed among th e whirling 
fOflllals on th e dallce floor as couples 
p; lided to Johllny Reger\; music. At 
inte rl11i ~s ion Cathy Cosg rove, the hon-
orary colonel for '56-'57, wa s crowlled 
"Queen of til e BalJ." TVIiss Virginia 
Stoltz was c rowned Freshman t\ttelJeJ!-
ant. 
Srabbard and Blade freshman attendant, Virginia Stoltz 
Did you get my letter. Santa? 52 
Christmas 
Assembly 
With the yuletide spirit in the air, the students en· 
thusiastically thronged to the fieldhouse to officially 
welcome Old Saint Nick to the U.D. campus. The 
annual Christmas assembly was conducted most 
capably by Bob Conger, a senior in business. 
The Flyerettes added a sparkling touch to the holiday 
mood, as they gave their interpretation of "Sleigh 
Ride" in precision drill style. Also, a student trio 
pantomimed several novel Christmas songs. 
As the spotlight enveloped a "jolly old soul" Il1 his 
traditional fur·trimmed attire, the stands resounded 
with applause. Children of the faculty and married 
students with sparkling eyes and timid tongues, visited 
with "Santy" and accepted smilingly a candy.filled 
stocking. 
The University Mixed Chorus, accompanied by the 
U.D. Band, presented appropriate selections. The 
assembly was concluded with a jubilant air, as the 
entire audience combined forces in singing the old 
familiar Christmas Carols. 
Everyone sings tllP Chri~tmas favuril ('~ 10 Oltl Saint Nick 
LAWRENCE TAGG, Director 
Men's Glee Club 
"Men of Song" aptly describes this campus organization. 
Their singers uphold that great college tradition of the men's 
glee club. Performing in conjunction 'with the choir, they 
have traveled thi s year to Cleveland and Akron, as well as 
to high schools somewhat closer. They move around mus-
ically, too, for they sing songs from "Hans Christian Ander-
sen" as well as sacred pieces by Bach. Under the direction 
of Mr. Lawrence Tagg, they follow proudly in the tradition 
of the university glee club. 
First row: Thomas Weigel, David Huesman, Dan Dunson, Thomas Klein, David Rump, Charles W. Ritter. Second row: Joseph 
Fortner, Frank Hennessy, Donald Eifert, Thomas Staudenheimer, Ronald Felsburg, Gerald Lonsway, Jose Nevares. Third row: 
Joseph Leigh, Arthur Prenger, Richard McCabe, Joseph Tomanocy, James l'\'!oelIer, Richard Olsen, Edward Bruzinski. Fourth 
row: Paul Varvel. Carl Wannemacher, Thomas Duddy, James Klein, Ray Mullman, James Scofield, George Kibler, Brian 
Goode. Accompanist: James Wolf. Missing: Donald Kreu sch, Michael Roberts, Gordon Simmons, Anthony Sorice. William Lewis. 
Vincent McGabe. 
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HARRY KOERJ\ER. Editor·ill·Chirj 
DAN NEALON 
Photographer 
BOB PA YNE. Associate Editor 
Left to right: Betty Ann Haley, Assistant; Carolyn 
Haley, Social Editor ; Nancy Remke, Assistant. 
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Daytonian 
1957 
Joe DiCiacinto and Ed Longo 
. Dark Room Developers 
ANN WILLIAMS 
Artist 
Staff 
-
-
-
BERNIE BRAUN 
JOHN MAKLEY 
Faculty Editor 
-
Patty Siemers, Assistant Sen-
ior Editor; and Gail Haller-
man. Senior Editor. 
WAREHOUSE OF MEJ\10RIES 
- -
Photographers 
DICK GUERIN 
DICK WEEBER 
Photographer 
- -CHUCK HOEY, Sports Editor 
Willie Clark and Mary Jo O'Callahan , Stall Workers 
LARRY RUFF, Features Editor 
Photograph ers 
TED JARSON 
JERRY BAUER 
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DIANE SHOEMAKER 
News Editor 
Flyer 
DIANE CROSS, Editor-in-Chie/ 
ANDY CASSELLS, Sports Editor 
Staff 1956-57 
ON PAR WITH ANY 
PUBLICATION 
JIM ANDERSON, Photo-Editor 
HOB McCARTHY. Business Manager 
Staff 
Sue Hockwalt, Reporter ; Ben Westbrock, Art Editor; Barbara Barkhurst. Co-
editor. 
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The 
Flyerettes 
MARY ANN KRA\IPE 
Captain 
Sittinp:. left to right: jeanne Bendele, Rosemarie MacMillan, Patty Siemers, johanna Kalavsky, Joyce Freking, Mary Dapore, Lois Reichling, Gerri 
Gl'vat, Anp: .. la Bianco. Kneeling: Molly Payne, Sh~jla BuekeJ, Barbara Wenzler, Barbara Sasak, SU5an Gues5. Ruth Dempsey, Miriam DeBord, Donna 
DeVoe, Jan Gerding:, Su(' Maloney, Pam '\Vetherill , Nancy Hazlett. Standing: Cecelia Buchard, joan Leff, JoAnne Stueve, Kerin Staup, Carolyn Haley, 
Adelaide " Ouff" OiFino, Helen Straukamp, Irene Kramer, Bertha "Birdie" Beck, Barbara Barkhurst, Carolyn Stueve. 
' ·fall in ." " T ake it frum th e top :" ··Kick 
hi g he r. " a rc a few of th e fa miliar phrases 
IlI'a rd owr a nd o\·er again at Flyerett e prac-
tices. 
Since -;) 4 . th e g roup has prog ressed and 
made a nanlt' for itself. In s tead of twenty-four 
me ml )(' r~. th e re nre now thirt\"-two. Pe rforlll-
a nces ha ve primarilv con sisted o£ a ppear-
an ces at "c llUol fUllc tions: hasketba lL football : 
asst' rnbli (';;. Theil . too. the re hav e been shows 
a t Le xing ton_ Louis ville and las t. but s urely 
not least. Yladi ;;on Square Ga rd en. 
Throug h the e Uorts of :Vlr;;. Betty KirchmeL 
choreog raphe r : Keith Da vidsoll : Director; 
Bill Fi sher and Jim Tragese r. i\ ;;s is tallts : the 
Fh·ert' ttes a re known and recog nized as a 
prec ision dance team . 
Good Luck ill year,. to come! 
Bill Fi"her, ~I". Bt>tl y Kirchnwr, 
Senior F lyt' n:ll e' take thei r la~t how . 
Wha t a cre w! 
Ga ther round fo r s lt · i ~h rid., "huf fle. 
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MAURIE REICHARD, Band Director 
~-- -
I 
I 
_ _ _ _ _ ____ ~ __ ~ ~ . _ _ L 
University 
With their instruments tihining in the sunlight and 
their feet lifting and falling together, the University 
of Dayton Baud alld Marching Coeds marched their 
way through the 1956-57 football season_ Even if the 
sun wasn't shining and a little coed had perhaps got-
ten out of step, they still marched to bring glory to 
the school and give the football team that extra boost 
they could always use_ Led on the field by Ruth 
Berner, U_D.'s drum majorette deluxe, the band per-
formed not only at home games, but in many stadiums 
where they seemed our only rooters. We join with the 
football team in giving them well deserved thanks and 
applause for their many excellent performances and 
for their loyalty. 
Band and marching coeds make formation in honor of Dad's Day 
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of Dayton Marching Band 
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<tr '" ~ 
U. D. our hearts ring true . . . 
The famoll s 
company- front 
T h" band pr rfnrms for I he 
~liam i crowd. 
u. of D. Band artd 1l1archirtg' Coeds. • • 
D D 
~ - - . ~ .. ' .. . 
, 
- - .. 
Firq row: ~ara Cover, Andr/'a NaI!Y. Ann Wolf, Loui~(" Ehert, Dora Clark. Pat Cerlar·h. Kay Dor"t"n, Connie l\IcKal~, Captain of Ihe Marching Coeds; 
~onny L,.e, .Jac-kip Ha\\'kin~ . loni Wittnlan . Vicky LaclH't , ."'anine CartC'r. ~haron HUllt. Pat Hair. Second row: Ruth Berner, l\Iajorettc; Helen Clary, Jeanie 
Loun,lwrry, JanC' Hill. Carol William., Gl' ne Kuhhan(jp)", Boh Little. Jack Altwt'i. , .10"" Nt'var"", Bob Burcker, Dick Olsen, Jud Shattuck, Joyce Soloy, Pat 
J ir,a , :\ancy Da!':up, Connif' Layman. Third row: Frank Hpnnp~"y. Vict' Pr",.idcnt; Jerry Sta('uhle, David Ursem, Paul Cook, Bill Riller, Joe Leigh, Frank 
'><'",a, .I im Grew·)", Karl Hartmann. Arnold Art,. '[auricl' R. Rpichanl. Dire-ctor. Fourth row: David Rump, Coleman Cumming", Don Eifert, Godfrey Bauer, 
Tom .knkin", .Jim '[O('lIr-)"' Brucl' '[('William,., Ron Kronenherr-:er, Publicity '[ana!':"r; .lack Kulin.<ki, Zhignicu Kulpinski, Dob King. Fifth row: Joseph 
Kry,.iak, John Spallldinl!. Howard Wolfe, Jamc" Clark, Karl Froninl!, Lamont Stc·wart. Jerry Lonsway, John Whittenberger, Jerry Riegcr. Sixth row: 
Geor!!" Blanco .. krr) Reichard, Arthur Pn' nl!e)"' Don DlIwelin!" Pr""idcnl; Jim Wolf. Jim /)]'(·"II('r, .Jim Scofield. 
Mixed Chorus .. • 
Nanl(', of I hl' mix!'d chorus oli page 23. 
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Here at the University of 
Dayton, many an assembly 
or concert is made more en· 
joyable hy the "Voices of 
MI'. Tagg," known more 
colloquially as the Uni\'ersity 
of Dayton Mixed Choru~, 
. , 
During this past year the 
choir, eighty strong, bright-
ened the Jj nes of listeners in 
Cleveland, Akron, and sOllle 
nearby smaller COllllllunities, 
They appeared in the Christ-
lIlas Assemhly and the 
Christmas Coneert, as well 
as the Spring Band Concert. 
Possessing a varied reper-
toire and boundless energy, 
:vIr. Tagg's charges have 
helped publicize the univer-
sity as well as entertain their 
mallY listeners, 
Exponent 
FATHER JArvlES E. DONNELLY, Moderator 
LARRY RUFF, Co-Editor 
DIANE SHOEMAKER. Co-Editor 
BEN WESTBROCK, IIlllstrations 
COACH TO:\-f BLACKBURN 
THE 1956 -57 "HOLLYWOODER'S" 
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As the days prior to the eleventh season for Flyer mentor began 
to dwindle, fans were turning their attention from the gridiron 
to the hardwood of the fieldhouse, wondering what combination 
Tom would come up with after losing two All-Americans in Bill 
Uhl and Jim Paxson. 
The starting five who opened the season against Gustavus 
Adolphus featured Jim Palmer, jumping center and playing 
cornel' forward; Al Sicking starting at normal forward and 
switching to the pivot; Arlen Bockhorn, Blackburn's hand-picked 
candidate to take command of the team, going at guard; Bill 
Almashy, the returning senior, at the other forward and Carmen 
Riazzi as the other guard. 
Jim Palmer showing some of his early season 
form. 
One of the typical drive-in shots by Carmen Riazzi 
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Don Lane driving in for one of his reverse 
lay-ups 
An example of ,orne of the clo,e action again,t 
Xavier. 
"All right. where did he go?" 
Reverse lay.up executed by Dick Bogenrife in 
the "hair raising" contest against ~1iami. 
The Flyers got 011 top of the ledger by WlIllllllg their first two 
games at the hands of Gustavus Adolphus and Miami of Florida. 
These two decisions proved to he the "Y·8" victories as the regu· 
lars were shuffled in and out of the line up with different com· 
binations but the re!Sults proved to be quite conclusive. Yictory 
lIumber two of the season was the two hundreJth £01' Tom Black· 
burn's era as the Flyer mentor. 
Hopes of an undefeated seasoll were shattered at the hands of 
DePaul who presented the Flyers with their first defeat of the 
season hy a 67·59 COUllt. It was during this game that the Flyers 
reached their lowest ebh in the departmellt of foul shooting. Had 
this game gone the other way, or rather, had they beell able to 
convert a few more of their free throws, the season's record 
might have read differently. 
The Flyer's record for the '56·'57 season was not a bad one. 
It turned out to be a very creditable one of which every student 
and citizen of Dayton can be proud. After the DePaul setback, 
the big five bounded back to upset Bill Rohr's Miami Redskins 
ill the closing seconds of the game on a stolen ball and an easy 
lay up by Arlen Bockhorn who was the top point producer for 
the night. 
Cincinna ti pu t a new focus on the Flyers by hand ing them 
their second defeat of the early campaign. The Flyers jumped off 
big in this game and enjoyed a ten point lead as far as the second 
half. 
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An expression of (!i~gu"t IS upparl" nt as Don 
Lane acquires two point ~ . 
One of the frequent loose balls in the Duquesne game 
being sought hy Jack McCarthy, 
Bill Almashy laying in two against Miami 
Bockhorn gets temperatllfe taken at the hands 
of Eastern Kentucky. 
AI Sicking being tied up by a DePaul player 
"Oh no, not again" 
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Then Cincy got hot and the bottom seemed to fall right out 
from ]Jeneath the Flyers. The Bearcats tied the score up, went 
ahead to stay, and threw a freeze during the last few minutes, 
that was as perfectly executed as any this writer has ever seen. 
The final score was 65·53, one which the Flyers were not to 
forget too quickly. Remembering that there was a return match 
yet to be played. 
Having waltzed to 78-41 victory over the Los Angeles State 
clowns, in which Jack McCarthy celebrated his promotion to 
starter by pouring in ten points, the Flyers headed for Lexington 
to appear in the Kentucky Invitational Tournament as defendillg 
champions. Rated at the hottoll1 of the totem pole, Dayton was 
handed its third defeat at the hallds of Illinois in the opening 
roulld. 
On the consolation round the Flyers were defeated for the 
fourth time by a polished and potent S. Methodi~t five. This 
proved to be the turning point in the campaign for the slow start-
ing Flyers. 
In the opening game of the Bluegrass Tourney, daybght broke 
through for the reorganized Flyers, featuring Jim Palmer at 
center, Bockhorn and Bogenrife at forwards, Lane and Shafer at 
the guards, as they trounced the Dukes from Duquesne 88-45. 
Palmer, playing in a loose pivot, did an excellent job defensively. 
However the story of the victory was not wrapped up in one in-
dividual, but it was the cohesive play of the new unit ill which 
Blackburn had sacrificed height for maneuverability. 
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Carmen Riazzi breaking away for one of hi!; 
man\' lav·lIp!'. 
"You should have never done that" 
Bockhorn gets a 'tanning' at the hands of a 
Regis player. 
"Hand v" defen~f' executed by Loyola against 
the canny Lan('. 
The "Keokee" kid going up for on e of his bunnies 
Bill Almashy driving around the defensive unit 
for two points. 
Dayton had a phenomenal shooting percentage of 49 % from 
the floor and 76 % from the free throw line. This indeed, was a 
far cry from DePaul game and proved these hoys were determined 
to improve themselves and come up with a winning combination. 
Once again the doors to the first place team were closed by the 
outside shooting of the Louisville guards and the pivot work of 
Charlie Tyra. The Flyers did not give up without a fight, for 
the game ended at a 51-51 deadlock. The Cardinals came up with 
that special formula that made them the number four team in the 
land, powering over the Flyers in the overtime period. This, by 
no means, was the end of the Flyers' hopes nor was it the end of 
the Louisville scares. 
Dayton returned home with another second place trophy but 
they also brought along an intangible improvement of confidence 
and unity. 
Duquesne, who was blasted off the court by the Flyers in the 
Blue Grass Tourney, turned around to polish off Dayton for 
their sixth loss. As if defeat wasn't bad enough, Bockhorn suffered 
a broken nose and Bogenrife had six stitches in his chin as a 
result of an under the basket scramble. Bockhorn with a broken 
nose sat out the first game of his varsity career and watched his 
"iron men" team mates hand highly rated Canisius its second 
defeat. This was the first time that Blackburn had ever employed 
the zone defense which proved to be the equalizer and kept the 
Griffens away from the basket. 
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One of the many impossible shots accomplished 
by Lane. 
Riazzi displaying his ability to outmaneuver the de· 
fensive man. 
An example of some of the action encountered 
against Morehead State. 
Bogenrife cutting in for a dance with Lane 
An expression of surprise is encountered as Riazzi 
slips through for an easy lay-up 
Bockhorn goes down for the count against Xavier 
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The Flyers shot, bounded, and ran like champions in defeating 
Canisius 65-58. Things began happening pretty quickly as the 
Flyers, led by Carmen Riazzi, compiled wins over St. Francis, 
Xavier, and Eastern Keutucky. In the game against its traditional 
rival, Dayton was forced to fight the Muskies to the final buzzer, 
winning in the last eight seconds of the game on a pair of free 
throws by Al Sicking. A new rebound record was set by Al in the 
Eastern Kentucky game, when he grabbed thirty rebounds and 
scored twenty points besides. At this stage of the season it looked 
as if the Flyers had found themselves and that Tom Blackburn 
had found the right combination. 
The starti11g five wa s now Al Sickin~ at center, Jim Palmer and 
Arlell Bockhorn as the Iorwards, Don Lane as olle guard , and 
Carmen Riazzi as the other, as well a'i taking over the re igns as 
captain. This wa s the winlling quillt et and the one whi ch would 
bring them fame and ~lory. 
The Dayton louisvill e se ri es reac11ed its peak when the Flyers 
were again upset by the Cardinals by one point 57·;:)6. A despe ra-
tion shot hy Harold Andrews with one second remaining proved 
fatal. The Flye rs wel·e near ing th e achievement which would have 
been heard around the baske tball world with a vi ctory over Louis-
ville. With less than s ix minutes remaining, they seemed to ha ve 
the ga me in the ir hip pocket s iJllt because of mechanical errors 
they gave the ga me a wa y. 
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Jim Palmer [\ ft e r a loo i;c hall in th e Heg i" galll(> 
Futil e a tt empt to block Bockhorn'~ idea of two points 
Interferences encOllntered by Sicking 
Don Lane driving in for two points as befuddl ed 
DePaul looks on 
Typical example of the action against Cincinnati as 
Bockhorn fights for loose ball. 
Al Sicking eyes basket as Regis player prepares 
to defend. 
A revenge minded five downed the men of DePaul along with 
consecutive wins over Villanova, Loyola of New Orlean::;, YIore-
head State, ;VIiami, and Regis College. The traditional rival fronl 
Oxford put up a tremendous fight which was not enough to prevent 
the Flyers from winning in a douule over time on a tip-in JJy cap-
tain Carmen Riazzi. 
The climax of the season <.:ame at the hands of the Louisville 
Cardinals. Prior to the opening buzzer, the spirit of the students 
and the players themselves reached a peak which was demonstrated 
by the hanging of posters and a pep rally. The Flyers captured 
this game by a score of 50-48. As the final buzzer sounded, a wave 
of humanity flooded the playing floor taking the jubilant players 
with them. The memory of the most wanted victory will live in the 
halls of the fleldhouse for many years. 
The last home stand of the '56-'57 edition of the Flyers was 
staged against the Toledo Rockets. Dayton won with ease over 
Toledo and Tom Blackburn pulled the seniors one by one to let 
the fans show their appreciation. They gave each senior a standing 
ovation. Bill Almashy, the last to leave the game, turned as he was 
walking off the court and gave the audience an opened arm kiss 
in true Hollywood style. 
The remaining game was played at the Armory on the Univer-
sity of Cincinnati campus. Dayton, with revenge in their hearts, 
downed the Bearcats 67-63. 
Thus closes another chapter III Flyer basketball! The thrills 
that this team brought about were many and the heartbreaks were 
felt by all. Coach Tom Blackburn again proved that he is the best 
in the land and the one time "hollywood troops" also proved that 
they too are among the tops in the country. 
Bill Alllla~hy i~ tied up by an over anxiollo Regis 
player. 
Gusties were penalized for "clipping" as Bockhorn 
grabs loose ball. 
"Let me at it, "cries big AI. 
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1956-57 Flyers 
First row: Carmen Riazzi. Al Sicking . .I im Palmer, Bill AJm asJiv. Dil' k Bogcn rife. S cond row: Manager Harold 
Rockhorn. b on Lane, lack McCarthy. Ray Ath r toll , Ar len H( ckhl)rn . Palll Shafo!"' coa h Tom Blackburn. 
TEAM RECORD 1956-57 SEA 0 r 
WON 18 LOST 8 
84 Gustavus Adolphus 48 61 Xavie.r --._- 59 
87 Miami, Florida ______ 48 8J Eastern Kentucky 
- --
61 
59 DePa ul 
- -- ---
_______ ._____ ... 67 56 Louisville 57 
67 Miami, Ohio 65 7.5 DePa ul 
-
58 
53 Cincinnati 
- --- --
_65 80 Morehead State . 
---
67 
78 Los Angele- State . ________ 41 68 Miami, Ohio 
--
67 
65 Illinois ( KIT) 
-- -
.82 ]02 Villanova 
-
.70 
59 Southern Methodist ( -KIT) __ 67 75 Loyola of Ne\ Orleans 63 
88 Duquesne ( Bluegrass) ___ 45 97 Reg is 
-
53 
53 Louisville (Bluegrass ) __ .. ____ 61 65 Xavier --------. - 68 
71 Duquesne 79 50 LOll isville 48 
--
65 Canisius 
- --
58 90 Toledo ,47 
84 St. Francis ___ ___ .60 67 Cincinnati ---- - 63 
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Day to 11/ Frosh Team 
First row: Larry Kedzie, Ken Barnett. Ron Howard . Hank Josefczvk. Tom Strausser. Second row: Herb Dintaman, 
Coach; Frank Case, Joe Kennelly, Bob Patterson. Bii! Brennan. ''like Patterson, ~'1anager. 
1956-57 RECORD 
Sinclair College _ __ 75 
Inla nd ____ ______ ___ ______ __________ _______ ____ __ 61 
Wright Patterson 'Hawks _____ 70 
Miami Frosh _ _________ ___ _ ___ 87 
Cincinnati Frosh __________ ____ _ ___ 72 
W. P. Welfare _______________________ ______ __ 57 
N. C.R. ___ __ _____ _______________ 62 
Miller Appliances _________ _____ ____ ____ ___ _ 78 
Xa vier Frosh ____________ ___ ____ __ ____ __ ______ 81 
N . C. R. ____ __________________ ________ ___________ ___ 57 
W. P. Welfare ____ _____________ __ ____________ 69 
Bliss College ____ _________ ____________ ________ 97 
33 
44 
6~ 
86 
82 
43 
75 
58 
60 
84 
58 
77 
(16-8) 
W. P. Kittyhawks ________ ____ 73 47 
Millers Appliances ____ __ ____ 81 58 
Miami Frosh ____________________ 70 80 
Miami Valley Merchants 103 56 
Bliss College _ . . __ _ _________ _ 81 56 
W. P . Welfare ___ _________ _____ 81 57 (AAU) 
Xa vier Frosh _________ ___________ 63 67 
Hamilton Feed ______________ 80 55 (AAU) 
Sweeney's Autos ____ _______ ___ 62 89 
1111a nd ___________________________ ___ 71 72 (AAU) 
Rand R Cafe __________________ 84 66 
Cincinnati Frosh _____ __ ____ ___ 86 98 
This year's Frosh team composed a 16 won and 8 lost record under the auspicious of head coach 
Herb Dintaman. Frank Case paced the team in scoring with a 14 point average. The team scored 
1800 points with an average of 75 points a game whereas the opponents scored 1570 for an 
average 65.4 points per game. The Flyer Yearlings had a successful season and gave Daytonians 
one more reason why they can expect big time basketball in the future. 
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Case sneaks two pa ~t the \'Iu skie de· 
fend er~ . 
ep to the rim and in. 
(left) Where';, the ba~ket'? 
(right) Get off my back. 
With defender" flat· foot ed. Case scores two 
more. 
This one is all mine . 
If only he would get out from under 
my feet. 
HARRY BAUJAUN 
A thletic Director 
HAROLD BOCKHORN 
Manager 
ANN RIEGER 
Secretary 
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EDDIE QUEST 
Trainer 
"THE DETECTIVE STORY" 
u. D. 
Players 
The V.D. Players, denoted of the presentation of the 
dramatic art on campus, gave their first two productions 
of the ] 956-57 season , The Detective Story and The 
Vigil. The first of these, authored by Sidney Kingsley, 
tells of a detective who in his passion to punish evil 
dooms himself to inevitable destruction. Tom Broderick 
in the role of the modern Oedipus led a large cast which 
turned in a performance well done and well received 
by the public. 
Below are typical shots of "The Detective Story" 
Junior 
Prom 
MARILEE FAUST, Queen 
The Junior Prom, extravaganza sponsored by the class of '58, was held at Lakeside Ballroom on the evening of 
February 15. The annual affair given for the entire school, was most successful this year due to a very efficient and 
coopera tive committee. 
Preceding the dance, a cocktail party was held for members and guests of the Junior Class at the Gibhons Hotel. This 
preliminary started the "Ball" rolling. 
Buddy Morrow, his trombone and his orchestra, were feaiured on the bandstand. Morrow's versatility ranged from 
the slow and sweet to the fast and furious, thus providing music which was satisfying to all. 
Because the date chosen for the dance closely approximated Saint Valentine's Day, the theme was appropriately 
entitled, "Cupid Goes Collegiate." The decorations carried out the theme with a characteristic color scheme of red and 
white. Strings of hearts were cleverly hung from pillar to pillar, giving the effect of a decorative edging for the dance 
floor. A thousand and one streamers were extended across the ceiling, adding an extra touch of festivity. On either end 
of the stage was placed a huge "candy-striped' heart, which provided the background for a silhouette. On one side 
Cupid was silhouetted directing his al.TOW toward the silhouette of a dancing couple on the other si"de. 
The crowning of her royal 
highness at inteTmission was the 
highlight of the evening. All eyes 
spotlighted Queen Marilee Faust 
and her attendants, Cathy Cos-
grove, Edna Erney, Ellen Fitz-
gerald, and Jan Gerding, as they 
were escorted to the stage along 
a carpet strewn with rose petals. 
John Higgins, president of the 
Junior Class, hestowed the hon-
ors. The queen's crown was de-
signed in colors identical to those 
of her gown. The Junior Class 
complimented her with a bouquet 
of roses and a gold medallion, 
bearing a figure of Cupid and an 
inscription of the event. 
THE QllEEN AND HER COURT 
First row: Jan Gerding, Queen Marilee Faust, Edie Erney. Second row: Cathy Cosgrove, 
Ellen Fitzgerald. 
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Cupid 
Goes 
Collegiate 
Cupid conquers-and they love it! 
Many marvel at Morrow's music·making 
Don't get excited, Dick ... Another drink's on the way! 
Come on, Dave. Let's drink a toast! What toothpaste company are YOll two rep resenting? Date, dance, drink-U.D. delight '. 
May Day 
MAY QUEEN ANN CARMACK 
On the first day of Mary's Month, the V.D. student body gathered en masse to solemnly pledge themselves to the 
Queen of the May. This ceremony annually takes place when Communist Nations are organized in anti-religious demon-
strations. May Day at V.D. is the most awe-inspiring, public manifestation of faith which occurs during the school year_ 
Services began in the chapel, followed by the formation of the procession by the Monogram Club, Mariology Club, 
Mixed Chorus, student body, and faculty. A living rosary was formed as the procession wound around campus, terminat-
ing at the foot of Mary Immaculate's Statue in the vale. V.D.'s Queen, Ann Carmack, and her attendants, Mary Gail 
Hallerman and Joan Leff, offered their bouquets to Our Lady in behalf of the entire student body .. An Act of Consecra-
tion and Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament completed the impressively appropriate tribute to the loving Queen of 
the May. 
MAY QUEEN ATTENDANTS 
Right: Joan Leff 
Left: Mary Gail 
HaBerman 
The university pays tribute to Our La y urmg d d . May Day Ceremonies 
Students pledge themselves to Mary, Queen of the May. 
Left to right: Reverend Edwin Weber, S.M., v.ery Reverend 
Andrew Seebold, S.M., Reverend Charles Bloemer officiate 
at May Day Services. 
Turnabout Is Fair Play 
Candidate-DON LANE Candidate-ARLEN BOCKHORN 
Every year the girls wait for that one weekend in April when they will have an opportunity to play host to their dates 
at Lakeside Ballroom. It is the boys' chance to learn how a girl feels and vice versa, as far as our dating system is con-
cerned. 
Joe Slater, Arlen Bockhorn, Don Lane, and Bob Wendling were the candidates for king. Following a week of furious 
campaigning and voting, one of the above was crowned "Turnabout King-1957." 
Every male who attended was presented a "corsage" by his date. It may have consisted of paper, straw, money, iron, 
vegetables, or what have you. Needless to say there was quite a variety. The three corsages that were judged to be the 
most beautiful, the most unique, and the most hilarious merited a prize for their owner. 
Highlighting the evening was the presentation of the Turnabout King and the other candidates by the pretty and most 
proficient chairman, Susan Hockwalt. 
Candidate-JOE SLATER Candidate-BOB WENDLING 
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rrThis Is the Way It Should Be?" 
Players Present 
The second of their presentation, The Vigil, by Fodor, 
was given during Lent, and in keeping with the sea· 
son, focllsed its attention on the resurrection for, it 
makes the audience join in the trial to determine 1£ 
the gardener stole the body of Christ, or if He really 
rose from the dead. 1\1r. Gilvary, the director, pro· 
duced it in the form of a dramatic reading which 
heightened the effeetivene~~ of a II already excellent 
perfonna nee. 
Right: :'Ilagdalen viewing defendant at que~t of State'~ 
attorney. 
"THE VIGIL" 
Left: Courtroom scene. 
Below: Cast from the "Vigil." 
· , , GraduatLon. · 
1 
h' d from the left, sixth roW, 
There 1 am, t J! 
Four hundred fifty seniors gathered in front of St. Mary's for, perhaps, the last time. As they waited for 
the graduation procession to begin, they remembered the first time they had seen the Hilltop. They had been 
both excited and afraid as they donned their "beanies" and stood in line at the bookstore for the first time. 
Happy hours spent in the Student Union, Brother Paul's, Classrooms, and the Fieldhouse flashed before 
them again. Friendships begun here were some of the finest-"I remember the night-." The preceding 
senior moved ahead, on to the climax-Graduation. 
The last mile 
AL SICKING 
I(ING 
ALBIE 
AND 
QUEEN 
JEANIE 
Senior 
JEANIE BENDELE 
On the afternoon of May 18, there was the usual hustle and bustle on the Hilltop that generally precedes a big social 
affair. To most of the students this was just another dance, but to the 450 seniors this was a memorial afternoon. They 
were anticipating their last dance at the University of Dayton. 
The first stop on the big night was the Miami Hotel where the class met for a cocktail party. At nine, the group left 
on their way to Lakeside Ballroom where they danced to the music of Tony Pastor's Orchestra. Later the couples took 
an intermission to watch the crowning of the king and queen-AI Sicking a'nd Jeanie Bendele. 
At one o'clock most of th~ couples left without a backward glance, but many a senior was seen to get a little misty-eyed 
at the thought of the close of college life. Those last few years had been pretty good ones. We only hope the many years 
which seem to stretch ahead are as happy as those spent at the University of Dayton. 
COURT-Jeanne Bendele, Katie Houldsworth, Joan Leff, Fran Gavagan, Mariellen Maloney, Dianne Cross. Jerry Bush, John Makley, Jim 
Stafford, Al Sicking, Al Jung, Harry Koerner. 
Farewell 
One last fling! ! 
"Stay back , girls, I'm trying to leave" 
Isn't that sweet? 
Who lold the joke? 
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ANNE ;\IARIE 
ALLEN 
Nursing 
Flyers Hangar, I ntra-
murals 
STANLEY J . BACK 
,Halhemalics 
Math Club 
Hey what office are you running for, Chuck? 
WILLlA.\I A. 
AUlIASHY 
Physical Education 
Varsity Basketball, 
Monogram Club 
ANDREW PAUL 
BACKS 
Industrial Psychology 
Psychol<?gy Club 
SHARON LEE 
A'\'lEND 
English 
U.D. Players 
JOSEPH A_ BAKAN 
Chemistry 
Chemistl)' Society; 
Math Club; CSMC. 
JAMES FRANKLIN 
BARNHILL 
Biology 
Sigma Delta Pi 
DONALD P. 
ANDERSO;"l 
Business 
Organizalion 
V<'Is Club_ Retailin!! 
CI"b ~ 
NEIL R_ BANKE 
Engineering 
RICHARD H. BASON 
Biology 
Sigma Delta Pi 
KENTON LEE 
ANDERSON 
Personnel Adminis-
tration Psychology 
Club, Vice Presi-
dent 
Servt' r; SA.\1. 
JOSEPH T. 
BARCINAS 
Sociology 
Mariology. Vice Pres-
ident; CSMC; Student 
Senate; Current A f-
fairs Club; Exponent; 
Press Club; UD Flyer; 
Sacriston, FOllnder~ 
Hall 
KATHRYN 
BAUGHAN 
Philosophy 
Night School Editor 
on Dayton Flyer 
lliLL\ BECHER 
Vomliollal Home 
Economics 
Educalioll 
HOIll(' Economics Cluh; 
FT A; r'h-er~ Han"ar' Intralllur~J" e, 
FRANCIS R. BERUS 
Accounting 
Accounting C1uh 
DONAW 130LTON 
Business 
Vets Club 
1E-\l\IE·\NN 
BENDELE 
Dieletics 
Chl'erkadt'r; Flyer· 
{'lie; .\larioloI!Y CluJ.; 
Flyer~ Hangar; Hom" 
Econolllics Club; 
Honlf'coming Court, 
1956; Christma~ Ball 
Attendant 
KEN ' ETH EDWARD 
llINN~ 
Meehaniral 
Engineering 
AS\IE; Intramural,; 
STEPHEN BOSWA Y 
Physical Education 
Varsity Football and 
Basehall. Cleveland 
Club; \Ionogralll 
Club; Intramurals 
EDW ARD BER(;EH 
Biulngy 
Sigllla Delta Pi 
RICHARD 1. 
ROECKL 
BILsiness Organizalion 
and Ef'OTlomics 
ClPvcland Cluh 
RUSSELL BOUCHEZ 
Engineeri.llg 
DONALD 
BOLLHEL\IER 
Biology 
Sigma Dplta Pi 
ANNE BRITTON 
Education 
FTA 
Getting ready for surgery, pr~.meds'! 
THOMAS J. 
BRODERICK 
Business 
Orgafll:zal.ioll 
UD Players 
LEONA BEATRICE 
BROWN 
IV/u.,ic Edu cation 
Chorus; Education; 
Stud~nt Council 
BERNARD BURKE 
Secondary Education 
Varsity Football; 
Monogram Club; Key· 
stone Club; Mariology 
Club 
WILLIAM PAUL 
BRUENING 
Electrical 
Ellgineering 
l\lath Club; IRE; 
AlEE; PGEM 
JOHN BERNARD 
BURKE 
Industrial 
Psychology 
Psychology Club, Pres· 
ident; UD Players 
ROBERT F. BRUNS 
Biology 
GERALD THOMAS 
BUSH 
Secondary 
Education: 
Business 
}Iariology Club, Pres· 
ident; Monogram Club, 
President; Varsity 
Football 
SR. MARY 
CELESTIS BUBAK, 
!'IISC 
Elementary 
Education 
JOHN S. BUTKUS 
Indus/rial 
ll!lanagement 
SAM 
NELSON G. DUBE 
Accollnting 
J AMES I. BUCHER 
A ccolLnting 
}IARGARET :\IARY 
BUTLER 
Home Economics 
Education 
Home Economics 
Club; FT A; Educa· 
tion Student Council; 
Junior Class Secretary; 
Homecoming Court; 
Junior Prom Court; 
Flyers Hangar; Home· 
coming Committee 
ROBERT H. 
BUECHELE 
Industria/. 
Management 
ELIO CHARLES 
CARLINI 
Sociology 
Intramurals; Clevdand 
Club 
JOHN D. CASSIDY 
Indll8trial 
!l1anagement 
Vet,. Club ; SA:\I 
DONALD JOHN 
CHONTOS 
Industrial 
:'v!anagcment 
Varsity FootLall; 
Monogram Cluh 
CATHERINE ANN 
CARMACK 
Sociology 
CS:\!C; CWO Roard; 
Chorus; WAA; 
Hoekey T .. al11 
BUCK HOY 
CALVIN CHING 
Biology 
Sigma Delia Pi ; Tn· 
tr~ll1ural s ; Hui 0 
Hawaii, Secretary 
PATRICK C. 
CHRTSnrAN 
Busin ess Organiza· 
tion and Economics 
RAFAEL E. 
CAR'I!OEGA 
Bllsiness Organiza· 
tion and Economics 
Latin·Anwrican Club 
THEODORE L. 
CLARK 
Accollnling 
Tntramurals; Acco unt· 
ing. Retailinl,! Club 
ROUERT F. 
CAROLINA 
Business Organiza· 
tion and Economics 
RICHARD PHILLIP 
CLDIENS 
Retailing 
Retailing: Club, TTf·a~· 
urer 
fRANCIS G. CASH 
Civil Engineering 
Varsity· Rifle "eam; 
ASCE; Rifle Club, 
President; Bluegra"" 
Club; Pt'rshing Riflf's 
ROBERT GLEN 
CLODFELTER 
:l,!lechanical 
Engineering 
Flyers Hangar; Math 
Club; ASME; OSPE; 
TntramuraIs; Rifle 
Club; Bowling Team 
SR. :\.1. FRIEDEBlJRC 
CLE:\IENS 
?lISC 
A CCOll1lting 
RONALD WILLIAM 
COLLINS 
r.hemistry 
Ch,'mislry Sociely 
ROIlERT ALLEN 
CONGER 
Bu silless 
OrgaTlizati01l 
Alpha Kappa P si ; 
Cincinnali Club; 
Flyers Hangar 
W1LLlA?ll R. 
COPELAND 
'"t/u strial 
fllanogemell l 
JAMES E: CROSS 
ECOIIOIIHC.I 1 
" Cl h' Scahhar< Rille 11 ,-
anll Black 
CHARLES i\ . 
CLUXTO"i 
R etai/i,,!! 
Re lailill!! CluJ. 
PACL VIRGIL 
CO\lBS 
Bll sin es.'i 
Orgon i:.aliol1 
CHARLES D. 
CONNER 
EICI"/rollic 
EJl~illecr':l1g 
IRE 
ANTHONY R. 
CORSO 
Soriology 
Tlllra mura ls; Kni ckt-r· 
boc k.' r Club : Flyer> 
Hangar 
" . N'CE DIANE CON~1\ 
CROS~ 
EIl!!/;sh . 
I . ' (0' LiD P ay~r~, . . E 'ponenl , 
EdilOr , vi er V.dil<lf: 
DaylOn y 
Pre" Club 
J erry B I . us 1 p~ . ecel"" Ih s c [in;1 " And " Y Zulli Award." 
~\I I R LEY OAL TON 
A (, ( '011 II l.ill g 
:\ <;" ounl in)! Clull ; 
~ !\,,\ 
B£.NJAMIN ( AUJA 
OAOANG 
Sociology 
,,\ !\RY LO UISE 
VOCKE O,\WICK£. 
. H er/ical T ('chn o/Ogy 
Freshman and Sopho, 
more Cla,;s Secretary; ~Iu<lenl Cnuncil; Jun· 
ior Prl")) Courl ; Sigma 
Odla Pi ; Intrall\ural" 
InITal))ura\:; 
S1' ANL£'Y W ALT£.R 
OA WICK£.. JR . 
!VI echani.cal 
Engineering 
Freshman Vice Pres' 
ide
nl ; OSP£.; ASM£.; Scab\~ard and Blade 
,,\lRIA"\ J\ NNETTf. 
OEBORD 
Personlle! 
P!\\}L DF.C\"IP 
Sci ell re 
Mallagemenl. 
FI,ert.\l e; Flyers 
Hangar 
LA WRENC£' W. 
O£.£.R Physi.wl Edll r:al.ion 
SHIRLEY 
WAI]\,~COTT 
DEGER 
Efem entar I' 
Edu cation 
Inlr \'1 amural,; FTA' 
'E' arlO/olLY Club' ' 
, dlll'alion H ' ~ociely ono)' 
JA.:'.\£.S VINCENT 
OE.fABlO 
Physical Er/IIClllion 
Var"ilY Fllulh"n an,1 
Baseball; Inlramural,; 
,,\onog"an1 Club 
GERALD DEC 
Enginee ' LER rUlg 
THO\I ,\t.; [' . ' .' . DEGE BlI~ IIl CSS Or . R tio galllza· 
R . ." alld EcoJ1omi .. 
",,,dill" CI I (.s 
C:S"IC' "" u ) ; Clul :'" "I annlof!)' ) _,<'e r('\ i!'g Rille,; (lY; Pcr~h· 
St')'ver . . lap .. 1 
ROGER I 
IJEITERINC 
Industrial 
.llana" S;\\I. oemCIl/. 
. , V,' I, Clllh 
JOSEPH RA Y:-'lOND 
DESCH 
Business Organiza-
lion and Economics 
SAM 
Gee, !lIom, I'm old enough to drink! 
CLARK E_ DIEHL 
Business Organiza-
lion and Economics 
SAlVI 
ELLEN l\L DOLL 
JVursing 
Flyers Hangar; Intra-
murals; Sigma Delta 
Pi; Cleveland Club 
JOSEPH 
DIGIACINTO 
Biology 
Knickerbocker Club; 
Pershing Rifles 
ROLAND ELLWOOD 
DOLLE, JR_ 
Chemistry 
Intralllurab 
JAMES 0_ DOWNING 
Chemistry 
Chemistry Society 
JOSEPHINE 
DIGIORGIO 
SecondaTl' 
Education: 
English, Malh 
RICHARD DORSEY 
Business Organiza-
tioll and Economics 
JOHN WILLlA:\-I 
DOYLE 
Business OrgclTIiza-
lioll and Economics 
Cleveland Club 
JAMES 3IARTIN 
DIRKES 
Biology 
Pershing Rifles; 
Sigma Delta Pi; 
Intramural~ 
PATRICK JAMES 
DOWLING 
Industrial 
Managemenl 
Cleveland Club Pres-
icl ent; SA31 Vict' 
President 
JOHN DRERUP, SR_ 
Education 
ROBERT W. 
DRESHER 
Accoulllillg 
Accounting Club 
RONALD BRUCE 
FELs nURG 
Busilless Organiza' 
lioll , Ecollolllics, 
alld Speech 
UDPlayers; flyers 
Hangar ; Speech Club; 
Dayton Club; Chorus; 
Psychology Club; 
SA\1; Homecoming 
Commillce 
DONALD AUGUST 
DUWELING 
Jl u:;ic Educatioll 
'.-Iarching and Concert 
Band Pres ident and 
Secretary and Treas· 
urer; Men's Glee Club 
DENNIS JOHN 
fACTOR 
Biology 
Sigma Delta Pi , Vice 
Prt'" ident 
;','!ANUEL E. 
FERRARA 
Mechallical 
Engineering 
ASME; Honor So-
ciety; Soccer Team ; 
Latin American Club 
CLEMENT O. 
ECKSTEIN 
Secolldary Educa· 
tioll: Ellglish 
Glee Club; Chorus 
nRUCE c. FARRELL 
Biology 
Sigma Df'lta Pi; J n· 
tramural, 
ALBERT ViCTOR 
FERRIS 
Mechallical 
Ellgilleerillg 
AS\IE; Honor So· 
ciety; Math Club 
JOYCE C. FAUSELL 
Ellglish 
Chorus Secretary; UD 
Concert Band 
RAnlOND JOHN 
FIEDLER 
Mechallical 
Ellgilleering 
Daytonian Staff; In· 
tramllrals; Dayton 
Flyer; ASME 
Who said vou could lead this "Grand 
March'? " . 
LINUS HENRY 
FIELY 
Elemelltary and Sec· 
olldary Education 
SUZANNE MARIA 
FINKE 
Physical Education 
WAA; PhY!:'ical Edu-
cation Maj(",; Club; 
Intra-Athlt, tic t,,'>,oeia-
r ion; Flyer!: Hangar; 
Education Stucl~llt 
Council: FT A; CS.\IC; 
Hock.,v Team: Intpr-
,cllOla~t ic Ba"ht ball 
JOHN B. 
FROEHLE, JR. 
Geology 
C(>olol(Y Cluh Officer 
DANIEL B. FISCHER 
English 
Intralllurab; CS~IC; 
Flyers Hangar; Inter-
national Relation~ Club 
ROBERT GENE 
GALVIN 
Physical Education 
Vrts Club; Davton 
Club; Int~amu'rah ; 
Varsity Baseball 
MERLE E. 
FLANNERY 
Art Education 
Art Club; Flyer" 
Hangar; Quel-'n \; 
Court, Dayton Art In-
stitute Spring Dancr 
TH ,\KORLAL D. 
GANDHI 
:1-1 echanical 
Engineering 
.·\S1IE 
HOW ARD FLEAT 
Business 
FRANCINE M. 
CAVAGAN 
Secondary 
Education: English 
.\Iariology Club; 
Flyf'r" Hangar 
JOYCE J. FLORA 
Elementary 
Edllcation 
Chc(-rlead('r; P"ychol-
og:y Club 
"Ch"..,.,;," everybody! 
STAMEY C. FOCHT 
Secondary 
Edllca/ion: Science 
Comprehensive 
THmlAS F. 
GEARY, JR. 
History 
Flyer" Hangar ; Knick· 
rrbocker Club 
WILLIA~I 1. FREEH 
Mechanical Engi-
neenng 
ASl\IE Treasurer; Vets 
Cluj); Soccer Team 
ROBERT L. 
GERHART 
Industrial 
.11anageml?rrl 
ERi\EST D. GR.'\ Y 
Business 
Organization 
SA:'-! 
CHARLES W. 
GRENNAN 
Jlechanical 
ETlgineeri.Tlg 
UD Band; Scabbard 
and I3lade, Executive 
Officer; ' ASME Treas· 
urer 
JAMES EDWARD 
GERSTNER 
lnduslrial 
Engirreering 
Industrial Engineers 
Cluh 
RO:'-JAL/) R. GREIVE 
.1-lechanical 
Ellgineerillg 
OSPE; AS:'-IE; Blue· 
gra"" Club; Val'~ity 
Ba"eball 
HARRY G. 
GR!ESELHUBER 
.M ~('hanical 
Engineering 
ASME; OSPE; Rifle 
Team; Rifle Club 
President and Treas· 
urer 
BARBARA GILBERT 
Education 
JOHN C. GROGAN 
[ivil Engineering 
Monogram Club, Sec· 
retary; ASCE; Varsity 
Foothall 
FREDERICK 
GILLOTTI 
Retailing 
Retailing Club 
TERRENCE F. 
GROGAN 
Biology 
Sigma O .. lta Pi; 
Intramural8 
CHARLES M. 
GRAHAM 
Business 
Organization 
Vets Club 
EUGENE A. 
GUGLIELMO 
Hislory 
Phi Alpha Theta 
DONALD HECK 
Business 
MARY BARBARA 
- HEISTER 
!Yllfsing ~ . 
H n"ar ' CIn-Fivers a,... ,
c i~nati Club: Intra-
murals 
JOYCE AN!\ 
HAGA i\ S 
Dielelir's 
J uni"r Prom :"l.ttend_ 
ant; Flrn, Hangar ; 
Dan"nian " ta(( ; 
Ho;"" Ee-unolllic, 
Club; lntranlllral. 
THOMAS IRVING 
HALL 
History 
LORETTA. 
HARTUNG 
Ed/lealion 
TRANK P . • 
HENNESS) .. 
'. I Com post/.1011 ·\tIl/sua 
. . CD 
Golf T ~am _ d Concert 
Marching an . \'l en '~ 
B d' Chorus, - . d 
8n C'-I b' Woodwlfl GJet' u, 
Quint('t 
JA}IES HACKETT 
Sociology 
C5_\IC 
CAROLYN HALEY 
Elementary 
Education 
FJyerelle; FT A; Edu-
cation Student Coun-
ciJ; NFCC5; Intra_ 
murals; Flyers Hang_ 
ar; Student Senate; 
Daytonian Sta((, 50-
cieiy Editor 
.\lAHY GAIL 
HALLER'\IAN 
Psychology 
J un ior Prom Queen; 
Studcnt Council;. 
CWO Board; Flyer_ 
CIte; 1\'FCCS; Flyer;; 
Hangar ; Psychology 
Club; lntralllllrals ; 
Daytonian Stu ((, St'nior 
Editor; Orientation 
Committee 
RICHARD E. 
HASSEL:\I;lN 
OSPE; IRE 
RONALD _H. 
HEINEN , 
Civil ElIgilleeTlng 
ASCE Tr~as llrer. ; 
Cincinnati CI,ub, 
OSPE; HowlIng 
Leugue d 7-' ~. Ain't Jove gran . 
What's Ihe matter ]" ,1m, sack·time? 
WILUA,\I ALBERT 
HIGDON 
Accounting 
Bluegrass Club; Vels 
Club 
\IARY JANE 
HOBLIT 
Elementary 
Education 
FTA; SEA 
JOHN F. HOMAN 
Accounting 
ANDREW CHARLES 
HIRSCH, JR. 
Industrial 
Management 
UD Band, Treasurer; 
SA\I; Exponent; 
Cleveland Club; Con· 
cerl Band 
RITA \,IAE HOENE 
Elementary 
Education 
FT A; \Ial'iology 
Club; IIlini Cluh; 
Daylonian Siaff 
ANNE KENNEDY 
HORRIGAN 
Secondary Educa· 
tion: History and 
English 
Flyers Hangar; Cleve' 
land Club; \Iariology 
Club; FTA; SEA 
E. RAMON HOSLER 
Chemical 
Engineering 
JOHN H. 
HOWELL, JR. 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
ACS; AIChE; Math 
Club; Engineering 
Honor Society 
RICHARD HURLEY 
Secondary 
Education 
SEA 
AS\IE 
\,IAXINE JAMES 
Education 
HARRY 
HUTZELMAN 
Business 
SR. M. CECILIA 
J~N~SCH, MSC 
1\ urswg 
SR. M. MARTHA 
JEFFERY, MSC 
Nursing 
"A w, quit posj Jl~!"' 
ESTILL GENE 
JOHNSON 
Civil Engineering 
ASCE 
( 
CEORGE E. JONE~ 
.Hechanical 
Engin eering 
AS~1E. Vice Pre~ idl'nt 
JOSEPH ELLIS 
JOHNSON 
Accounting 
Accounting Club; Vets 
Club 
ELlZAI3ETH LOI~ 
JlJLW:-; 
Art 
Art Club; Flyer8 
Hangar; Hoo~i,' r Club: 
Daytonian Staff 
BARBARA !'II. KAES 
III/.erior Decorating 
Home Economic~ Clu.b 
PAUL R. JOHNSON 
Electronics 
Math Club; Varsity 
Rifle Team; ROTC 
Rifle Team; IRE 
ALBERT CORDON 
JIING 
Innu strial 
.Halla~em ellt 
~prin~field Club; 
SA.\'I; Student Coun· 
cil; Intramurals; 
HOIllt'('uming; 
Commill<'e 
THO~'IAS BARRY 
KAIN 
Indu strial 
iHallagement 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
RAYMOND A. 
JOHNSTON 
Business Organiza· 
tion and Economics 
Vet s Club 
JOHN W. KARCH 
Biology 
Cin('innati Club; 
Soccer Team; Rifle 
Team 
SEWARD KECK 
Art Edll cation 
JESSE M. 
KINCHELOE 
Geology 
Geology Club, Pres· 
ident; Bluegrass Club ; 
Vets Club 
RICHARD EDi\IUND 
KELCH 
Industrial 
Engineering 
:'>Iath Club; Pershing 
Rifles; Indust rial En· 
gineers Club; Cleve· 
land Club; Intra · 
mural~ . OSPE 
JEROLD F. KINDLE 
Business Organiza· 
tion and Economics 
Golf Team; Vets Club; 
Monogram Club 
RICHARD WALTER 
KEMPA 
History 
Knichrbockfr Club 
DA VID D. KING 
Business Organiza· 
tion alld Economics 
Sophomore Class Vice 
President; Student 
Council President 
and Vice Pre ident; 
Speech Club; Alpha 
Kappa Psi 
ROBERT THOMAS 
KENNEDY 
Business Organiza· 
tion and Economics 
Debating Society; 
CSMC 
PETER C. KINe 
Busill ess 
Organization 
Vets Club President; 
Junior and S('ni'or 
Clas!' Presiden t ; 
Speech Club; Student 
Council; HUl1lPcoming 
Parade Chairman 
PHILLIP 
KIELPINSKI 
Mathematics 
Math Club 
DONALD C. KIES 
Mecham:cal 
Engineering 
ASME; OSPE; Intra· 
murals 
ANITA E. KLENK 
Elementary 
Education 
FTA; UD Players ; 
Intramurals 
JOSEPH D. 
KILCOYNE 
f/i.~tory 
Current Affairs Club 
WILLIAM J. KLENK 
Electrical 
Engineering 
IRE ; AlEE 
ROBERT FOSTER 
KOOGLER 
Accounting 
Accounting Club; 
SAM 
MARY ANN 
KRAMPE 
Retailing 
Military Colonel, 1955 
and 1956 ; Flye.rettt" 
Captain; Mariology 
Club; Chorus; Retail· 
ing Cluh; Junior 
Prom Attendant 
THOMAS KLENf<E 
Engineering 
JOHN M. KORN 
Busilless Organiza· 
tioll and Economics 
Mariology Club; 
SA:\"i ; Intramuraf5 
RONALD G. KRAUS 
Personnel 
Administrator 
Monogram Club; 
Accounting Club ; 
Varsity Baseball; 
SAM 
HAROLD J . 
KNAPSCHAEFER 
Retailing 
Vets Club; Retailing 
Club; Mariology Club 
RONALD L. KRESS 
Business 
Organization 
Retailing Club; Alpha 
Kappa Psi 
ANDREW WARD 
KNISLEY, JR . 
Industrial 
Engineering 
Industrial Engineering 
Club; Rifle Team; 
OSPE 
CA ROL ANN 
KREUSCH 
Home Economics 
Education 
Home Economics Club 
HAROLD E. 
KOERNER 
Indu strial 
Management 
Student Council; Day· 
tonian Editor-in-Chief 
and Lay·out Editor; 
Junior and Senior 
Clas,; Vice Presid ent; 
Student Activities 
Committee; Cleveland 
Cluh; :\Ionogram 
Club. Treasurer; Var· 
sity Baseball; Home· 
coming Committee; 
Intramurals; Flyers 
Hangar 
VICTOR CORNELIUS 
KRfSTO·PAITIS 
Physical Education 
Var,;ity Football ; 
Monogram Club; Key-
stone Club 
GARTH WILLIAM 
LAWLESS 
Chemical 
Engilleering 
Intramurals; AIChE; 
ACS 
KATHERINE 
FRANCES LEFLER 
Business Foods 
Dayrollian Staff; Day-
ton Flyer; Home 
Economics C1uh 
JEROME P. 
LEIBOLD 
Speech 
Pershing Rifles; UD 
Band 
\JAR 
- Y lANE 
KUTTER 
Sori%,,). 
Ii ". O()~i('r Cl I 
Iio/lJe' E~ u); Choru,. p ...... onOIl J·, '" s)'ciJolo",. CI I . .. , Cill /:,. t"'~ l1h ' 
FREDERICK 
L4.NGE· LOWS 
'ndustr' If) 
FJ la . esi"n yers Ii <> CJ I angar· lJJ' . 
II J Treasll ' Inl SllldentR rer; DAI 
Ii"!,,, A Cepresenta. 
C ' rt Illb · <; .. olnmilte!" ' ~Plnt 
JAMES AI LAV 
English . ELLE 
Intramural . C 
Cluh. FI S, leveland 
, YPrs Hangar 
JOAN ~'iARIE LEFF 
Elementary and Sec· 
ondary Education. 
Dayton Flyer; Flyers 
Hanga r; Flyerelte 
President and Treas· 
urer; FTA; Educa· 
tion Student Council; 
Student Council; Stu· 
dent Activities Com· 
mittee; Intramurals 
Who's holding who up? 
"Is this you, Ed? " 
THO.\IAS C. 
MAHLMEISTEH 
Electrical 
Engin eering 
IRE" Presid ent: AlEE 
President; OSPE ; 
Daytonian Staff; In· 
tramuralo 
JOHN THOMAS 
MAKLEY 
Biology 
Freshmen. Class Treas· 
Ure," Si"ma De lta Pi Secr~ta;; Editor, , 
Sigma Delta Pi News· 
paper; Daywnia-n 
Staff, Faculty Editor ; 
Homecoming Com· 
Inittpf> 
MARlELLEN 
MALONEY 
Home Economics 
Education 
Home Econumics 
Club ; MariololIT 
Club ; FT A ; Flyers 
H angar ; Cleveland 
C1uh 
MICHAEL DOMENIC 
MANCINI 
Ph ysical Edu cation 
Intramural ,,; Band 
Announcer; S EA; 
Cleveland Club; 
Flyers Hangar ; Intra· 
mural Athle tic Asso-
ciation 
JOSEPH FRANK 
'IAR UN A 
Secondary Edllca-
/ion: His/uTI' and 
English -
(1{'\leland Club; SEA 
Gee, did I n'ally make it? 
RICHARD 
:YIARSHALL 
Engineering 
IWBEHT A. 
\[cCARTH 
l'olili('(1l Science 
Pershinl!; Rifl es, Sca b-
hard and Blad e ; Day-
ton FIver' UD Rif! t> 
Club ' , 
ROBERT L. 
MATHEWS 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
Vets Club 
ROSELLA 
'IcCLANAHA I 
Science 
RICHARD J, 
}IEINHOLD 
Personnel 
Management 
Stu(lc-nt Council; In-
tramurals; Homecom-
ing Parade Chairman; 
Flyers Hanager 
RONALD L. }IA YER 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
CJeveland Club ; SA\f. 
President; Flyers Han -
gar ; Tntramurals 
JOAN C. 
McKIERNAN 
j\'nrsing 
Flyt'l"" Hangar 
JERmIE F, 
.\IESTEMAKER 
Chemical 
Engineering 
[nlramura!s; ACS; 
AIChE 
RICHARD JOSEPH 
:'IIcI3RIDE 
Chemical 
Engi1l eering 
OSPE; ACS; ATCbE, 
Presidf'nt and S{'crt'-
lary 
JERRY LEE 
McNABB 
Retailing 
R,'lailin:r Club 
ZUBIE WEST 
ivlETCALF 
Secondary Educa-
tion: Biology and 
Physical EduGatiQn 
Education Honor So-
ci~ty; National Ameri-
ca n R~d Cros~ 
GERALD MlCHAEL 
MILLER 
Civil Engin eering 
ASCE, Presid ent and 
FT A Secretary 
RICHARD 
YOSHIKATSU 
:\<I!YATA 
Political Science 
Varsity Football; 
Monogram Club 
DENNIS I. MEYER 
Accounting 
Alpha Kappa Psi. Sec-
f etarv ; ACcOUlllin!! 
Club: Vice Prc:lid~Jlt; 
As~islant EditM of 
E:xpon~nt; Dayton 
flyer ; Stud ent Acti\,-
iti ~s Commitl~e; 
HOIlll'cominp; Com-
mitt ee; SAM 
GLENDA F_ -'!fiLLER 
Elementary 
Edu cation 
FTA 
CARL REMIGIUS 
MONNIN 
I ndustri<ll 
Engineering 
Intramurals; Industrial 
Engineers Club; Bowl-
ing Team; OSPE 
RONALD E _ _ \IEYER 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
SAM 
JOAN RUTH 
-''!ILLER 
Sociology 
Cleveland Club; Orien-
tation Committee 
RICHARD E_ -'WORE 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
OSPE; AS'\lE; Cleve-
land Club 
PAUL EDWARD 
-'II LL ER 
Ph ysical Edu cation 
Var<ity Baseball ; Edu-
ca tion Studenl Coun-
cil; R ef .. n>es Club; 
Vets Club; FTA 
DONALD WARREN 
MOREFIELD 
Physical Education 
Saving the crease,,_ Harry -? 
BARBARA JEAN 
MORIN 
Elementary 
Education 
FTA; Hoosier Club, 
Treasurer 
NANCY JEAN 
MORRISEY 
Speech 
UD Players 
DANIEL A. NEALON 
Biology 
Intramurals; Sigma 
Delta Pi; Daytonian 
Staff 
JOSEPH EDWARD 
MUETH 
Chemical 
Engineering 
ACS; AIChE 
GEORGE J. NEFF 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
ASME 
JOHN E. ~1U:'InIERT 
Geology 
Geolo/!Y Club 
DONALD F. 
NEIDERT 
Industrial 
Engineering 
Ind ustrial Engineers 
Club; OSPE; Intra· 
murals 
CHARLES 
GAETANO MUZIO 
Physical Education 
Varsity Football; 
Baseball; :'I-Ionogram 
Club; Keystone Club 
RA n..rOND NEIKIRK 
Engineering 
VINCENT NANNI 
Biology 
JOHN FRANCIS 
i;'IASH 
Accounting 
Accounting Club; In· 
tram urals ; Mariology 
Club 
KATHLEEN F. 
NEUMANN 
Home Economics 
Education 
Education Student 
Council; Turnabout 
Tag Chairman; Home· 
coming Committee; 
Hockey Team; Math 
Club; Home 
Economics Club 
CHARLES ALBERT 
NAUGLE, JR. 
Art 
Day toni an Staff; 
Homecoming Com· 
mittel'; Art Club 
RONALD K. 
NEWMAN 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
ASME; OSPE 
RICHARD GEORGE 
NUSS 
Industrial 
Management 
Rifle Team; SA)l; 
Springfield Club; In-
tram urals 
CAROL PATRICIA 
O'CONNELL 
Elementary 
Education 
Flyers Hangar; FTA; 
"'loriology Club; Sen-
ior Class Secretary; 
Daytonian Staff; 
Orientation Com-
mittee; Homecoming 
Committe£" 
DfNH TUAN NGO 
Electrical 
Engineering 
ArEE; IRE; Engi-
ne£"ring Honor Society 
PETER O'ER Y AN 
Arts 
WILLIAM 
O'HALLORAN 
Science 
FRANCIS GEORGE 
NIEMAN 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Math Club 
JACK O'REILLY 
Engineering 
LEO JOSEPH 
NOLL, JR_ 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Say " l CIleese" 
EDWARD 
OSTENDORF 
Art 
Art Club 
e"eryb 
ody! 
LAURA MURL 
PAGE 
Elementary 
Education 
UD Players 
JERRY E. POWELL 
Business 
Organization 
Keystone Club, Pres-
ident; Activities Com-
millee, Vice Chair-
JUan; Alpha Kappa 
Psi, Master of Rituals; 
Homecoming Com-
millee; Flyers Hangar 
H~~~~ ROBERT 
Basil/I'ss 0 ~ . 
lion ! rt->alltza_ 
, al/~ E . 
"/},(' H COI/OIII/ IS 
rs 8nrYa land Ciul . "V r; C1('1'/,_ 
Spirit C J, ."ts Ciu/, . 
.. onUllItI('f' ' 
CLARENCE R 
PIATT . 
'/[d/[slrial 
Engineerin ,., 
IndUstrial E ." 
Cluh .ngllJ('C'rs 
HANS G 
PODsiUWEIT 
IndUstrial 
tllallagell/ent 
Vets Club S 
, ecretary 
LYDIA MAE 
POWERS 
Mathematics 
Math Club, Secretary; 
Freshman Welcome 
Queen; Christmas Ball 
Freshman Allendant; 
Homecoming Court, 
1955 
GEORGE W 
PILCHER iLUA.\[ 
Political S . PI' Cfence 
II Alpha TJ idellt· C leta, Pre~_ 
O ' unent A({ . rgani'not' aIr.,; 
. ~ Ion' P J Ing Ri(Jes ' f'rs 1-
SHIRLEY ANNr POHL _'1 
Medical T 1 D eCl/nology 
, ay~l)n Flyer; CSM . 
Manolo"y CI b -- C, 
Sigma D~lra n. ; 
tary; W AI\- PI, Secre_ 
murals ' Intra_ 
JOHN LOUIS 
PONTISSO 
Physical Educatioll 
DALLAS P. POWERS 
Accounting 
Psychology Club; 
Accounting Club; 
Flyers Hangar Quit telling secrets, you two. 
tONALD 
RIGO WILLIAM 
Personnel 
,Ad", inistration 
'n s Glee Cl b )rus , UD U ; (ela~d Cl f/~yers; 
) U , Vels 
HECTOR 
Biology L. RIVERA 
Latin_A . 
Soccer Tmencan Club. 
eam· I ' murals' S· , ntra_ 
Pi ,Igma Della 
CARR I MEN JOHN 
AZZI 
Business 
Orha . 
V . 0' nlZation arSlly B 
Monogr askelbalJ · am Club ' 
MARGARET ANNE 
POWERS 
Nursing 
Flyers Hangar, Intra-
murals; Cincinnati 
Club ; Sigma Delta Pi 
MARLENE ELLEN 
PRANCE 
Home Economics 
Education 
Home Economics Club 
Treasurer; Flyer!3- ' 
Hangar ; FT A; Intra -
murals 
HELEN MARIE 
RAIFF 
Ph ysical Edu cation 
Physical Education 
Majors Club; W AA; 
FIrers Hangar 
JA1\IES DIXON 
REEL 
Industrial 
Mal/agement 
GERALD JOHN 
RIEGER 
Business 
UD Organization 
Band 
DONALD ERNEST 
POYNTER 
Bu sines .... 
Organization 
Varsit y Basketball and 
Baseball ; Monogram 
Club; Flyero Hangar; 
.Intrall1nral~ 
JOSEPH 1\1. 
PREVISH 
Electrical 
Engineering 
AlEE and IRE, Secre-
tary; OSPE; Vets 
Club; Intramurals 
ANDREW P. 
RAWICZ 
Industrial 
Engineering 
Flyers Hangar; 
ASME ; Industrial 
Engineers Club; Soc-
cer Team; Intra-
murals; Daytonian 
Staff; OSPE 
JOAN MARIE 
REESE 
Nursing 
Flyers Hangar; Intra-
murals 
RA Yl\IUND JUDE 
ROBBELOTH 
Business 
Organization 
Rifle Club; Account-
ing Club; Psychology 
Club ; Alpha Kappa 
Psi; Mariology Club; 
Variety Show 
Only one more hour! 
ALlCE ANN 
ROBERTS 
Elementary 
Education 
lntrarnurals 
ROBERT ROSE 
Music 
Cleveland Club; Intra-
murals 
BARBARA L. 
ROBKE 
Political Science 
Bluegrass Club; Mar-
iology Club; UD 
Players 
CHESTER WILBUR 
RUSS 
Accounting 
Alpha Kappa Psi; In-
tramurals; Account-
ing Club 
NANCY JAYNE 
SAGER 
Elementary 
Education 
Flyers Hangar, FT A 
DONALD L. 
ROETTELE 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Pershing Rifles; Math 
Club ; Engineering 
Honor Society 
JOHN ZIMMER 
SACKSTEDER 
Psychology 
Psychology Club, 
Treasurer; Scabbard 
and Blade 
MICHAEL SCANLON 
Science 
DANIEL C. ROMER 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
CHARLES A_ 
SAFIEH 
Sociology 
Intramurals 
JOHN ANTHONY 
SAGGIO 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
Student Council; Illini 
Club, President; Alpha 
Kappa Psi; SAM 
EARL SCHEIDLER 
Biology 
Sil(ma Della Pi , T~n ­
nis Tpam: Soccer 
Team ; fntrarnurafs; 
Cin cinnati Club 
ERNEST PAUL 
SCH'NIPPEL 
History 
Hoosier Club ; Current 
Affairs Organi:wtion 
ALBERT GEORGE 
SICKING 
A c('ountin g 
Var;;ity Basketball; 
Monogram Club 
JA.\lES ROBERT 
SCHlLLER 
Physical Edu cation 
FTA. Pr~" id r nt ; Ohio 
SEA. Prt's id ,>nt ; North 
Central Regional Di-
rector, National SEA ; 
Knickerbocker Club. 
Presidf'nt; Intramural 
A tJ1Iet ic Associat ion. 
Chairman ; Flyers 
Han"ar' Education Stud~'nt' Council ; Ex-
ponent, Assistant 
Editor 
JOAN CLARA 
SCHROER 
:11 edical Technology 
Flycrs Hangar ; CWO 
Board ; Intramurals 
MARY GLADYS 
SMITH 
M edical Technology 
Flyers Hangar; Intra-
murals ; Sigma Delta 
Pi 
GEORGE WILLlA\[ 
SUL\UDT 
Physical Education 
HonH-'cnrnin~ Commil -
tet' : Vars ity foothall 
and Ba,c hull ; '\[ono-
gram Club 
HOWARD HERyJAN 
SCHUMACHER. JR. 
Secondary Educa-
tion: JIIIath and 
Scien ce 
ROBERT JAMES 
SMITH 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
OSPE; ASME; Rifle 
Team; Cleveland 
Club; Scabbard and 
Blade; Pershing 
Rifles 
JOHN JOSEPH 
SHEA, JR. 
Business Organiza-
tion alld Economics 
P ershing Rifles 
WILLIAM S'\HTH 
Physical Education 
Varsity Football; 
Monogram Club; In· 
tramurals 
" Whalsa' brewin' here? 
JOHN P. SOLLER 
Mechanical 
Engin eerin.g 
Math Club; Hoosier 
Club; Sca hbard and 
Blade ; Pershing 
Ri lies ; Engineering 
Honor Society 
ANTHONY 
LAWRENCE 
SORICE, JR. 
Mw,ic Education 
Concert Banel: }!en's 
Glp(' Club 
ALFRED STOCKERT 
Electrical 
Engineering 
JA}lES ARNOLD 
SPOERL 
Physical Edll cation 
Var,;ity Football; 
~lonogral11 Club 
BETTY JANE 
STOLTZMAN 
Elementary 
Edu cation 
SEA ; I1Iini Club ; 
Mariology Club 
J A~IES .\1. 
SPROUSE, JR. 
Indllstrial 
.llanagement 
JOANNE STUEVE 
Psychology 
Psychology Club, Sec· 
retary and Treasurer; 
Flyerette; Flyers 
Hangar; Dayton 
Flyer; Daytonian 
Sta ff; Homecoming 
Court, 1956 
ROBERT 
STACK.\'1AN 
Chemistr\" 
Cht'lllist ry Society 
SR. MARY !1'1. 
SWANN, MSC 
Elementary 
Education 
JAMES R. 
STAFFORD 
Business 
Organization 
Sophomore Class Pres· 
idpnt; Student 
Council; Flyers 
Hangar . 
JAMES ARTHUR 
STEVICK 
Chemical 
Engineering 
ArChE ; ACS; V('t s 
Club 
PATRICIA ANNE 
SWETZ 
Nursing 
Flyers Hangar; Intra· 
murals 
JACK STICKEL 
Education 
VIRG1NIA 
TANGEMAN 
Education 
FTA; Flyers Hangar 
ADAM C. THOMAS 
Electrical 
Engineering 
MILDRED MARY 
TOMANOCY 
Elementary Educa-
tion and Secontl-
ar), Educatum 
FTA; Education 
Student Council; 
Cleveland Club; Mar-
ioIogy Club; Phi 
Alpha Theta; Speech 
Club 
CHARLES R. 
TAYLOR 
Political Science 
Speech Club. Pres-
ident; Keystone Club. 
Vice President; Men's 
Glee Club; Homecom-
ing Master of Cere-
monies, 1956 
JOHN JOSEPH 
THORNTON 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Math Club; Pershing 
Rifles 
JOSEPH TREON 
Biology 
ANDREW L. 
TEMMEL 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
Keystone Club 
JOHN PATRICK 
TUOHY 
Business Organiza-
tion and Economics 
Pershing Rifles; SAM 
HELENE ANNETTE 
THEODORAS 
Physical Education 
Intramural Athletic 
Association; WAA; 
Physical Education 
.Majors Club; Hockey 
Club; Interscholastic 
Basketball 
GORDON EDWARD 
TUTTLE 
Business 
Organization 
Speech Club; Key-
stone Club 
PAUL THESING 
Biology 
Sigma Delta Pi; 
Orientation Com-
mittet'; Intramurals 
DONALD TURNER 
Biology 
Sigma Delta Pi; 
Student Council, 
Treasurer; Intra-
murals; Homecoming 
Dance Chairman, 1956 
JAMES EDWIN 
WAGNER 
Industrial 
I'rJanagement 
SAM 
DANIEL L. 
VALENTINE 
Ch,t! Engineering 
Sca 6bard and Blade 
ASCE; Engineerin<J' 
HOnf)r SOciety <> 
EARL VASTBINDER Science GEORGE 1. 
VEi\'EZIALE 
Retailing 
Varsity FoOtbaJJ; 
Monogram Club 
HELMUT M. VOLK 
Electrical 
Engineering NORBERT 1. VOLK 
IRE 
ROBERT F. 
VONDER HAAR 
Business 
Organization 
SAM 
JAMES HERBERT 
WALKER 
Chemical , 
Engineermg 
AIChE 
Business Organiza_ 
tion and Economics SAi\;[ 
SR. FRANCES 
VONDRELL 
Nursing 
WARREN D_ 
VROOMAN 
Business , 
OrganizatIOn 
'I' Club Retal mg 
ANNE WAGNER 
Elementary 
EducatIOn 
ar' Intra-Flyers Hang _' SEA; 
1 - FTA, mura s, Club; Psycho~ogy S ff 
Daylonulll la d Bob? 
five's a crow , Didn't you know 
Are all those glasses empty? 
RiCl-lARD WALSH 
Int.erior Decorating 
JOHN fl.. W j\NNE~L\CHER 
Business Organiza-
tio" arId EnJlwJ1Iics 
"arsity Basketball; 
Cleveland Club ; 1 ntra- intran\ural:;; ~i en'5 Giee Club; S;\~I ; 
Bowling T ram mural!; 
RUTH UESELOTfE 
WEBER 
l"HO~iAS EDW ARD 
WEBER 
Busin ess Organiza-
tion and Ecollomics 
Ret.ailing 
R etailing Club, Secre-
tary 
THOMAS H. 
ROBER'\: WEf\1NG£R 
WEiGEL 
Bu sin esS 
Organization 
BERNARD 
A
WESTBlWCK 
rt 
UD Player"' P Club p . ~' ress 
, I esulent D 
ton FlYl' r - E ; ay-
Day toni' 's xponent -an • taH ' 
Business 
DORfI. ULUA.N 
WEiM£R. 
;VIu sic Educat.ioJl. 
Chorus; COllceTt l~an(l; fT A; S£I\ 
ROBERT A 
WES . [nd T~RKAMP 
·us/nal 
En . 
Choru~; ~kn's Glee 
Cluh; Da)'ton flyer; Ps~chology Club; UD 
pla),crs 
ROBERT LEO 
WEND1...1NG 
lnd.lts/ rial. 
.VI anagement 
Junior and Senior 
ClasS '\: reasu reT; f\omec.c"1\in~ ConI-
mittce; Student Ae-
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CAROLE J. CROSLEY 
RUTH YVONNE ELY 
MARGARET A. HALEY 
HAROLD EVAN JOHNSTONE, JR. 
LUCY ANN McNABB 
ROBERT ALFRED NIES, JR. 
LOUIS FRANCIS VENDITTI 
ROBERT B. WILLIAMS 
"Hey, felIas, the party's over!" 
DANIEL J. 
WILHELM 
Science 
ROBERT DAVID 
WILLIA;V'S 
Electrical 
Engineering 
OSPE; AlEE; IRE; 
Bowling Team; Inlra-
murals 
ALPHONSE F. 
WUNSCH 
Electrical 
Engineering 
AlEE ; IRE; OSPE; 
Pershing Rifles; Mar-
iology Club; Intra-
murals; Orientation 
Committee Chairman; 
NFCCS; Flyers Han· 
gar; Scouters Service 
Club, President 
ROBERT LOUIS 
WILLIAMS 
Comprehensive 
Social Studie~ 
UD Band; FTA; 
SEA; Education Stu-
dent Council 
JOHN C. WURST 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
ASiI-IE, Secretary; 
Malh Club Publicity 
Secretary 
JOHN W. ZMURK 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
ASME; Pershing 
Rifles; Bowling 
League, Vice Pres-
ident 
HARRIET B. 
WRIGHT 
Bllsiness Education 
MARY E. WYEN 
Arts 
JOHN JOSEPH 
ZUCCARO 
Industrial 
Management 
Mariology Club, Pres-
ident; Student Senate; 
SAM; Soccer Team; 
Intramurals 
HARLEY J. COON 
Mechanical 
Technology 
DON S. APPLEGATE 
il'1 echanical 
Technology 
Dayton Club 
KENNETH 
CORDONNIER 
Associate 
Engineering 
JOHN B. ARGEROS 
Associate 
Engineering 
EDW ARD F. BERK 
Mechanical 
TechnollJgy 
Intramurals 
EMIL P. 
DE PASQUALE 
Electrical 
Engineering 
Technical Club; In-
tramurals 
WALLACE AU 
Associate 
Engineering 
THOMAS 
BRUGGEMAN 
Asso6ate 
Engineering 
EMERSON 
DOUGHERTY 
Associate 
Engineering 
ROBERT BERRY 
Associate 
Engineering 
LACY CALHOUN 
Mechanical 
Technology 
Technical Club; Vet-
erans Club; Intra-
murals 
MELVIN EIFERT 
Mechanical 
Technology 
ROBERT BENNETT 
Knickerbocker Club 
Flyers Han"ar· 
Pershing Rifle~; In-
tramurals 
JAMES COLOHAN 
Electrical 
Technology 
Associates Ln Engoineering 
LAWRENCE J. 
CILBERT 
Mechanical 
Technology 
RAYMOND J . 
MARTIN 
,'vI ec hanical 
Technology 
Cleveland Club; Tech-
nical Club ; Intra-
murals ; Flyers 'Hangar 
CHESTER T. 
GINTER 
Mechanical 
Technology 
CARLOS 
KOFFROTH 
Industrial 
Technology 
Latin-American Club ; 
Technical Club 
WALTER 
McMORROW 
Associate 
Engineering 
CHARLES H. 
GUNNOE 
Electrical 
Technology 
LAMONT STEW ART 
Associate 
Engineering 
RAYMOND J . 
MILLER ' 
.M echanical 
Te chnology 
LARRY R. 
GUTMANN 
1',,[ echanical 
Technology 
RICHARD W. LEWIS 
Mechanical 
Technology 
BERNARD 
OSTENDORF 
Industrial 
Technology 
Soccer Team; Intra-
murals 
GERALD 
HALIBURDA 
Mechanical 
Technolagy 
Technical Club; Intra-
murals: Wolverine 
Club, President; Stu-
dent Activities Com-
mittee 
JEROME 
LOCHTEFELD 
Electrical 
Technology 
Technical Club 
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RICHARD LUZZI 
Industrial 
Te chnology 
Glee Club; Intra-
murals; Knickerbocker 
Club ; Student Activ-
ities Committee 
WILLIAM J . 
MALLOY 
Technical Institute-1957 
HOWARD W. 
REYNOLDS 
Industrial 
Technology 
Intramurals; Bowling 
Team 
DON E. WHEELER 
Industrial 
Technology 
DENNIS RICKER 
As.~ociate 
Engineering 
DONALD A. 
THEADO 
Electrical 
Technology 
Technical Club 
WILLIAilI F. WINT 
Mechanical 
Technology 
/ 
ROBERT P. 
RINALDI 
lH echanical 
Technology 
Illini Club 
WALTER THO~IA 
Associate 
Engineering 
JOHN L. WISSMAN 
Mechanical 
Technology 
EDUARDO ROCHA 
Associate 
Engineering 
JEROLD VOISARD 
Electrical 
Technology 
Latin-American Club; 
Intramurals 
THo::\IAS J. 
WITTMANN 
Mechanical 
Technology 
Dayton Club 
CHARLES TAYLOR 
Printing Technology 
JOHN 
VONDEREMBSE 
Electrical 
Technology 
RAPHAEL P. YOST 
Electrical 
Technology 
WILLIAM R. 
WEHRS 
Mechanical 
Technology 
Technical Club; 
Iilini Club; Band 
NANCY S. 
MILLIKAN 
Beta Upsilon Sigma; 
Hoosier Club 
ALICE RUFE' 
Bela Upsilon Sigma 
PiC/lire Not Available: 
}!ARY ANN BOGIN 
Associates Ln 
Secretarial Studies 
U.D.'s wonder men: 
the three legged lover, 
and the Keokee con-
tortionist! 
ESTHER BALSTER 
Elementary 
Edu cation 
SEA 
Education 
Cadets 
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BEVERLY 
BERNHEISEL 
Elementary 
Education 
Concert Band 
NANCY DUNHAM 
Elementary 
Education 
FTA: ~EA 
EILLEEN DALEY 
Elementary 
Edu cation 
SEA 
JANE M. HARBISON 
Elementary 
Education 
SEA 
CHARLENE 
SPONSLER 
Elementary 
Education 
SEA 
l\OR\lA J. DAVIS 
Elementary 
Edu cation 
SEA 
CAROLYN LINK 
Elementary 
Edu cation 
SEA . 
CAROLE S. 
STANGLE 
Elementary 
Education 
SEA 
HELPI .\J. 
DICKENSHEETS 
Elementary 
Education 
SEA 
MAUREEN 
McWHORTER 
Elementary 
Education 
SEA 
MARY ANN 
WEDDLE 
Elementary 
Education 
SEA 
FR. EDMUND RHODES S.M. 
Dean of Arts 
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The Division of Arts has as a function 
to provide the fundamentals of a liberal 
education. Among the broad objectives 
to be served by such a type of education 
are the following: to enrich the student's 
cultural background; to stimulate intel-
lectual activity; to educate for satisfac-
tory social adjustment; to develop ca-
pacities for leadership. The University re-
gards as a special feature of its educa-
tional program the training given to all 
of its students in the field of philosophy 
in order to achieve the objectives of life 
integration, character formation and re-
sponsible citizenship. In particular, stu-
dents registered in the Division of 
Arts are required to take at least a minor 
in philosophy in view of the role philo-
sophical principles play in effective 
thinking, speaking, writing, and living. 
RICHARD R. BAKER 
Philosophy 
Ph.D 
REV. CHAS. C. BLOEMER 
Philosophy 
M.A. 
REV. JOSEPH S. BRUDER 
Philosophy 
S.T.D. 
REV. JAMES E. DONNELLY 
English 
A.B. 
CLARENCE H. BAXTER 
Speech 
M.A. 
GEORGE C. BIERSACK 
Speech 
M.A. 
REV. WM. J. COLE 
Religion 
S.T.D. 
J AMES FISHER 
English 
A.B. 
ERVING BEAUREGARD 
History 
M.A. 
BRO. LAWRENCE L. BOLL 
English 
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Ph.D. 
LESTER I. CONNER 
English 
M.A. 
JAMES L. GEYER 
Speech 
B.S. 
HAROLD T. BEVAN 
Psychology 
Ph.D. 
EV ANGELINE G. BOLLINGER 
English 
Ph.D. 
ROCCO M. DONATELLI 
History 
M.A. 
PATRICK S. GILVARY 
Speech 
B.S. 
EDWARD W. HARKEN RIDER 
Philosophy 
Ph.D. 
REV. JOHN P. HARRINGTON 
Religion 
S.T.D. 
REV. PHILIP C. HOELLE 
Religion 
Ph.D. 
REV. CHAS. J. HOFSTETTER 
Religion 
B.S. 
EDWARD A. HUTH 
Sociology 
EDWIN R. KING 
History 
BRO. GEORGE F. KOHLES 
English 
REV. CLEMENT J. LAMBERT 
Philosophy and English 
M.A. 
JOHN L. McGRATH 
Speech 
M.S.C. 
Ph.D. 
HOPE M. LANDRUM 
English 
M.A. 
REV. LAWRENCE W. MONHEIM 
Religion 
M.A. 
M.A. 
REV. EDWIN M. LEIMKUHLER 
Religion 
M.A. 
ROBERT B. O'DONNELL 
English 
M.A. 
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M.A. 
BRO. RICHARD A. LIEBLER 
Political Science 
M.A. 
BRO. JOHN R. PERZ 
Spanish 
Ph.D. 
BRO. THOMAS J. PRICE 
English 
ANTOS RANCURELLO 
Psychology 
MAURICE REICHARD 
Music 
M.A. 
KLARA REYST 
French 
Ph.D. 
BRO. GEORGE J. RUPPEL 
History 
Ph.D. 
M.A. 
REV. RAYMOND A. ROESCH 
Psychology 
Ph.D. 
CHAS. H. SCHEIDLER 
Psychology 
Ph.D. 
Ph.D. 
BRO. ALBERT H. ROSE 
Pol. Sci. 
M.A. 
BRO. FRANCIS SCHNEIDER 
Music 
M.A. 
JOHN S. ROUCH 
English 
M.A. 
WALTER SORY 
German 
M.L. 
WILFRED J. STEINER 
History 
BRO. GERARD SULLIVAN 
English 
JAMES A. SUMMERS 
Philosophy 
M.A. Ph.D. Ph.D . . 
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BETTY THOMAS 
Music 
1\1.Mus. 
JOSEPH V. VERSACE 
Sociology 
BRO. WM. O. WEHRLE 
English 
M.A. 
Pictures Not Available: 
MARILYN M. lODY 
HELEN S. PETERSON 
LA WRENCE E. T AGG 
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Ph.D. 
VERYL L. ZECH 
Music 
M.Mus. 
BUSINESS 
BRO. GEORGE NAGLE S.M. 
Dean of Business 
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Whether a Student's ambition is the 
general managership of a large corpora-
tion or selling insurance, he finds a col-
lege degree necessary in this modern age 
of widespread education. With business 
becoming highly specialized, as are most 
other facets of today's world, an educa-
tion which is also specialized is re-
quired for success. This is precisely what 
the Business Division attempts to give 
its students, whether in retailing, admin-
istration, real estate, or other related 
fields, while at the same time not neg-
lecting those studies which are basic to 
all education. With this combination of 
specialized knowledge and generalized 
background, the graduate of the Univer-
sity's Business Division already has a 
head stalt in his progress into today's 
highly competitive business world. 
MISS R UBY FAIN-Secretary 
MARY C. CIVILLE 
Sec. Studies 
M.Ed. 
FRANCIS G. McGOVERN 
EconomiC'.s 
M.B.A. 
BARTH J. SNYDER 
Eco. and Bus. 
M.A. 
CHARLES WHALEN 
Retailing 
M.B.A. 
ORVILLE L. COMER 
Bus. Org. 
M.S. 
VELMA M. MILLER 
Sec. Studies 
M.Ed. 
JOHN G. SWEENEY 
Economicti 
M.A. 
JANET H. WILSON 
Economics 
M.A. 
GEORGE GUSTAFSON 
Accounting 
M.B.A. 
HARRY C. MURPHY 
Bus.Org. 
M.A. 
EUGENE J. TORCHIA 
Economics 
Ph.D. 
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ROBERT KRIEGBAUM 
Sec. Studies 
M.A. 
EDMUND B. O'LEARY 
Economics 
Ph.D. 
JOSEPH F. UPDYKE 
Accounting 
B.S. 
EDUCATION 
We, the youth of the nation, should be 
particularly interested in the education 
of tomorrow's youth, so that we may pass 
on to them what we accomplish, confi-
dent that it will furnish as a springboard 
to greater achievement. To those who 
have experienced this concern about the 
future inhabitants of the little red school 
house, the Education Division offers the 
training necessary for tomorrow's teach-
ers. In educating the educator, primary 
stress is laid on a solid groundwork of 
Christian principles. With this foundation 
"built on rock" the Division's students 
cannot help building a better schoolhouse 
for the future, whether it be red brick or 
blue plastic. 
BRO. JOSEPH PANZER S.M. 
Assistant Dean 
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BRO. LOUIS FARBER S.M. 
Dean of Edltcation 
DR. DANIEL L. LEARY 
Head of Student Teaching 
SIMON J . CHAVEZ 
Education 
Ph.D. 
SR. MARY PELAGIA M.S. 
Education 
Ph.D. 
JOSEPH E. WHITE 
Education 
M.Ed. 
DORIS A. DREES 
Physical Education 
M.Ed. 
PAUL C. KEYES 
Elementary Education 
M.A. 
ALMA E. RUHMSCHUSSEL 
Coordinator of Student 
Field Experiences 
B.S. 
Pictures Not Available : 
ROBERT C. FOET 
MARY T. LEONARD 
SR. MARY FELICITAS CPPS. 
Education 
M.A. 
BRO. JOHN JANSEN 
Education 
Ph.D. 
ELIZABETH SMALLWOOD 
Chairman of Home Ec. 
M.S. 
HENRY L. FERRAZZA 
Physical Education 
M.A. 
JAMES W. STANDIFER 
Physical Education 
M.Ed. 
Miss Angwes Thieman, Secretary 
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ENGINEERING 
Civilization has been described as the process whereby 
man strives to overcome the obstacles in his way so that 
he may live happily and masterfully in his environment. 
Perhaps the most important single factor influencing this 
process in the last 100 years has been the increased em· 
phasis on engineering. Engineers are seeking constantly 
to understand the laws of the physical universe and to 
utilize this knowledge for the benefit of mankind. While 
it is commonly understood that this responsibility of en-
gineers is related to the material welfare of man, it is 
not so generally recognized that it is also related to his 
moral and spiritual welfare. By taking advantage of 
the beneficial aspects of nature, and convelting or modi-
fying the adverse factors, engineers remove some of the 
causes of want and fear. In so doing they release man, 
in a measure, from the confinement of his material en-
vironment and give him opportunity to improve his 
moral and spiritual life. 
All of us feel sure that the future will be better than 
the past. Engineers will continue to make their signifi-
cant contributions as members of a society dedicated 
to the improvement of man and the world in which he 
lives. 
EDWARD J. BALDINGER 
Chairman, Department 0/ 
Civil Engineering 
BRO. LOUIS H. ROSE S.M. 
Chairman, Department 0/ 
Electrical Engineering 
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MAURICE R. GRANEY 
Dean of the College of Engineering 
LLOYD P. BRENBERGER 
Chairman, Department 0/ 
Industrial Engineering 
DR. ROBERT E. WILSON 
Chairman, Department 0/ 
Chemical Engineering 
LAMAR H. ALDRICH 
Gen. Eng. 
~r.Ed. 
PERRY A. BORDEN 
Elec. Eng. 
B.S. 
JOSEPH J. CRAMBERLAIN 
Civil Eng. 
M.C.E. 
T ADDEUS CZAKI 
Mech. Eng. 
lVI.S.C. 
JOSEPH B. CABRYS 
Civil Eng. 
OSKAR D. HAUENSTEIN 
Eng. Dwr. 
JAMES P . HSU 
Chem. Eng. 
ADRIAN J. MORGAN 
Elec. Eng. 
B.S.E.E. 
RAYMOND 1. STITH 
Civil Eng. 
M.S. 
Dr. Eng. 
HAROLD NIELSEN 
Mech. Eng. 
B.S. 
JAMES N. YAKURA 
Elec. Eng. 
M.S. 
M.S. 
BERNHARD M. SCHMIDT 
Elec. Eng. 
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B.E.E. 
JESSE H. WILDER 
Mech. Eng. 
M.S. 
M.S. 
HAROLD 1. SOMMER 
Mech. Eng. 
M.S. 
Picture Not Available : 
JOHN R. MacFARLANE 
BRO. LEONARD A. MANN 
Dean of Science 
SCIENCE 
MR. ROBERT C. WIECHMAN 
Assistant Dean 
In the beginning God created heaven and earth and ever 
since that first dawn, man has wondered at this creation and 
been lured to probe its depth in order to understand its na-
ture. Its magnificence and vastness in the far flung stars, and 
its extreme delicacy in the single living cell, its newly dis-
covered power in the nucleus of the atom and the limitless 
frontiers that these discoveries have opened all attest to the 
Infinite Wisdom that fashioned it. 
The pursuit of such knowledge constitutes the work of 
the scientist and offers him both a unique satisfaction in it-
self, as well as an opportunity to better his standard of living 
in its utilization. 
The University of Dayton, consistent in its belief that the 
educated man should participate in the pursuit of this 
knowledge, offers a widely varied curriculum in these fields 
and urges those seeking knowledge under its guidance not 
to neglect this fascinating study. 
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ANNA SMITH V AN AKEN 
Home Ec 
M.S.C. 
BRO. WM. j. BELLMER 
J\'Iath 
M.A. 
JOSEPH E. BOSSHART 
Math 
M.A. 
BRO. CLETUS C. CHUDD 
Chemistry 
Ph.D. 
CONSTANCE M. ECKLAR NICHOLAS A. ENGLER 
Physics 
SYLVESTER L. EVESLAGE 
Chemistry 
PETER J. FASO 
Biology 
M.S. 
GERTRUDE D. HECKMAN 
Biology 
M.s. 
Math . 
B.S. M.S. 
BRO. MICHAEL B. GRANDY 
Physics 
Ph.D. 
RAYMOND G. HIEBER 
Physics 
M.S. 
KATHRYN H. GRAY 
Geology 
B.A. 
RICHARD P. IRELAND 
Physics 
B.S. 
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Ph.D.' 
DOROTHY A. HASKINS 
Chemistry 
MA 
BRO. RUSSELL A. jOLY 
Biology 
M.S. 
CHARLES L. KELLER 
Math 
Ph.D. 
CARL I. MICHAELIS 
Chemistry 
Ph.D. 
JULIE A. P ALMERT 
Home Ec 
M.S.C. 
ALBERTA G. PRATHER 
Math 
M.A. 
MORRIS J. KREIDER 
Math 
M.A. 
RICHARD J. MORATH 
Chemistry 
Ph.D. 
JOSEPH A. PAPPALARDO 
Chemistry 
Ph.D. 
WERNER R. E. RAMBAUSKE 
Physics 
Ph.D. 
BRO. JOSEPH A. KUNTZ 
Biology 
Ph.D. 
JERRY L. NEFF 
Math 
M.A. 
ELIZABETH L. PAYNE 
Home Ec 
B.S. 
BRO. VINCENT J. RATHBUN 
Math 
M.S. 
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BRO. JOHN J. LUCIER 
Chemistry 
Ph.D. 
GEORGE B. NOLAND 
Biology 
Ph.D. 
CYRIL G. PECKHAM 
Math 
M.S. 
LLOYD W. ROOT 
Physics 
A.B. 
EITHEL ROSE 
Home Ec 
M.S. 
KENNETH SCHRAUT 
Math 
BRO. ROBERT J. SCHUELLEIN 
Biology 
MARY JANE SEMAN 
Home Ec 
GEORGE H. SPRINGER 
Geology 
M.S. 
Ph.D. 
MARGUERITE F. VANCE 
Chemistry 
B.S. 
MRS. RUTH FENTON 
Secretary 
Pictu.res Not Available : 
MARIANO CRIVELLO 
MIRIAM E. SMALLWOOD 
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Ph.D. 
BRO. VINCENT J . WOTTLE 
Chemistry 
Ph.D. 
M.S. 
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
MR. DONALD C. METZ 
Director of Technical Institute . 
MRS. LOIS KARAS 
Secretary 
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JOSEPH E. A VERDICK 
Tech. Inst. 
B.S. 
DOUGLASA.HANNEMAN 
Tech. Inst. 
B.E.E. 
ROBERT D. LANDRUM 
Tech. Inst. 
M.A. 
CHESTER W. CARNEY 
Tech. Inst. 
M.A. 
RICHARD R. HAZEN 
Tech. Inst. 
B.E.E. 
WILLIAM H. LOUGHRAN 
Tech. Inst. 
M.A. 
ALFRED B. FEHLMANN JR. 
Tech. Inst. 
M.A. 
A. WARD KINSLEY 
Tech. Inst. 
B.S. 
JAMES L. McGRAW 
Tech. Inst. 
B.S.I.E. 
Picture Not Available: 
ALBERT B. STAUB 
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LUCIUS DUKE GOLDEN 
Tech. Inst. 
B.s., M.E. 
PHILIP A. LAKE 
Tech. Inst. 
M.S. 
BRO. EMIL 1. MORGANA 
Tech. Inst. 
B.S.M.E. 
RESERVE OFFICERS 
TRAINING 
CORPS 
COL. JOSEPH O. GEROT 
Shortly after World War II, General George C. Marshall, Chief of Staff, United States 
Army, said that the rapid expansion of the Army to the size required to achieve victory would 
not have been possible without those college graduates who had included the Reserve Officers 
Training Corps in their education. Before the existence of the Reserve Officers Training Corps, 
the University of Dayton recognized the necessity for courageous and intelligent military lead-
ers when it established the Student Army Training Program. Through this program students 
learned to take their rightful place as trusted leaders of Americans during war. . 
More recently young men have found themselves ready to serve in their fullest capacity in 
Korea. They recognized in the Reserve Officers Training Corps program their opportunity to 
prepare themselves against such a day. It has been said that more than two-third of the Junior 
Officers leading other American men against Commnnism in Korea were trained in the Reserve 
Officers Training Corps on their college campus. In reality the Army Reserve Officers Train-
ing Corps program offers the student at the University of Dayton a basic knowledge of military 
techniques and tactics, which provide an excellent foundation for future military training and 
service. It also offers a basic background in military and world affairs which is invaluable 
training to good citizenship. One of the most im portant lessons to be gained from the Army Re-
serve Officers Training Corps program is the understanding ofleadership, discipline, and learn-
ing to give and to obey orders. This lesson is equally as valuable in industry and business as in the 
Service. 
Advance Course students are given monthly subsistence pay during Junior and Senior years 
and are remunerated for their time at summer camp. In addition, travel expenses are furnished 
to and from camp. While attending this Camp students from other universities meet and work 
together to derive the most benefits from this valuable experience. Satisfactory completion of 
Summer Camp and the Advance Course qualifies the student for a commission as a Second 
Lieutenant in the Army Reserve. Certain outstanding students are selected for a commission in 
the Regular Army under the Distinguished Military Student program, a singular honor. 
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The Reserve Officer:,; Training Corps prop;ram also acquaints the student with the latest in 
American military weapons. He is permitted to assemble, disassemble, and fire some of these 
weapons. Students also receive instruction in small-bore shooting and may fire on one of several 
rifle teams which are sponsored and supervised by the Reserve Officers Training Corps de-
partment. Fortunately, LTD has one of the finest indoor ranges in the country, having 12 firing 
points. 
The students in the Military Department do not helieve in all work and no play. They have 
two professional and honorary organizations-Per~hing Rifles and Scabbard and Blade. These 
organizations sponsor dances, drill meets and other social events. It has been the privilege of 
the Reserve Officers Training Corps Cadet:; to assist in formal ceremonies of a more serious 
llature, ~uch as furnishing HOllor Guards, Flag Details, Firing Squads, and other personnel , 
which have performed in a superior manner. The Reserve Officers Training Corps program 
offers the student something in almost every category-education, leadership, future jobs, social 
acti"ity, and immediate financial remuneration. By contracting to enter the Advance Course 
the student may obtain a draft deferment which will ensure his completion of college before enter· 
ing military service. 
Every American citizen has a military obligation to fulfill for his country. Through the 
Reserve Officers Training Corps program young Americans can fill their military obligation 
and at the same time reap substantial personal benefits. 
MAJ. CECIL M. 
ClJRLES 
:MAJ. ROBERT A. 
DELPINo 
MAJ. FREDERICK C. 
GRISWOLD 
MAJ. ROBERT C. 
MacLANE 
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CAPT. LAWRENCE E. BUTLER CAPT. NORMAN C. POHLER 
1ST LT NORMAN C. SAUNDERS 1ST LT NELSON P. CONOVER CWO LESTER POWELL M/SGT CHARLES R. HAWKINS 
M/SGT CECIL HOGG M/SGT ELMER E. HUNSAKER M/SGT CHARLES C. McGOVERN M/SGT ALFRED E. RICHARDS 
RUTH KOBYLACK 
SFC GEORGE F. MORROW SFC BILLY D. ADDISON 
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Alpha [(appa Psi 
First row: Joe E. McHugh, Jr., Timothy Colgan, Keith R. Boyer, Lowell T. Reidy, Joseph F. Wade, George A. Gustafson, Moderator. Second 
row: Dennis Meyer, Paul Shafer, Jerry Powell, Chester Russ, David Partlow, Ray Robbeloth. Third row : Robert L. Stamas, Jim Coyle, Dave 
King, Tom Kain. Fourth row : Jerry Shea, John A. Saggio, Nick Uva, Tom Klein, Willard Clark. Fifth row: Rusty Saunders. 
Jerry Shea, Sales Promotion; Joe McHugh, President; Keith Boyer, Advertising Promo-
tion; Jerry Powell, Secretary. Second row: Nick Uva, Treasurer; Dennis Meyer, Vice Pres-
ident; George A. Gustafson, Moderator. 
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Alpha Kappa Psi, the business frater-
nity, handled the Advertising and 
Sales Promotion for the 1957 Day ton-
ian. This organization was a vital or-
gan in publishing our Day toni an, for 
what good would the book be if no one 
were to buy it. Through their countless 
and zealous efforts, we, the staff, were 
able to produce our finished product. 
Each one will be remembered and 
thanked by the workers of the 1957 
Daytonian. 
S.A.M. 
First row: Jim Kindler, Vice President; Ron Mayer, President; Miriam DeBord, Shirley Dalton, Suz-
anne Montgomery, Secretary; James D_ ReeL Second row: James Olsen, Treasurer; William Saal, John 
Wannemacher, Ron Felsburg, Ron Kress, John Korn, Andy Hirsch_ 
Math Club 
First row: Tom Doerfler, Lydia Powers, Bernard Mahle, Don Westerheide, Bill Klenk, Ramon Hosler, 
Jay Smith, Don Wiedemer, Professor K C Schrout, Moderator. Second row: William Bruening, John 
Toynese, Jim An<1erson, Jim Utz, Jim Hogan, Stanley Back, Jerry Bohse, Phil Kielpinski. 
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A.I.E.E. - I.R.E. 
First row: Charles Hoey, AI Wunsch, Neil Banke, Helmut M. Volk, James Krampe, Richard Gehle, Roger 
Hoffman, Richard C. Lumpkin . Second row: Adam Thomas, Richard Hasselman, Earl 1. Lurius, Roger 
Rudduck, R.obert Jardine, Noel Schwartz, Tom Hessler. Third row: Arthur Wager, Thomas Lemmons, 
George Boone, Ed Vasicek, John Thornton. 
Mariology Club 
First row: Judith Brunschwyler, Rosalie Cosgrove, Mary Lavanier, Secretary and Treasurer ; Rita Hoene, 
Carole O'Connell, Vice President; Sara Gover, Mary Foley, Marianne King. Second row: Jerry Bush, Pres· 
ident; Sylvia Liebel, Joan Wellmann, Margie Griffiths, Anita King, Barbara Staub, Julie Wettrick. Third 
row: Ruth Grathwohl , Joseph Barcinas, Jeanne Lyons, Therese Fisher, Fran Paul, Carl Wannemacher, 
Dave Partlow, Fr. Hoelle, S. M., Moderator. Fourth row: Ray Robbeloth. 
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Engineering' Honor Society 
First row: Daniel Valentine, William Klenk, Treasurer; Manuel G. Terrara, Ngo Dinh Tuan, Raymond 
Hosler, President; Dr. R. E. Wilson, Advisor. Second row: Rodger Rudduck, Albert Victor Ferris, Vice 
President; John Soller, Charles Fritsch, Secretary; J ohJ:l Schauet. 
"Scooter" presented with 
little scooter 
"Pretenders" whooping it up at the Homecoming Premier The "Crack" R.O.T.e. platoon in action 
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Cleveland Club 
First row: Dick Boechl, Paul Horning, Marilyn Heil, Stan Lavella, Lois Zorc, Carmen Morbitt, Lynn Stang, 
B. O'Malley. Second row: Jim Vandervelde, George Cooper, Dave Huffman, Ray Kelly, J. Bush, Bud 
Sweeney, Gary Green, Pat Ginley. Third row: Jim Kindler, Bill Brinkman, Bill Bentz, Terry Reagan, Jack 
Toronski, Dick Nicholas. Fourth row: Tom Campbell, Dick Lennon, Frank Coletti, Bill Bentler, Pat Dowl-
ing, Jerry Faust, Tim Colgan, Joe Krupar. Fifth row : Dick Walsh, Bob Fott, Tom Cripwandpet, Dick 
Heil, Ed Terrel, Ken Golanka, J. Mastny, Don Kalinowski. Sixth row: Dick Crouse, Pete Huber, Tony 
Asher, Bob McMahan, Tom Moritz, Tom Linn, Jim Coyle, Ned Kenney_ 
Phi Alpha Theta 
First row: Margie Dwyer, Millie Tomanocy, Dortha D. Koch, Delores Gombert. Second row: George 
Pilcher, Prof. E. E. Beauregard, David Sollenberger, Ernest Schnippel. 
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Vet's Club 
First row: Wm. Higdon, R. F. Talbott, Ralph Berry, Russell Troy, Lawrence Jackowski, Bob Galvin, 
Richard Lumpkin, Wm. Ries, Norm Meyers, Brother G. Nagel. Second row: Edward Heed, James Scholes, 
C. Ritter, F. 1. Joyce, Donald Testa, Thomas Walsh, Don Zimlick, Jim McGinty, John Klinepeters, Elwood 
Chaney, Pete King. Third row: C. H. Kronke, G. Hausfeld, D. Sylvain, G. Knox, Robt. Pennington, J. 
Kindle, M. Kelly, Ed Sander, Chas. Foushee. Fourth row: A. Nielsen, J. M. Prevish, G. Maus, 1. Bromall, 
1. Trumble, Bill Hepp, Bill F ortener, R. Andres, I. Stemley. Fifth row: E. Figueroa, Bob Gallie, R. Barnes, 
K. Goodpaster, D. Rigo, R. Jardine, P. Liotino, R. Chain, H. 1. Knapschaffer. 
Retailing' Club 
First row: Ruth ~eber, Suzanne Montgomery, Susan Hockwalt, Shirley Bockrath, Jeannelou Siewiorek, 
Mary Ann Krampe, Cathrine Bray. Second row: Orville Comer, Ronald Kress, Bill Clarke, Jerry Mc-
Nable, Bob Heidenreich, Charles Cluxten, President; Warren Vrooman. Third row: Richard Talbott, 
John Niekamp, Don O'Bryan, Dick Willkomm, Don Mudd, Fred Gillolli, Richard Clemens. 
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Scabbard and Blade 
First row: Tom DeBanto, John Soller, Chuck Grennan , Robert Delpino, James Cross, Stan Dawicke, Jack 
Deppner. Second row:' Joe Alspaugh, Jerry Quatman, Harry Hartke, Raymond Haas, Robert Showalter, 
George Weiss, N. J. Pepe, Frank Margotta. Third row: Bob Vonder Baar, Linus Fiely, Robert Smith, Joe 
Tomanocy, David Macci, Charles Elliott, Thomas Hessler, Bob McCarthy. 
Industrial Eng'ineers Club 
First row: Farid Amton, Andrew W. Knisley Jr., 'Ron Piatt, Carl Monnin, Dave Huffman, Michael Kissane. 
Second row: John Macfarlan, Jack Frankenberger, Robert Westerkamp, John Loucks, Richard Kt:1ch, Bill 
Brinkman. 
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Psycholofj'Y Club 
First row: Barbara Staub, Julie Wettrich, Andrea Seiver, Joanne Stueve, Gail HaIlerman, Jeanne Lyons, 
Mary Scherer, Charles H. Scheidler. Second row: Jack Peters, Harry Kennedy, Ron '<elsbury, Richard 
Steinbrunner, Jack Burke, Jerry Quatman, Andrew Backs, John Sacksteder. 
Secretarial Club 
First row: Joan Gray, Sue Maloney, Barbara Dutton, Jill Lukacs, Linda Ehrhart, Lois Spatz, Lois Zorc. 
Second row: Barbara Stocks, Barbara Wenzler, Marlyn Ryan, Janet Bilby, Nancy Miller, Ruth Holmen. 
Third row: Nancy Millikan, Mary Ann Bogen, Barbara Igel, J aile Van Sant, Pat Payne, Frances Kenzek, 
Carol Giantonio. 
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Pick & Hammer 
First row: John Froehle, Tom O'Shaughnessy, Jean Lounsberry, Jesse Kinchelve, George Fink, Charles 
Ritter, Leo Shanley, Jerry Kelly, Stephen DeVol, Charles Benavides. Third row: Joseph Walsh, Robert 
Wolff, Frank Wobber, H. George Yusko. 
C.S.M.C. 
First row: Joe Barcinus, Marie Skunza, Lois Koener. Ann Carmack, James Hackett, Paul Rogerson. 
Second row: Ed. Rogerson, Clem Eckstein, Ed Inoue, Ed Hock, Carl Wannemacher. 
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Chemistry Society 
First row: William Powers, Robert AJig, Ron Collins, Joe Bakan, Bob Stackman, Nancy Spires. Second 
row: Joe Mueth, Donald Westerheide, Gary Layton, Ramon Hosler, Bill Lawless, Jerry Mestemaker, 
Jean Lounsberry. Third row: A. Ro, Jim Parrish, Tom Nartker, David Clarke, Lester Balster. 
A.I.Ch.E. 
First row: Prof. James P. Hsu, William Powers, Richard IcBride, Jerry Mestemaker, Lester Balster, Br. 
It E. Wilson. Second row: Gary Layton, Donald Westerheide, James Stevick, Joe Mueth, Tomon Hosler, 
Bill Lawless, Don Robertson. Third row: David Clarke, Jim Parrish, Tom Nartker, Paul Pirrung, Bob Alig. 
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Sigma Delta Pi 
First row: R. Gray, J. Foltz, M. Porter, P. Thesing, D. Turner, H. Rivera, J. Dirkes, D. Nealson, D. 
Baker, P. Brenner, M. Moyes, P. Hackett, B. Duell. Second row: C. Ching, M. Scanlan, D. Willhelm, T. 
Grogan, D. Fractor, J. Makley, E. Vastbinder, E. Scheidler, R. Castleman, E. Berger, T. Beach, B. Far· 
rell. Third row: H. Johnstone, D. Schrein, E. Farkas, C. Burgess, B. Sabo, C. Kuntz, H. Klosterman, J. 
Barnhill, D. Bollheimer, J. Messenger. Fourth row: Mr. R. Wiechman, Moderator; M. Craig, F. Poulson, 
D. Stechschulte, D. Levy, J. Treon, R. Carlson, T. Versic, B. O'Halloran, J. Scharf, O. Berger, E. Mc-
Donald. 
Nu Epsilon Delta 
First row: Mariellen Maloney, Kay Neumann, Joyce Hagans, Monalee McFarland, Margie Butler, Carole 
Crosley, Sr., Mary Barbara S.P.S.F. Second row: Marlene Prance, Joan Kappen, Jan Lay, Jan Hodan, 
Carol Hartke, Kay Lefler, Sr. Mary Michael S.P.S.F. . 
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Ohio Society of Professional Eng'ineers 
First row: Wm. Keenan, Gene Herman, Lois Zorc, Robert Jardine, Jeanie Bendele, Wm. Igle, Jal1)es Krampe. 
Second row: Gary Green, John Spaulding, Andy Rawicz, Bob Clodfelter, Ronald Newman, R. D. Williams, 
Dave Huffman. Third row: Bill Brinkman, M. Inove, R. H. Heinen, Richard Keller, Don Kies, Ion Deaton, 
J. M. Pervish. Fourth row: Harold Patterson, F. Papscun, Dick Crouse, Joseph Wise, Richard Lumpkin. 
Women's Athletic Association 
First row: Mary Leonard, Suzanne Finke, Diana Dunn, Helen Theodoras, Sharon McGuinn, Doris Drees. Sec-
ond row: Helen Raiff, Sandra Fella, Irene Kramer, Sharon Strange, Ruth Ely. 
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CLUBS 
Illini Club 
First row: Pat Shaw, Cathy O'Neil, Betty Stolzman, Paul O'Donnell, Rita Hoene, Marti Belva, Sharon Cor-
coran, Helen Clary. Second row: Fred Trzos, Paul Fleming, Fred Lange, James Lichon, Richard Wagner, 
Don Mizauk, Don Lindner, Fred Gorham. Third row: Richard Moeny, Dick Denzel, Robert Rinaldi, William 
Wehrs, E. Oelerich, Jim Gill, John McCall. Fourth row: John Saggio. 
Keystone Club 
First row: Jerry Powell, Charles Taylor, Gordon Tuttle, Joe Sullivan, John Hazuda, Roger Kent. Second row: 
Ned McCallum, Bob Ashman, Mr. Gilvary, Daniel Ebbert, Andy Cassells, Wm. Steele, Jack Laffey. 
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Knickerbocker Club 
First row: R. Sanders, J. DuBruel, V. Cotrona, E. Sabol, B. Schiller, President; J. Kenny, C. Doyle, J. Kadela, P. 
[zzo, L. Conners, Moderator. Second row: R. Janeski, P. Kiefer, B. Fanning, D. Guerin, B. Breen, K. Moriarty, T. 
Adamo, J. Mulligan, N. VIa, T. Richman. Third row: F. Kilgannon, J. Carleo, J. LaSusa, S. Torres, A. Zep. 
pone, N. Rocchio, D. Roshbowski, V. Manetta, E. Heed, S. Peck. Fourth row: F. Rocchio, D. O'Brien, P. 
Sayaus, P. Schomer, D. Strittmatter, J. Olsen, J. Bamrick, J. Payne, J. Bishop, 1. Odolf. 
First row: J. Schram, T. Cardile, P. Braun, P. Schulte, K. O'Niel, J. Barry, D. Kempa, M. Saetta, D. Mari· 
ani, R. LaPera. Second row: A. Abbruzzese, Wm. Keenan, R. Hunt, F. Lobasso, F. Deegan, V. Riccio, D. 
Lane, R. Nuckereno, J. Heed, Wm. Healy. Third row: P. Marnane, T. McAllister, P. Altebrando, J. Davis, 
Wm. Brennan, D. Hansen, N. Young, J. Lockhart, H. McCaffery, D. O'Connell. Fourth row: G. Holub, P. 
Rogowski, G. Fredoman, M. McKenna, D. Stallenmaier, F. Papscun, J. Clancy, R. Nonelle, R. Little, J. Ber· 
trand. Fifth row: R. Lavenstein, G. Schumann. 
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Wolverine Club 
First row; Bob Heidenreich, Gerald Haliburda, Sharon McGinn, John Wagner, Paul Wagner. Second row; 
R. Rathsack, J. Fletcher, Jim Vtz, Tom Lindbert, Tom Phillips. 
Dayton Club 
First row; Karin Goecke, Nancy Everhart, Martha Becker, S. Wildenhaus, Betty Haley, N. Miller, N. Hazlett, 
B. Dutton, M. Dapore, J. Wallace. Second row; M. Payne, V. Stoltz, L. Lyons, B. Leff, M. Shroyer, J. Isreal, 
S. Fella, C. Tulles, B. VanZyl, H. O'Donnell, N. Spires. Third row: J. Zobrist, P. Richey, M. Bogen, R. Rod. 
erer, I. Kramer, P. Schenking, S. Hochwalt, N. Macklin, A. Bianco, R. Rucker. Fourth row; J. Sternberger, 
C. Zirbo, B. Galvin, J. Goldschmidt, T. Wittman, H. Ackerman, L. Roderer, D. Shane, 1. Smith, R. King. 
Fifth row: R. Heckman, J. Trumble, J. Lienesch. 
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Blue Grass Club 
First row: E. C. Wathen, Jeanne Foltz, Suzanne Montgomery, Judi Freckman, Donald Wiedemer, Julie Lane, 
Nancy Remke, Wm. Higdon. Second row: Joseph Wade, Charles Delaney, Don O'Bryan, Roy Allard, Joe 
Mattingly, Adie Montgomery. Third row : Jim Sandman, John McGary, Patrick Walsh, Jack Kuntz, James 
Krampe, John Medley. 
Hoosier Club 
First row: Maria Joyner, Mary Jane Kutter, Theresa Magdzearczyk. Second row: Ernest Schnippel, Danny 
Sherman, Louis Boehman, Larry Wilson, Tom Mick. 
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Future Teachers of America 
First row: Anne Evans, Sharon Kelly, Helen Dickensheets, Carole Stangle, Jan Schmiesing, Carmela Vacchi-
ano, Joeann Haas, Judi Freckman, Mary Homan, Pat Flannigan, Lois Reichling_ Second row: Mary Weddle, 
Eileen Daley, Barbara VanZyl, Sondra Fella, Barbara Wolke, Irene Kramer, Anne Wagner, Pat Duffy, Fran-
ces Longo, Joan Sacksteder, Marilyn Scothorn. Third row: Loretta Hartung, Mary Foley, Sharon Hunt, Nancy 
Dunham, Ruth Grathwohl, Carolyn Link, E. Dietrich, T. Fischer, Ann Fitzgerald, M. King, B. Stolzman, J. 
Wellman, G. Nolder, W. Ries, J. Maruna, R. Williame, J. Novak, D. Schumeth. 
First row; Judy Schrein, Jackie Kenny, Gerry Gevat, Pam Wetherill, Andrea Nagy, Pacquetta Myers, Grace 
Lerch, Pat Longfield, Kathryne Pfahler, Ann Griffing. Second row: Sue Hager, Louise Ebert, Virginia Es-
tep, Joni Wittman, Francis Meyer, Betty Ann Haley, Susan Guess, Deanne Weigle, June Isreal, Sue Wilden-
haus. Third row: Juliallna Clune, Leslie Sheffield, Cathleen Doyle, Mary Sue Miller, Rosalie Roderer, Mary 
Meranda, Annette Griollot, Gaelean Neary, Pat Richey, Sunny Lee. Fourth row: Jackie Hawkins, Sue Ann 
Romie, Helen Clary. 
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Pershing' Rifles 
First row: J. Santos, P. Haugach, J. Potts, G. Holub, K. Golonka, T. Reed, J. Zulaski, D. DeWine, J. Wurts, 
B. Sweeney. Second row: D. Riddle, R. Saffery, M. Mergler, B. Mullen, M. Murray, S. Jeroutek, W. Healy, 
F. Pavella, K. Smith, K. Sellburg. Third row: F. Riddle, B. Stanhard, P. Osterberger, R. Stringfellow, B. Me· 
Gowan, J. Shattuck, M. Meyer, T. Rickman, J. Simmons, R. Dennler. Fourth row: G. Tiedemann, D. Kalin-
owski, P. Scneider, A. Graf, R. Richard. 
First row: G. Morrow, D. Roettele, J. Powers, B. McGarthy, J. Digiancinto, J. Deppner, B. Williams, J. 
Redouty, T. Hessler, M. MacLane. Second row: G. Berner, M. Colton, T. Jarsen, W. Houk, J. Philips, P. 
Waldenmeyer, G. Vergamini, D. Wiedeman, R. Jones. Third row: D. Macci, J. Bauer, J. Heck, R. Fott, Wm. 
Thomas, P. McEnroe, F. Sessa, D. Strong, R. Smith. Fourth row: C. Elliot, D. Soller, J . Dresher, R. Dett-
mer, Dahm, R. Rucker, A. Cassells. 
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Flyers Hang'ar 
First row; Pat Flanigan, Jackie Kenny, Carol Kleinhenz, Betty Haley, Marilyn Heil, Nancy Miller, Sue Wil-
denhaus, Carol Tullis, Jane Gagel, Ruth Berner. Second row; Joe Wade, Loretta Riepenhoff, Deanne Weigle, 
Carol Nomena, Annette Grillot, Frances Longo, June Isreal, Suzanne James, Bill Duerson. Third row: Jerry 
Haliburda, Jerry Bishop, D. Schauerte, Nick Uva, Bob Ashman, Pat Dowling. 
First row; Ruth Gattes, Karin Goeke, Grace Lerch, Nancy Hazlett, Barbara VanZyl, Pat Mulligan, Barbara 
Dutton, Marilyn Albrecht, Barbara Staub. Second row: Paul Desmond, R. Berner, Virginia Stoltz, Linda 
Lyons, Mary Bogen, Sue Wagner, Barb Barkhurst, Pat Payne, Ann Williams, Gary Green. Third row; Bill 
Conger, Bob Ashman, Jim Coyle, Dan O'Brian, Chuck Courtad, J. Fletcher, Joe Westbrock, Dick Heckman, 
Ron Burns, Jo Greenwood. Fourth row: Jim Payne, S. Rogers, Don Perkins, Tom Lindbert, Jim Klein, Ken 
Aken, Ken Booker, Woody Herman, Jack Reinemeyer. 
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MonO~Tam Club 
First row: Les Conner, Jim DeFabio, Bernie Burke, George Veneziale, Don Chontos, Carmen Riazzi, Harry 
Koerner, Ron Kraus, Gary Krause, Chuck.Muzio, Jerry Bush. Second row: Jack Ditzel, Allen Shanen, C. 
Chaney, Dick Bogenrife, Jerry Kindle, A. Bockhorn, Frank Hennessy, Ed Longo, George Schmidt, James 
Spoerl. Third row: Tom Zins, Don Zimmerman, Ron Kehl, Vic Kristopaitis, Fred Dugan, Joe Slater, Ron Fin· 
oui, S. Bosway, Don Lane. Fourth row: J. McCarthy, A. Sicking, 1. Palmer, B. Almashy, Billy Smith. 
Latin American Club 
First row: M. Ferrara, F. Revera, A. Cordova, I. Fabie, E. Araneta, M. Pavlova, D. Gombert, K. Cosgrove, 
George Menendez, R, VeLarde. Second row: B. Pevez, P. Fullava, H. Fernandez, P. Guznian, J. Criado, A. 
Urteaga, A. Suarez, R. Carlo. Third row: 1. Ponce, E. Angulo, C. Mendizabal, E. Trapp, C. Koffroth, M. 
Neal, W. Thon, F. Cuseion, H. Rivera, A. Rivera. Fourth row: A. Gasque, 1. Hernandez, A. Hawayek, H. 
Martinez· Viera. 
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ARTS 
Juniors 
First row: Julie Lane, Edna Erney, D. Hermann, Lois Koerner, Dolores Gombert, Sue DeWine, Marti Belva, 
Mary Lou Mayer. Second row: Robert Buroker, Harry Kennedy, Richard Guerin, Jim Vandervelde, John 
Elbert, Ralph Carlo, Frank Margotta. Third row : Ed Lupo, Ken Lyman, Eugene Lehman, Richard Koehler, 
Joe Mattingly, Don Hauer. 
First row: Carl Wannemacher, Bud Sweeney, Pat Siemers, Nancy Remke, Rosemarie Schrader, Tom Zins. 
Second row: Jack Toronski, R. Steinbrunner, Daniel O'Brien, Larry Roderer, James Heed, Ken Weldon. Third 
row: Paul Hornong, Jack Ditzel, Sammy Torres, Joe Slater, Jack Renaux, Joseph Stelmach. 
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Sophomores 
First row: Marilyn Albrecht, Lois Perdowin, Pat Mulligan, Jeanne Lyons, Mary Lavenier, Ruth Berner. Sec-
ond row: Chuck Nash, Joseph Sperie, Daniel Sullivan, Barbal'a Barkhurst, David Burke, James Lichon. Third 
row: John Bock, Jerry Joseph, Z. Kulysinski, Jack McDougall, Leo Krebs. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Judi Ann Baker, Molly Payne, Carolyn Goubeaux, Carolyn Stueve, Barbara Leff, Karin Goecke. 
Second row: Mary Sc~erer, Donna Judd, Anita Marting, Andrea Seiver, Virginia Stoltz. 
First row: R. Bozarth, P. Peterson, B. Kuhar, P. Kirk, D. Burkhart, E. Eyink, D. Fritz, W. Bentz, F. Gieck-
man, A. Palumbo. Second row: T. Cahill, W. Macbeth, N. Kenney, J. Cooney, J. Smith, W. Healy, T. Gross, 
e. Riedinger, J. Cousino, R. Barron, P. O'Connell. Third row: J. Smith, Frank Celetti, T. Heed, D. Heckman, 
P. Hoover, W. Bruns, J. Albers, J. Wahlslagel, J. AlIen, A. Graf. Fourth row: G. Weil, J. Mulligan. 
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BUSINESS 
Juniors 
First row: Jesse Burten, Ralph Berry, J. Beam, V. Blatz, Eugenia Araneta, Isabel Fabie, Joe Balogh, Denney 
Wilson, Pat Ginley, Tim Colgan. Second row: Maurice Boufioux, Bill Fortener, Harry Bonbright, Jim Coyle, 
Bill Clarke, Bob Heidenreich, Duke Cecelic, Joe Alspaugh. Third row : Ronald Bauman, Jerry Allaire, Tom 
Gerstner, Frances Doyle, Dick Bogenrife, Andy Cassells, Don Fine, Charles Elliott. Fourth row: John Laffey. 
First row: Norman Meifer, Joseph Wade, Lowell Reidy, James Kindler, Gerard Kuntz, John Niekamp, Harold 
Karrenbauer. Second row: Thomas Mulcahy, Don Mader, Don O'Bryan, John Hart, F. Oelerich, Jack Leffey. 
Third row : Richard Heil, Virgil Will, Nick Ungard, Joe Redoutey, Gary Krause, John Klinepeter, Dave Hub· 
er. Fourth row: Richard Weeber, Dick Shane, Pete Huber, Rusty Saunders, James Olsen, David Macci, Martin 
Yopp. 
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Sophomores 
First row: James Voris, Joe George, Alice Rufe, Gus Wunderly, Bill Moneymaker. Second row: George Weh-
ner, John Knoll, Jim Poweski, Joe Salm, Ted Rickman. Third row: George Schumann, Stergios Nikidis, 
Nicholas Uva, Robert Sweeney. 
Second row: Janet Baby, Suzanna James, Sue Maloney, Helen Edwards, Diana Dabbelt, Nancy Millikin, 
Mary Anne Borgin, Barbara Igel, Barbara Dritton, Nancy Hazlett, Mary E. Dapore. Third row: Robert Ben-
dele, Charles Daly, Charles Brubach, Terry Reagan, Maurice Doyle, David Herrman, Jim Begley, Anthony 
Alonzo. Fourth row : Ed Huss, Merritt Cotton, Bob Ashman, Kevin Moriarty, Tom Moritz, Ronald Kronen-
berger, Richard Kessler, Jerome Bishop. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Dan Sexton, Frank Bongivingo, Mike Palmine, Chuck Weisman, Peter Schulte, Charles Bechtel, 
Robert Marland, Grank Songer, Gerald Werling, Roger Boyu. Second row: Don Robbins, Mark Smith, Ray 
Geiger, Gary Goodman, Hugh McCaffery, Joe Dorsten, Joseph Barry, Don Dorley, Richard Durbin, Don 
Meyer, Ronald Russo. Third row: Tom Rock, Frank Lobassa, Frank Deegan, Wm. Thiek, All Adkins, George 
Tiedemann, James McIntyre, Joseph Belanch, Robert Van Alt. Fourth row: Paul Osterberger, Martin Meyer. 
First row: Richard Gauder, Tom Kimmell, John Clark, James Gill, Nicholas Rosha, Paul Braun, Joe Menner, 
John Bamrick, Tom Vaughton, R. Kelley. Second row: Ronnie Rucker, Dan Topp, R. Zuiesler, Richard Chil-
bert, Tom Cobey, Tom Skockey, John Andrew, John Bolek, Elwood Andrew, H. Grilliot. Third row: Roy 
Lower, Cledieth Middleton, George Cooper, Bruce Clodfelter, Mickey Neal, Robert Berger, John Heck, Joe 
Bailey, Robert Burns, Dick McCabe. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Tony Asher, Wilbur Lanese, Larry Cousins, James Kenny , Jim Klein, John Kenney, Phil Giglioth, 
Arthur Pirolett. Second row: _Don Fisic, Walter Herzog, Hugh Becher, Joe Brohas, Norbert Dahm, J. Fenlon, 
Tim Koverman, Hott, Dehine. Third row: James Clany, Don Beck, Ed Auten, J. Fletcher, Jim Dresher, Bob 
Gaier, Charles Kelly, Nick Canera. Fourth row: Don Lindner, Jim Clark, Don Fritsch, James Hammond, Gary 
Kesler, Bourdet Andre, Joe Greenwood, Ken Booker, Jim Elder, Bob Dunlap, Dave Curtis. 
First row: Larry Spatz,Jr., John Sternberger, Dick Wallin , Frank Sessa, John Malloy, Allen Pollack, Joe 
Westbrock, Vincent Palyan, Charles Mickley, Paul Wells. Second row: Robert Little, Tom Sachs, J. Vaughan, 
P. Sayour, Don Stachnik, Charles Young, Bill N{uth, Dawson Price. Third row: Jack Reinemeyer, Ed San· 
der; Richard Webster, Bill Mullen, Charles Zirbs, Vince Riccio, Won Min Hee, Joe Zubrist, Bob Spencer, C. 
Harestad. Fourth row: Ernie White. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Beverly Gist, Vicky Lachat, Ruth Holman, Nancy Allis, Marilyn Ryan, Lois Zorc, Linda Ehrhart. 
Second row: F. Kilgannon, Larry Andrews, Barbara Wenzler, Nancy Miller, Pat Payne, Tom Coleman , 
Frances Kenzile, Joan Gray, Donald Testa , Robert Godley. Third row: James Scholes, Russell Troy, James 
Dunkman, Gary Knov, John Broomall, Gordon Usticke, James Gates, Thomas Walsh, Jim Sager, Dempsey 
Jenkins. Fourth row: Bob Graman, T. Jaolinski, J. Volk, C. Skarha, W. Nelson, Dick Blaho, Paul Staigers, 
Bob , Ed Schellhaas, Lowell Mills . 
...... _---. 
First row: Steve Palenchar, Karl Gasper, Brannon Montgomery, Richard Holgate, Gregory Kausfeld, John 
Kenney, Hershel Cunagin, J. Omietanski, Richard Chain. Second row: Robert Kastner, Robert Sarmir, Paul 
Governor, M. McNulty, Carlton Ogden, Ralph Pippenger, Byron Medley, Dick Winters, Don Barnes, Karl Hart· 
mann. Third row: Dale Dodson, Blaman, William Ward, Charles Baird, Dave Conkling, Tom Divilbiss, 
Barry Roberts, Don Arkemberg, Gene Whiteside, John Baker. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Joe Diorio, Richard Meixner, Rex Powers, Neil Stemley, Dan Meehan, Roger Kent, Joe Sullivan, 
Don Strittmatter, Dick Drumford, Bill Drumford. Second row: Chuck Malloy, Charles Mencsik, Mike Manny, 
Don Roshkowski, Paul Schumacher, Frank Wilson, Tom Lindbert, Gene Mills, Bob Renner, Jr., Robert Dahm, 
Tom Vander Embse, Jack Thomas, Willie Madison, Karl Framing, Jack Alsof, Mark Lammert, Al Sprenger, 
Jud Shattuck, Bruce Baker, John Haznda. 
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EDUCATION 
Juniors 
First row: Nancy Everhart, Jan Schmiesing, Carmela Vacchiano, Barbara Phelps, Therese Fisher, Ruth 
Dempsey, Lois Reichling. Second row: Bob Sakal, Don Corio, Jan Hodan, Anne Wagner, Helen Straukamp, 
Jim McGinty, Gregory Nolder. Third row: Stan Creekmore, Gerry Faust, Lou Ferrerc, Joe Paul. 
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Sophomores 
First row: Angi Bianco, Mary Foley, Ann Fitzgerald, Nancy Dunham, Helen Dickensheets, Joyce McMahon. 
Second row: Carolyn Link, Marianne King, Diana Dunn, Joeann Haas, Eileen Daley, Esther Balster. Third 
row: Dick Bradfield, Sharon Corcoran, Don Hawker, Harold Bockhorn. 
First row : Carol Nealon, Carole Sue Stangle, Mary Nunn, Helen O'Donnell, Barbara Wessendorf, Joan Wal-
lace. Second row: Joyce Soloy, Marilyn Scothorn, William B. Ries, Virgil Winglewich, Joan Wellmann, 
Barbara Van Zyl. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Carol Evans, Mary Sakala, Sue Schneider, Peggy Molloy, Jerry Webb, Marilyn Heil, Sheila Bue-
ker, Gale Tempest, Ruth Gattes, Carmen Morbitt, Robert Caliboso. Second row: Ron Nuckereno, Ron Buuis, 
Richard Schmitt, Al Reynolds, Michael Patterson, Him Pfirman. Third row: Richard Moeny, Joseph Line-
han, James Adams, David Brandies, Jim Walker, John Man, Mel Smolik, Ronald Harper, Jim King. Fourth 
row: Mel Maury, John Imler, Dennis Mundkenk, Frank Grady, Tom Keehn, Dave O'Connor, Jack Couzins, 
Al Watzek, Jack Parnell. 
First row: 1. Kenny, S. Kelly, Ann Evans, Gerry Gevat, A. Nagy, G. Neary, B. Wolke, B. McFadden. Second 
row: P. Longfield, G. Meyer, H. Clary, S. Hager, E. Outrich, C. Limes, J. Davis, M. Griggiths. Third row: G. 
Lerch, 1. Schrein, F. Longo, 1. Ebert, S. Wildenhaus, M. Joyner. Fourth row: P. Gerlach, M. M. Meranda, 
J. Frickman, S. Guess, B. A. Haley, H. Anderson, J. Israel, M. Shroyer, E. Metzler. Fifth row: P. S~hoepp­
ner, S. A. Romie, P. Richey, G. Dickson, A. Guillot, C. Rayman, I. Kramer. Sixth row: M. S. Miller, J. Clune, 
S. Lee, C. Nomina, V. Estep, M. Sell, J. Gagel. 
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ENGINEERING 
Juniors 
First row: Bill Brinkman, Jim Hoe££el, Gustavo Guajardo, Carlos Mendizabal, James Broeker, Richard 
Lumpkin, James Krampe, Bill Igel, Bernard Young, Dave Huffman. Second row: Bob Gallis, Don Wester· 
heide, Paul Pirrung, Ed Yanick, Tom Bell, Bill Oberjohn, Larry Weber, John Schauer, John Wuerste, John 
Schauerte. Third row: Michael Sepia, Arthur Ho, Gary Layton, Jim Parrish, Jim Schlater, Noel Schwartz, 
Robert Showalter, Earl Lucius, George Weiss, John Spaulding. Fourth row: Jose Hernandez, Richard Tisch· 
er, Robert Alig, John Schenking, Joe Tomanocy, Tom Nartker, Howard Ackerman, Tom Hessler, Robert Jar-
dine, Tom Agnew. Fifth row: Joe Wise, Bill Martz, Tom Miller, Ray Haas, Bill Flade, Fred Gorham. 
181 
Sophomores 
First row: Bernard Mahle, Don Bouquot, Jose Ponce, G. Vergamini, Tom Doefler. Second row: Bill Burger, 
Carl Welage, Lou Alber;" C. R. Knapp, Patrick Walsh, Don Zimlich. Third row: David Peters, Robert Mc-
Crate, John Trumble, George Maus, Jim Utz, Bernard Drerup. 
First row: Robert Schwartz, Mike Powers, Paul McEnroe, Nancy Spires, R. Andres, Tony Farris_ Second 
row: Michael Murray, Ben Alig, Alan Wlnkeljohn, M. Minnelli. Third row: Jay Smith, Michael Inoue, Jerry 
Goldschmidt, John Ceeelie, Ronald Koesters. 
182 
Sophomores 
First row: George Bonifas, Jim Moran, Gene Herman, James Wink, Paul Wagner, Philip Wolf, Paul Horio, 
Richard Kawamura. Second row: Ken Goode, Walt Kowalski, Dick Wagner, John Whitten berger, John Miller, 
Don Dixous, Louis Sortman, Ed Daley. Third row: Carlos Mendizabal, LaVern Everman, Ralph McEldowney, 
George Berner, Paul Myers, Elwood Chaney, Gustavo Guajardo. 
183 
Freshmen 
First row: Ed Hock, Francis Swift, Joe Krysiak, Jeannine Carter, John Lorimer, W. Houk, Carlos Millet. 
Second row: Richard Weidner, C. Smith, John Kruetzkamp, William Thon, Robert O'Brien, Fred Mitro. 
Third row: Jim White, John Van Wagenen, William Umbenhauer, Robert Schuetz, Gerald Rupp, Richard 
Slade. Fourth row: Don Bitzel, Robert Richard, Richard Feldman, James Holdsworth, Frank Crescioni. 
First row: Charles Doebler, W. Winger, Everett Moore, Mike Ciancio, John Cotter, Joe Princehouse. Second 
row: Norman Dreier, Mike Varletta, Henry Mohlman, Josephla Susa, Charles Bauer, Ken Krimin. Third row: 
Richard Mounts, Robert O'Herron, Daniel O'Connell, J. Hayes, Joe Asbury, Charlie Thier. Fourth row: 
Allen Zappone, George Geissler, John Byrnes, Jerry Middendorf, Larry Edmondson, John Ullrich. 
184 
Freshmen 
First row: Stanley Browning, Fernando Ponce, Richard Jones, Bernard Braun, Jack Phillips, Joe Ratterman, 
Joe Krupar, J. Brown, John Pdoif, Albert Sipes. Second row: James McBanon, Jerry Stenley, Joe Lehmann, 
Daniel Poulson, Gene Dietz, Gene DiVincenzo, John Bartus, Ed Bruzinski, Robert Kestler, Richard Hunt, 
Wm. Snider. Third row: Rodney Wurst, Paul Kiefer, Phil Altebrando, James Schemmel, Robert Fott, Wil· 
liam Steele, Bill Schaerif, Richard Stringfellow, Lewis Sargent, Elisha Abner. 
First row: Charles Raymond, Pedro Guzman, J. Mastny, Stephen Jeroutek, Bob Stankard, Francis Leibold, 
Robert Kilpatrick, F. Rocchio, George Bianco. Second row: Jose Criado, Albert Irwin, Joe Kosewio, Ralph 
Heckman, Don Flowers, John Medley, Bob Bussinger, G. Bauer. Third row: Paul Vernier, Mike Hilz, Hubert 
Rozman, Don Pedkins, Jim Bollensen, Richard Lennon, Gerald Miller, Antonio Rivera. Fourth row: Ed 
James, Ken Renshaw, Charles Grindstaff, William Krumm, Mike Kane. 
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Freshmen 
First row: Walter Schmeing, Richard Saffery, Herbert Lander, Paul Dierker, Arlo Harris, L. Liebler, Mario 
Lodato, Mike Passaniti, T. Mattingly. Second row: Ronald Brooks, Joe Luby, Brian Goode, Tom Phillips, 
Robert Horwedel, R. Flunder, Tom Agnu, Jim Kielbaso, Donald Koehler. Third row: David Paul, F. Pops-
cun, Paul Schneider, Ray Bell, Terry Boelhorn, Clarence Bittner, Jack Dresher, Ed Zimmerer, G. LeMunyon. 
First row: William Yee, Ken Golonka, Dorothy White, Jerry Bauer, Larry Wilson, Donald Kennedy. Second 
row: Joe Kernan, J. Kapadia, G. Holub, Bill Westbrock, Ken Aken, Gary Green. Third row: R. McMahan, 
Henry Pope, M. McKenna, Daniel Ebbert, Ronald Burns, Robert Sulak. Fourth row: Jerome Mohr, George 
Kibler, J. Boerger, R. Hickenbotham, Peter Liotino, Don Winegar. 
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Freshmen 
First row: iVlelvin Lee, George Menendez, Phil Herrman, John Woodside, Dennis Zander, James French. Sec-
ond row: Jack Lukolski, Joe Bftsplk, IVlike Dinnin, Vincent Cotrona, Paul Vandekerehoff, Eugene Kovacs. 
Third row: Bob Leahy, Ron Knapp, James Winters, Tom Boldrick, James Bennett, Fred Conwell. 
First row: James Wolfelt, John Sugerik, Stan Lavelle, Art Raby, B. Breen, Dave Durbin, Robert Hoy. Second 
row: James Higgins, Tony Thome, Arthur Garrett, William Homer, Lee Gaines, James Greger. 
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SCIENCE 
Juniors 
First row: Albert Rawliss, Joan Sanderman, Mari Katona, Jan Lay, Robert Wolff. Second row: Dan Wilhelm, 
John Scharf, Dan Stechschulte, Thomas Versic. 
First row: Bill O'Hal\oran, Theresa Magdziarczyk, Jeanne Foltz, Elizabeth Duell, Kathy Kear, Jean Louns-
berry, Patsy Hackett, Ellen Fitzgerald, Marianne Porter, Pete Brenner. Second row: Ernest Figueroa, Martin 
Moves, Lem Cammack, Robert O'Sickey, Edward Heed, Duke Baker, Edward Farkas, James Mann, Joe Maz-
zotta, Erik Eselius, Thomas Fazio. Third row: Richard Castleman, George Fink, Robert Caporal, Michael 
Craig, Chuck COlirtad. Roy Carlson, Harvey Kiley, Richard Luehrs, Henry Long, David Liberto. 
188 
Sophomores 
First row: Dorothy Baird, Burke Longo, Carol Hartke, Susan Hochwalt, Tom Cunningham, Lawrence Jack-
owski. Second row: Leonard Sieradski, Fredrick Trzos, Dick Miller, 1. Shanley, Joe Sever, James Matthews, 
John Messenger, Russell Engl.ish. Third row: Charles Kuntz, James Mulvany, William Thomas, Orner Berger, 
Daniel DeBord, John Dirckey. Fourth row: Paul Waldemneyer, Dick King, James Murray, Daniel Hazlett, 
Jerry Goldschmidt, Jim Liensch, Jerry Bohse. 
189 
Freshmen 
First row: Jacqueline Fahey, Mary Fecke, Eileen Durst, Sue Hinders, Roxanne Framme, Beverly Bridge, 
Ingrid Emmert, Therese Esposeto. Second row: John Duchole, Paul Dierker, R. Duell, James Carleo, Dave 
Allbanese, Steve Gallagher. Third row: Ralph Heckman, Tom Brsure, Charles Bosch, Bernard Dress, David 
Klingshun, C. Abbruzzese. 
First row: R. Lauenstein, Verne Edgar, Linda Lyons, Sandra Kennard, V. Fisher, T. Gitzinger, Sheila James, 
Ralph Omlor. Second row: Donald Morris, Richard Nonelle, Carol Kleinhenz, W. Brennan, Henry Mohlman, 
Paul Coultor, T. Kanenbauer, John Manning. Third row: John Dowling, Tom Mick, Stephen Williams. 
190 
Freshmen 
First row: John Newman, William Reilly, Norb Young, Barbara Tepin , John Rentz, Ed Sabol. Second row: 
Gerry Walker, Beverly Preston, Barbara Wellings, Nicholas Rocchio, Paul Rogowski, Janice Volk, Joe 
Swartzbough. Third row: William Steele, Bill Schneble, H. Martinez Viera , Frank Wilke, Dick Praff; James 
Romer. 
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TECHNICAL INSTITUTE 
Freshmen 
First row: Bil Morgan, Carl A. Barhorst, Robert Cramer, David Sheppard, Robert Morris, Harold Wayne, 
James Mahone. Second row: Jerry Kadela, Don Sendelback, Lewis Kessler, Jim Hensley, Wm. Saskill, Gerald 
Allen, James O'Brien, Paul Trimback. Third row : James De Bolt, Harold Miller, Dan Snyder, Tom Linn, 
Roger Loper, James Labbe, Franklin Miller. Fourth row: R. Tangeman, J. lVlencsik, N. Pachasa, W. Brock, 
P. Adams, M. Hemmert, E. Guerrierd, K. Kestner, Fifth row: G. Cox, R. Bowman, 1. Williams, D. "Moore, C. 
Sheridan, D. Nienmerg, R. Madigan, N. Higham. 
~------------~~----------~ .. ~-----
First row: Ronald Toops, Joel Wilson, Larry Gottshall, Jim Reichard, Kenny C~nway, Joseph V. Williams. 
Second row: L. Goldschmidt, D. W. Reynolds, Paul Ott, Thomas Sherman, Jon Rasnick, Charles BaHomd, 
Robert Ingles. Third row: John Hils, Ron Meyers, Edward Law, E. Steifilmayer, Tom jordan, David Etter. 
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SOCCER TEAM 
Student Union 
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LEADING 
BOWLING 
TEAMS 
Delta 
1957 U. OF D. GOLF TEAM 
Left to right: Ed Longo, Frank Hennessy, Bobby Payne, Bill Macbeth, Jerry Kindle. 
Absent: John Blust. 
SPRING SPORTS 
Golf 
With professional golfer, Tom Blackburn, back as 
their head coach, the Flyers will drive their way 
through fourteen matches. They have a home and away 
schedule with Cincinnati , Xavier, Miami, Louisville, 
Marshall, and Lockbourne Air Force Base. They play 
one match with Ohio University on the Bobcat's campus, 
and they also are entered in the Ohio Intercollegiate at 
Ohio State University. This year's golf team boasts of 
five returning lettermen in Ed Longo, Bobby Payne, 
Jerry Kindle, Frank Hennessy, and John Blust. 
Seniors: E. Longo, J. Kindle, F. Hennessy 
Above-BOB PAYNE 
Above-ED LONGO 
BILL MACBETH 
JOHN BLUST 
JERRY KINDLE 
FRANK HENNESSY 
1957 TENNIS TEAM 
Left to right: Jose Ponce, Bob Westerkamp, Manuel Cadez, Bill Fisher, Tom Zin~ . 
Tennis 
All five memhers of this year's tennis squad are returning lettermen. Under coach Hank Fer· 
razza, the Flyer netters are playing an eight rna teh schedule. They play two home games with 
Toledo and Xavier and six away games with Bowling Green, University of Cincinnati, Earlham 
College, Miami, Xavier, "and Ohio State. 
EARL SCHEIDLER and BOB WESTERKAMP 
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BOB WESTERKAMP 
Above: MANUEL CADEZ and BILL FISHER 
RighI: JOSE PONCE 
RESEARCH CENTER 
Research sta ff 
On September 1, 1056. the C niversit\- announced the es tabli shment 
of the Research Center, under the direction of John R. Westerheide, 
to provi.de research opportunities for students and fa culty . 
Initially, research came to the campus in the form of a data reduc· 
tion and since has developed and expanded into 111 0st of the physical 
sciences. 
Administratively, the Center is organized into divisions a nd projec ts. 
The Special P ro jects Division. headed by Rohert Luthman , is 
engaged in di versified resea rch and development work. most of 
which is classified ; Data Processing Division, directed by Cyril 
G. Peckham, transforms a nd reduces scientifi c and eng ineerin g data 
into more useful s ta tes ; Electrical Enginee rin g Projec t. supervi sed 
by Adrian Morgan , evaluates tubes. transistors and other semi·con· 
ductors; and Human Engineering Projec t, headed by R obert 
Noland, supplies per :301111el and evaluates individual capabilities 
and capacities for vari ous Areo Medica l Te~ t s at Wright Air 
Development Center. 
At the Research Center adminis trative offi ce, :'vlr. Westerheid e is 
assisted by Gerald E. Busch, Property Adl1lini stra toL and John 
C. Bramlage, Ass istant to the Director. 
Fifteen governmental and industrial age ncies are ex pending over 
a million dollars a nnua ll y fo r sponsored research prog rams at the 
University. Employed in the resea rch programs are sOl1le three 
hundred seventy-five students, faculty . professionaL management , 
technical, and clerical personnel. 
The establishment and expansion of researc h facilities is one of 
the means the University is utilizing in keeping abreast with cur-
rent developments. Resea rch also assists the Universit y in the overall 
program of improved phys ical and academic faciliti es . 
Administrative staff 
Special projec t's division staff 
DIVISION OF SPECIALIZED EDUCATIONAL SERVICES 
KAY DORSTEN and DAVE KING 
JOHN B. STEINBRUGGE 
A great deal of attention has recently been 
focused on the necessity of broadening the 
concept of "higher education" beyond the 
arbitrary limits of conventional degree pro-
grams. The advances of technical progress 
and the changes in our mode of living that· 
these changes effect present a continuing 
challenge to our Universities in carrying out 
their responsibility of supplying society with 
the type of leadership essential for true 
progress. 
The University of Dayton has recognized this responsibility in the establishment of a Division of Sj'iecialized Educational 
Services. It is the purpose of this new Division to effectively utilize the physical and human resources of the University so 
that the intellectual growth of men in every walk of life might keep pace with the developments of science and technology. 
The full and part time faculty of the University presently comists of nearly .300 instructors well versed in over 40 fields 
of study. This group represents more than a reservoir of science. Through research it has the potential to broaden and 
deepen the stream of knowledge that must be brought to bear on the solution of complex problems of contemporary society. 
Problems that have their origin in educational requirements are our opportunity to serve the adult community more 
effectively. Organization is the key to accomplishing this purpose. The Division of Specialized Educational Services pro-
vides a framework that we hope will enable us to draw on the t"llent and ability represented at the University in meeting 
pressing community needs. 
Programs sponsored by the new Division in the first few months have attracted over 600 registrants from government, 
business, industry and education. Participants in the various programs have included presidents and vice presidents, 
division heads, office managers, personnel managers, credit managers, purchasing agents, elementary school teachers, real-
tors, stockbrokers, and high school seniors. 
The process of education is a continuous challenge for men and women in every walk of life. Experience is an indispensable, 
but frequently a ruthless, teacher. It is our hope that the programs conducted by this new Division will supply man's social, 
cultural, economic and religious needs and render the process of continuous adjustment to progress less painful. 
( 
) 
FR. HENRY KOBE, S. M. 
Vice President and Dean 0/ the University 
!\IARY ANN KRAPF 
Secretary 10 the Uniuersity President 
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DEAN 
OF THE 
UNIVERSITY 
ELIZABETH lVlcNALLY 
Secretary to the Vice President 
:'IIARY TUITE 
Assistant to Director of Admissions 
ADMINISTRATION 
KATHY ANGST 
Secretary to Fr. Collins 
REV. PAUL WAGNER 
Dean of Admissl:ons 
FR. C. L. COLLINS, S.M. 
Dean of Students and 
Director of the Board of Athletics 
BRO. ELMER LACKNER. S. M. 
Director of Pu.blic Relations and Alumni Director 
MRS. JEAN LITTLE 
Secretar), 10 Brother Lackner. 
"PEPPER" WILSON 
Director of Sports Information 
A special thanks and honorary bou-
quet to the entire Department of Pub-
lic Relations for the many favors and 
help you so conscientiously gave us. 
The Staff salutes you. 
Department of Public Relations 
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DEE :\fcANE PIE 
Secretary to Pepper Wilson 
CLAREMARIE GARVEY 
Secretary to Alumni Secretary 
Alumni Association 
MISS MARY SHAY 
Alumni Secretary 
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DICK BEECH 
Director of Academic Information 
BROTHER FRANCIS PERKO, S.M. , Business Manager BROTHER JEROME McAVOY, S.M., Comptroller 
Business Offices 
_ .... nlllU 
_.-.. 
BROTHER WILLIAM BUSCH, S.M., Treasurer 
204 BROTHER JAMES KLINE, S.M., Purchasing Agent 
Adntinistration 
BRO. DO"lALD HEBELER 
Assistant to the Controller 
MR . MASON HENNER 
Direc tor of Development 
Mrs. Mason Benner. Assistant to the 
Dea n of Women and Miss Kathleen 
Whetl'O. Dean of Womoo. 
BRO. JOS EPH KEf MI G 
Director of Eyenin g Classes 
MR. MfCHAELS 
Assistant to the Business Manager 
MARY B. HUTCHESON 
Dean of Nursing 
JACK LOFFING, Ticket Manager' 
PAT SCHUER. Secretary 
ROBERT E. DONOVAN 
Evening Class Representative at WPAFB 
BRO. EDWARD PROCHASKA 
Director of Buildings and Grounds 
BRO. PAUL Ol\.JLER, S.M. 
Cafeteria Superintend ent 
Secretaries to Bro. Busch 
Administration 
GORDON D. McCRAW (Slater Corporation) 
Cafeteria Head 
BRO. ARNOLD KLUG, S.M. 
Postmaster 
Secretaries and Workers 
BRO. FRANCIS DIEBEL, S.M. 
and Counter Girls 
Secretaries to the Registrar 
LOUISE GIBSON 
Switchboard Operator 
MRS. KATHERINE McCALL 
Secretary to the Director of Development 
Purchasing office workers for 
BRO. KLINE 
Tellers 
BRO. GEORGE MUKITS, S.M. 
Bookstore 
W orkera in the Bookstore 
PHYLLIS SCHENKING 
Secretary to Building and Grounds 
Secretaries to the Treasurer 
Everything Photographic 
MALONE 
Camera Stores, Inc. 
4 Stores 
DOWNTOWN 
30 N. Main St. 
TOWN AND COUNTRY 
62 E. Stroop Road 
EASTOWN 
3896 Linden Ave. 
WESTOWN 
4309 W. Third St. 
~ince 1916 
Best Wishes for Every Success! 
Carry Out Bar Service 
1018 Irving Ave. 
WA 0141 
DAIRY TREET 24 HOUR ICE SERVICE 
We of Chrysler Airtemp offer our congratulations to all members of the graduating 
class of 1957 and send along our best wishes for every success in the years ahead ... 
from all the folks at Chrysler Airtemp. 
WOODY·S 
On u. S. 25 in West Carrollton 
24 
HOURS 
EVERY 
DAY 
For a Quick Snack 
That Delights the Taste 
Eat at 
CASH GRILL 
1626 Brown Street 
3 Minutes From Campus 
* SUPER MARKET 
* DRUG STORE 
* RESTAURANT 7 
DAYS 
NOTIONS-HOUSEWARES EVERY 
NEW 
Complete Backery! 
WEEK 
For Your Out of Town Guest-
Relative or Friend 
THE SAN RAE MOTEL 
in Dayton. Ohio 
Six Miles South on U. S. 25 
PHONE MO 3-3601 
5600 S. Dixie Hwy. 
20 Rooms 
(Beautifully Decorated) 
Completely Air Conditioned 
Room Telephones 
Free TV. Free Continental Breakfast 
Member-Superior Courts and AAA 
DAYTON 
BAND INSTRUMENT,INC. 
Complete Sales 
and 
Service 
KING-BUCH-REYNOLDS 
BAND INSTRUMENTS 
SAN RAE GARDENS 
GIFT SHOP 
Cut Flowers 
Corsages 
5536 South Dixie Highway 
PHONE: MO 3-3511 
SEITZ & GEORGE 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT CO. 
114 N. St. Clair Street • D~yton 2, Ohio 
PHONE MI 5658 
Quality Products-Superior Service 
FOR ENGRAVING SERVICE 
FOR ADVERTISING ART 
Fulton 9163 
HERMES ENGRAVING CO. 
139 S. Main at Fifth Dayton 20, Ohio 
KAYLOR'S 
SERVICE STATION 
161 I Brown AD. 4502 
FEATURING SINCLAIR PRODUCTS 
STOMPS 
Dayton's Oldest Chevrolet Dealer 
Complete Service 
225 S. Main St. ADams 8103 
OUR BEST WISHES 
TO THE CLASS OF '57 
Best Wishes From 
DUNHILLS 
3 Fine Stores for Men and Boys 
DOWNTOWN EASTOWN WESTOWN 
AN 
FINE CLOTHING IS A FAMILY AFFAIR 
AT THESE THREE FINE STORES 
SERVING A FINE COMMUNITY 
THE MIAMI STATIONERS 
Complete line of 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES 
GREETING CARDS 
GIFT ITEMS AND PARTY FAVORS 
Three Stores 
ARCADE MARKET 
27 E. SECOND 2116 SALEM AVENUE 
RICARDO'S PIZZA 
Opposite EastownShopping Center 
Free Delivery on Orders of $10.00 or More 
3921 linden Ave. 
DAYTON, OHIO 
For Fast Service Call lincoln 4571 
DRAYER MOTOR SALES 
Dodge-Plymouth 
MIAMISiBURG, OHIO MO 6-2231 
THE FARMERS AND MERCHANTS BANK 
Auto-Appliance Loans 
Open Friday Evening-Saturday 9:00-Noon 
41 S. First St. Miamisburg, Ohio 
MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP. 
ARCADE CAFE 
Stag Bar 
Fine Food-Good Service 
MAIN ST. MIAMISBURG, OHIO 
Compliments of 
REEVES BROS. BARBERS 
1047 Brown St. 
DAYTON, OHIO 
Achievement 
in the Science of Supplying the Best Foods 
for Selected Menus 
THE C. N. STEMPER CO. Compliments 
of 
847-859 East First Street Dayton, Ohio ADams 5625 L. M. BERRY CO. Established in 1918 
EXCLUSIVE INSTITUTIONAL FOOD SERVICE 
SERVING RESTAURANTS, SCHOOLS, HOTELS 
INDUSTRIAL CAFETERIAS 
• VENETIAN BLINDS 
• WINDOW SHADES 
• CURTAIN AND DRAPERY RODS 
See 
MECKSTROTH-REGER 
Adams 9105 125 E. Second St. 
Dayton, Ohio 
Compliments of 
COLLEGE GRILL 
-Just Good Food-
Open 6:00 A.M. Close 7:30 P.M. 
Closed Sundays 
1137 BROWN ST. MICHIGAN 5174 
THE BERINGER 
PRINTING COMPANY 
Printers and Publishers 
CHARLES A. BERINGER 
Pres. 
F. X. ZINDORF 
Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr. 
Fulton 1751 
124 E. Third St. 
DAYTON, OHIO 
SOUTH PARK BARBER SHOP 
930 Brown St. 
CARL F. BRANDING 
Fulton 2832 
Patronize Your Nearest Drug Store 
MILLER'S 
SOUTH END PHARMACY 
Drugs-School Supplies-Ice Cream 
Brown St. at Fairgrounds Ave. 
NED B. MILLER, Pharmacist 
A Complete Line of 
ARTISTS' MA TERIALS-SIGNWRITERS 
SUPPLIES-RAW WOOD FRAMES 
BERT L. DAILY, INC. 
126 E. Third St. Adams 4121 
Dayton, Ohio 
I 
.- - -----------------~~-~--
Let Our Sales Engineers 
Assist You on Your ... 
MACHINE TOOL 
REQUIREMENTS 
THE 
C. H. GOSIGER 
MACHINERY 
COMPANY 
108 McDonough Street 
Dayton. Ohio FU 5174 
Herman Frank's 
HEIDELBERG 
CAFE 
Brown Street at Woodland Ave. 
WHERE ALL U.D. MEETS 
Special Student Dinners 
LUNCHEONS 
DINNERS 
B. G. DANIS 
CO .• INC. 
Contractors 
1518 E. First St. 
DAYTON, OHIO 
STEAKS 
CHOPS 
The 
KASTLE ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 
Electrical Contractors 
• INDUSTRIAL 
• RESIDENTIAL 
• COMMERCIAL 
Complete Line of Westinghouse Appliances 
809 Xenia Ave., Dayton 10, Ohio • KEnmore 6179 
MUTH BROTHERS. INC. 
Crane Service 
Heavy Hauling 
Machinery Haulers 
and Riggers 
JEROME J. MUTH (Pres.) 
HOWARD W. MUTH (Vice Pres.) 
Established 1871 
Best Wishes for Success 
to the Class of '57 
613-627 E. Second St. Dayton, Ohio 
BARNEY·S 
Chicken in the Rough 
1430 Wavne Ave. KE 0342 
Also Featuring 
CHOPS STEAKS SHRIMP 
Complete Bar Service 
Entertainment Nightly 
Visit the 
New Kimberle Dining Room 
COMPLETELY AIR CONDITIONED 
FREE PARKING IN REAR 
See 
JIM LA VIELLE 
Former U. D. Student 
FOR A LARGE SELECTION OF 
CAMPUS CLOTHING 
WITH 
IVY INFLUENCE 
at 
135 N. Main St. ADAMS 7291 
DAYTON, OHIO 
With experienced papermakers, modern mill 
facilities, and vast woodlands, Mead is in an ex-
ceptional position to make and market a wide 
range of grades. Here is a list of products, each of 
which successfully meets three Mead require-
ments: it is the best of its class; it fills a real 
customer need; and it provides ever greater value 
through improved quality. 
THE M EA 
iC Correspondence and Office Papers 
iC Letterpress Papers 
if Offset Papers 
if Indexes and Bristols 
iC Cover Papers 
iC Specialties 
ic Label Papers 
iC Business and Accollnting Forms Papers 
CORPORAT I ON 
Dayton, Ohio 
Sales Offices: Mead Papers, Inc., 118 West First Street, Dayton 2, Ohio 
New York· Chicago. Boston· Philadelphia. Atlanta 
You Are Starting On a Journey 
of Unlimited Opportunities 
Your graduation' marks the first step of a journey that 
begins at perhaps the most exciting period of world 
history. 
You are living at a time when almost unbelievable pro-
gress is being made in science, engineering, agricul-
ture, medicine, business and transportation. 
This rapid rate of progress means a skyrocketing need 
for qualified young men and women. America looks. 
to you of this generation for the vision, the courage, and 
the determination to make the World of Tomorrow a 
better and happier place in which to live. 
May you dedicate your life so that it will give you the 
satisfaction of high personal achievement and bring 
honor to the University of Dayton. 
THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY 
Since 1850 
THE 
WEHNER 
ROOFING AND 
TINNING COMPANY 
FU 1142 557 Richard St. 
DAYTON, OHIO 
Rent a New Car, Truck 
or Station Wagon 
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DRIVE UR-SELF 
SYSTEM 
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RENT A CAR SYSTEM 
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Senior Directory 
A 
Anne Marie Allen _ 1640 Onadaga, Lakewood 7, Ohio 
William A. Almashy _ ________ 506 N. 8th St. , Martins Ferry, Ohio 
Sharon L. Amend _ _ _____ __________________________ _ RR. 3, Box 91, Brookville, Ohio 
Donald P. Anderson ____ . ___ __ _____ 115 S. Vine St., St. Mary 's, Ohio 
Kenton L. Anderson ._. _ __ __ _ .•.•. _. __ .. _.. • •. _. _ ____ 1811 Sundale Ave., Dayton 
B 
Stanley J. Back ___ __ _ ______ __ .. __ ... _. __ . __ . _______ 3015 Wayne Ave;, Connersville, Indiana 
Andrew P. Backs ___ __________ _____ . __ 219 Medford St., Dayton 
Joseph Bakan _ ._._.___________________ __ _____ _ _ _ 26.3 Ridgwood, Dayton 
Neil R Banke ____ . ___ _ . _________ d_ • • _ . __ • ___________ _ __ _ _____ 4689 Burkhardt, Dayton 
Joseph T. Barcinas ___ ___________ . _ ______ . _ _ . ______ __ P.O. Box 749, Agana, Guam 
Pierre F. Barker __ ___ ._. __________ . 618 Shelby St., Sanducky, Ohio 
James F. Barnhill ________ _______ _____ . ___ __________ _ .__ .____ . ____ __ .__ . ___ ___ 27 Grosvenor Ave., Dayton 
Paul J. Basel _ _ _________ 88 Kingsbury Rd., Garden City, New York 
Richard H. Bason ___ ___ ______ . ____________ ._ .. 24 Maple Dr., New Hyde Park, New York 
Kathryn F. Baughan ___ . ______ ._____ .. _ _____ .__ ... .... __ 62 E. Dixon Ave. , Daywn 
Margaret E. Beaver ______________ . ____________ ._ 24 Thronton Dr., Fairborn, Ohio 
Julia A. Becher __ .___ __ _ __ ____ .__________ ._ _____ _ 1221 Alberta St. , Dayton 
John P. Bellert _ ____ ____ ____ .  _ .. __ . ___________ . __ . ____ .. _ ___ __ 624 Shadowlawn Ave., Dayton 
Jean A. Bendele __________ . _______ ._. __ ._ .. __ ..... .. _. __ .. _ .. _ __ __ . ____ Box 116, Ottoville, Ohio 
Edward R. Berger ____________________________ ..... ______________________ ._ 129 Valley St., Dayton 
Francis R. Berus ___ ______________ ._____________ ______ . __ ._. __ . 2430 Acorn Dr., Dayton 
Kenneth E. Binns ____________________ .__________ . ___ . ________ . _________ _____ 533 Lorain Ave., Dayton 
Richard J. Boeckl . __ __ .. ___ _ ._. __ ._____________ . 1804 Amberley Ave. , Cleveland, Ohio 
Donald A. Bollheimer ___ _______ __ . __ _____ ... ___ . ___________ ... ___ .... _._. _____ 526 Bannock St. , Dayton 
Donald E. Bolton _____ . __ ._. _____ ___ ._._. __ __ __ _ . ..... ___ ___________________ 643 Circle Rd., Dayton 
Charles R Bostic __________ _____ ____________________ . ______ 2367 Rustic Rd., Apt. 8, Dayton 
Stephen G. Bosway . _______ ___ __ ____ . __ ____ .__ ._ .... . _ .. _ 1329 Alberta St., Dayton 
Russell J. Bouchez . ______________ . ____ . _ .. ___ .. _______ . _ 217 24th St. SE, Massillon, Ohio 
Anne W. Britton _ . _____ _ . . . __ .. ___ ________ __ _ 1521 Carlisle Ave., Richmond, Virginia 
Thomas J. Broderick . _________ ._____ . ___ . ________ .____ . ___ . 1626 Humphrey Ave., Dayton 
Leona B. Brown . ___ ._._. ________ .. _____ . __ __ __ .. ___ .. _____ .____ ._________ 59 Gordon Ave., Dayton 
William P. Bruening ___ . ___________ __ __ __ __ ____ ______ __ .. 6813 Aliceton Ave., Affton, Missouri 
Robert F. Bruns ___ .. __ . ___ ... _ .. __ ............ _._. ___ . ____ ________ __ ____ ______ Box 125, St. Henry, Ohio 
Sr. M. Celestis Bubak, M.S.C. .... __ . _____ St. Michael's Convent, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Nelson G. Bube _______ ____ ________________ ___ .______ . __ ... _____ 5043 Hulman Dr:, Dayton 
J ames I. Bucher _._._ .. _________ ________ .____ . _____________________ . __ .________ 526 Aberdeen, Daytqn 
Robert H. Buechele . __ ___ ._. ________ _________ ___ _______________ .___ __ _____ 1612 Alberta St., Dayton 
Bernard J. Burke __________ . ____________ 6461 Woodcrest Ave. , Philadelphia 31, Pennsylvania 
John B. Burke __ _______ _ .__ .. _________ ._______ ._. __ ._ ... ___ . __ ___ ___ .__ . 923 Dustin Ave., Dayton 
Gerald T. Bush ______ ._._. __ . ___ ____ .__ _____ _ .__ _ .____ . 1147 Hayden Ave., Cleveland 10, Ohio 
John S. Butkus _ . _____ ______ . ____ . ______________ . _____________ .________ ___ 69 Rita St., Dayton 
Margaret M. Butler . ___ . ____ . __ . ___ .___ _ __ .. ___ ... _. __ 3605 Woodbine Ave., Dayton 
C 
Gerald P. Callahan . __ ._. ______ .. ____ .. ___ .__ ______ .. ____ 208 N. LaPorte Ave., Chicago, Illinois 
Thomas J. Campbell ___ ... _ ... _ .. _ .. ___ ___ .. ______ .. ___ . __ 14103 Parkdale Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 
Elio C. Carlini __ ._ .. ___ .. _. ___ . __ .. __ .. _._ .. __ ._ _ 26005 N. Woodland Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
Ralph D. Carlo __ . _______ ____________ .______ __ __ P.O. Box 195, Rio Piedras, Puerto Rico 
Roy F. Carlson _. _ _ .____ ._. ____ .__ _____ ._. ___ ____ .___ 1466 E. 133rd, E. Cleveland, Ohio 
Catherine A. Carmack __ ._______________________________________ ________ 100 Oakwood Ave., Dayton 
Rafael E. Carmoega .. _______ ... _. ___ ____________________ . __ ._. __ .____ ._. ___ . ___ 833 McCleary Ave., Dayton 
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Robert F. Carolina 1439 Alberta St., Dayton 
Francis G. Cash _____ . ___ ._. ___ . _ _ ... R.R. 2, Mayfield 4, Kentucky 
John D. Cassidy __ ... . _.___ _._ .___ 709 Adams St., Portsmouth, Ohio 
Catherine Cavanaugh _ R.R. 2, DeshleL Ohio 
Calvin B. H. Ching _ . P.O. Box 41 , Pearl City, Oahu, T.H. 
Donald J. Chontos R.R. 2, Dillonvale, Ohio 
Patrick C. Christman _ . _ ___ . 2116 Victoria Ave., Dayton 
Edmund M. Cichanowaicz _. __ .. _____ .. ___ __ .__ .. _ .. __ .. __ .... _. ___ .. __ 550 Deeds Ave., Dayton 
Theodore L. Clark ___________ _ ._ 506 E. 2nd St., Delphos, Ohio 
SL M. Friedeburg Clemens _ __ .. St. Michaels Convent, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Richard P. Clemens ____ _ _ . _ .. _ 80 Patterson Village DL, Dayton 
Robert G. Clodfelter ____ _ ._.__ ____ _ ___ 614 Fairview Ave., Dayton 
Charles N. Cluxton ____ _ _____ ._________________ .. ______ •. ______ _ 2849 Revere, Dayton 
Ronald W. Collins __ ___ ________________________ ____ ______ 24 Brighton St., Dayton 
Paul V. Combs _____________ . _________ _ ____ _ ._ . _______ . __ Austin Smith DL, Monroe, Ohio 
Robert A. Conger _ _________________ . ____ 5642 Vogel Rd. , Cincinnati 24, Ohio 
Charles D. Conner __ . __ .___________ _ _____________ __ ______ __ 4273 Cordell DL, Dayton 
William R. Copeland ______ . __ . ___________________________________ ___ 521 Telford Ave., Dayton 
David J. Cordonnier ________________ __ ___________ __ __ ____ __ __ ____ 204 E. Helena St. , Dayton 
Anthony R. Corso ________ __ ______________ ___________ ____ __ 448 Wilson Ave., Brooklyn, New York 
Carole J. Crosley _______________ _________________________ .____ 519 Kling DL, Dayton 
Constance Dianne Cross _________________ _______ __ 823 2nd St., WPAFB, Dayton 
James E. Cross __________________________ _ __ ____ . ___ 116 Linden Ave., Dayton 
Richard J . Crum __________________________ ____ __ __ ____________ 2941 13th St. , N.W. , Canton, Ohio 
D 
Shirley A. Dalton ____ ________ _ ____ _______ . ____ 4769 Valley St., Dayton, Ohio 
Benjamin C. Daoang ___ _ ._ ____ . __ _________________ ____ P.O. Box 128, Waimanalo, Oahu, T_H. 
Stanley Dawicke ____________ _ __ . _______ __ __ __ 2028 Stegman Ave., Dayton 
Thomas C. DeBanto __ . _. _______ . _____________________________ 6020 Volkman DL, Dayton 
Miram A. DeBord ___ . ___________________ ______ . _____ ____________ . 3111 Wayne Ave. , Dayton 
Paul W. DeCamp ______ ___ __ ______ . ___ 30 Arrowhead Trail, R.R. 1, Fairborn, Ohio 
Lawrence W. Deer _ _ ______________________ 2111 Mountford Ave., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
James DeFabio _ ________________ ____ _______ _____ __ ... _____ 1678 Hower, E. Cleveland, Ohio 
Thomas E. Deger _________ ________________ . __ ._ 1907 Mt. Vernon, Toledo, Ohio 
Gerald Degler ____ .. _______ _ ._____________________________ ____ 1801 Neff Ave., Dayton 
Roger J. Deitering ________ ______ _____ .___ 1124. Wyoming St., Dayton 
Joseph R. Desch _ ____ ______ ___________________ 419 W. Walnut St. , Coldwater, Ohio 
Clark E. Diehl _ __ __________ _______ ____ 228 W. Parkwood, Dayton 
Joseph V. DiGiacinto ___ _______________________ __ 76 Avenue S, Brooklyn 23, New York 
Josephine DiGiorgio __ ___ _________ ________ ___ __________ ___ _______ 408 Washington St. , Dover, Ohio 
James M. Dirkes __ . _______ __ ______________________ __ _____ ____ __ 364 Brett St., Inglewood, California 
Ellen M. Doll ___________ .__ _______________________ 1259 Bates Rd., Rocky River 16, Ohio 
Roland E. Dolle, JL _ _ _________ ______________________________ ___ 419 Van Wert Pl., Dayton 
Richard V. Dorsey __ .___ ______ _____________ . ______ ___ ___ ._____________ .. ___ _ 539 Corona, Apt. D, Dayton 
Patrick J. Dowling _____________________________ 3078 Berkshire Rd., Cleveland Hts., Ohio 
James D. Downing _____________________________ _____________ __ __________ 836 E. Second St., Dayton 
John W. Doyle ___ ____ ____ __ ______ __ _____________ __ __ ________ ____ 5821 Woolman Ct., Parma 30, Ohio 
Robert W. Dresher ____________________ ________________________ ______________ 3865 Maryknoll, Dayton 
Joseph Drerup, Sf. ___ _______ ___ _________ __ _____________________ ____________ 267 Bainbridge St. , Dayton 
Donald A. Duwelling _________________ _______ ____ ________ ___ __ 405 E. North St., Coldwater, Ohio 
Margaret A. Dwyer ____ ________ ____ ________ __ _________ .. __ ____ ___ _ . ___ 2427 Malvern Ave., Dayton 
E 
Clement O. Eckstein _______________ ____ _______________________________________ RR No.3, Celina, Ohio 
Ruth Y. Ely ___________ ._ ___ ____________________________________________ 345 Williams St., Fairborn, Ohio 
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Dennis 1. Factor 
Bruce C. farrell -- --
Joyce C. Fausell __ ____ _ _ 806 
Ronald B. Felshurg _____ _ - -_~ -- - ---
Manuel G. Ferrara 
Albert V. Ferris __ ~ 
F 
240 Newark Rd., NIt. Vernon, Ohio 
24325 Oakland Rd., Bay Village, Ohio 
Minnesota Ave., Jefferson City , :Missouri 
_________ 177 W. Norman Ave. , Dayton 
R -214, Col. Mirador, Monterres, Mexico 
2 Church St., Bangalare, Mysore, India 
Raymond J. Fiedler __ _ _ _________ __ __ ____ 2201 Wayne, Dayton 
Linus H. Fiely __ 
Susan M. Finke 
__ .. ___ ____________ ______ _________ 26 N. Sperling St. , Dayton 
_ _______ • 208 Squirrel Rd., Dayton 
Daniel B. Fischer _ __ _ 379 N. "C" St., Hamilton, Ohio 
William R. Fisher ______________ . __________ ___ __ ______________ 29 Mertland Dr., Dayton 
William J. Fisher ___ 74 E. Helena St., Dayton 
Merle E. Flannery ____ Box 55, RR No.1, Medway, Ohio 
Howard A. Fleat _ __ ___ ______ 52 Central Ave., Dayton 
10yce J. Flora __ __ ______ ___ __ ____ 13 Dean St., Dayton 
Stanley C. Focht ____ ._ _ _ RR No. I, Farmersville, Ohio 
William L. Freech ____ __ ___ ____________ Pleasant Valley, Pennsylvania 
Marjorie L. FrenGh __ .• _. __ _ ____ ______ RR No. I, West Alexandria, Ohio 
John B. Froehle __ 153 E. Norman Ave., Dayton 
G 
Robert G. Galvin __ _ _ _________________________________________________ 3600 Hoover Ave., Dayton 
Thakorlal D. Gandhi ______ ___ _______ _ 2005 Wayne Ave., Dayton 
Francine M. Gavagan 76 Moore Ave., Worcester 2, Massachusetts 
Ellwood R. Gayer, Jr. _______ _ __________________________ _ __ 35 Swallow Dr., Dayton 
Thomas F.. Geary, 1 r. _ ________________ 3220 Netherlands A ve., Riverdale, New York 
Robert L. Gerhart _ __ _____________ _____ 542 Cedarhurst Ave., Dayton 
James E. Gerstner _ _ __ __ _____ _ 219 S. Wayne, St. Marys, Ohio 
Barbara 1. Gilbert ______ . __ __ ___ ___ __ ___ __ __ ___________ _ _ ___ RR No. I , Milan , Indiana 
Fred P. Gillotti __________ ___ ____________ ______________ ___ ___ _________ 227 Illinois Ave., Dayton 
Charles M. Graham ___ ____ _ _____________________________________ _ __ 17 Old Lane Ave., Dayton 
Ernest D. Gray _________________________________ 1215 Patterson Rd., Dayton 
Ronald R. Greive _______ ___ __ _ __ 1756 Fernwood Ave., Louisville, Kentucky 
Charles W. Grennan __________________________ ____ 116 Jean Ave. , Hempstead , New York 
Harry G. Grieselhuber _________ ______ ___ ____ ______ ______ __ 231 Webster Ave_, Hamilton, Ohio 
10hn C. Grogan ____ .. ____ __________ ._ _ _ 18 Glen beck, Dayton 
Terrance F. Grogan _ ________ _ 465 E. Court St., Urbana, Ohio 
Eugene A_ Guglielmo __ _ ___ 299 Tompkins Ave., Brooklyn 16, New York 
H 
James Hackett __ _ ___ _________________ . ____ _______ __ No. 39 Horace, Dayton 
10yce A. Hagens . ____ ______ .• _____ ____ .~ ___ 5140 Mad River Rd., Dayton 
Mary Carolyn Haley ____________ __ __ 1647 Adirondack Tr., Dayton 
Margaret Haley _______ ____ ________ __ _____________ _ RR No.1, Union, Ohio 
Thomas I. Hall ________ _ ____ __ ______ 454 E. Cleveland Ave., Delphos, Ohio 
Mary G. Hallerman ___ ________ ________ _________ ______ 950 Garener Rd., Dayton 
Loretta E. Hartung _ ____ __________ _______ 2225 Nill Ave., Dayton 
Richard E. Hasselman ____ ____ ____ _____________ ___ _ 601 Kenilworth Ave., Dayton 
Donald E. Heck _ _________ ________ __________________ 445 Shadowlawn, Dayton 
Ronald H. Heinen ___ .. _ ______ _______________ ___ __ _________ 17 1/2 Maplecrest Dr., Dayton 
Mary Barbara Heister ____ _________________________ 8951 Livingston Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 
Frank P. Hennessy ____ ____ _____ __ _______________ __ _______ 400 E. Northern Ave., Dayton 
William A. Higdon __________ ____ ___ _ ________________ ___ 624. Clay St., Owensboro, Kentucky 
Andrew C. Hirsch __________ ___________ _______ 6519 Anita Dr., Parma Heights 30, Ohio 
Mary J. Hoblit ____________________________________________________________________ 1728 Wiles Dr., Dayton 
Rita M. Hoene _____ _______ ___ ___ _______ . __________________ _____________________ _ 1159 Demphle, Dayton 
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Charles V. A. Hoey __ _ _ __ _ _ 114 Oak Knoll Dr., Dayton 
John F. Homan ___ _ 409 Stanley, Middletown, Ohio 
Anne K. Horrigan _ 14414 South Park Blvd., Shaker Heights 20, Ohio 
Earl R. Hosler ________________ _ 19 Evanston Ave., Dayton 
John H. Howell, Jr. ____ 64 Fernwood Dr., Dayton 
Richard W. Hurley ____ __________________ 3204 West 116 St. , Cleveland, Ohio 
Harry V. Hutzelman, JI". _ ___ _ __ ___________ __ 2036 Pershing Blvd., Dayton 
J 
Maxine L. James ____ ____ ______ _____ ________________ ____ ____ __ 724 Itasca Pl., Dayton 
Sr. M. Cecilia Janesch, M.S.C. __ _____ St. Michael's Convent, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Sr. M. Martha JeffeTY _____ _________ St. Michael's Convent, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Estill G. Johnson __ __ .. ___ . ________ . _ RR No.1, Ross Rd. , New Carlisle, Ohio 
Joe E. Johnson ___ _____________________________ ____ ____ 207 Ryburn Ave., Dayton 
Paul R. Johnson __ __ ___ __ ______________ 1829 Courtland Ave., Dayton 
Raymond A. Johnston ______ _______________ _ R No.6, Xenia, Ohio 
Harold E. Johnstone _ ~__ _ ___ Cincinnati, Ohio 
George E. Jones ____________ _______ _____ __ _ __ 2047 Richfield Dr., Dayton 
Elizabeth L. Julius __ ______________ 109 W. Maple St., Jeffersonville, Indiana 
Albert G. J ung _________ . . ___ _ 1701 Lagunda Ave., Springfield, Ohio 
K 
Barbara M. Kaes ______ .. _. ___ ________________ ___ 212 N. Central Dr., Dayton 
Thomas B. Kain _ __ __ ___ _______ . _ 412 Kolping, Dayton 
John W. Karch ___ . ____________ .__ _____ __ _ __ ___ 2619 Erie Ave., Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Seward Keck ___ _ _ __ __ __________________ ______ ____ _ 336 East 4th, Greenville, Ohio 
Richard E. Kelch _________ ___________________ 16805 Elsienna Ave., Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Richard W. Kempa _____________________________ 651 S. 17th St., Newark 3, New Jersey 
Robert T. Kennedy _________ . ____ ___ _______________________ .')2 Chambers St., Dayton 
James E. Kenney _ ________________ ____ _____________ _ ____ . 92 Notre Dame, Dayton 
Phillip E. Kielpinski ____ __________ . ___ ______ 2235 South 14th St., Milwaukee, Wisconsin 
Don C. Kies _________ __ ___ ____ ___ _______________ ___________ _________ 2817 Whittier Ave., Dayton 
Joseph D. Kilcoyne ______________ ___________ _ 1302 Albert, Portsmouth, Ohio 
Jesse M. Kincheloe ____ ____________ _____________ ______ Route No.3, Owensboro,' Kentucky 
Jerold F. Kindle _____ __ __ _________________ __ _____________ ___ _ 230 Castlewood Ave., Dayton 
David D. King __ __________________ . ____ 19706 Westlake Rd., Rocky River, Ohio 
Peter C. King ._. ______________ . ________________ 706 Park Rd., Ambridge, Pennsylvania 
Anita E. Klenk __ .. ___ _________ . ____ . __ _ _____ . __ . ____ 45 N. Trenton St., Dayton 
William 1. Klenk ______ .... ____ . ___________ . __________ _____ ________ 45 N. Trenton St., Dayton 
Thomas R. Klenke ____ _______ ________ ___ __________ 835 Stambaugh Ave., Sharon, Pennsylvania 
Harold 1. Knapschaefer ______ ____ ____ ____ __ ___ ____________ _ 216 W. North St., Coldwater, Ohio 
Andrew W. Knisley, Jr. ____ _________________ __ __________ ____________ 3100 Midvale St., Dayton 
Harold E. Koerner ________________________ ___ __ 1035 Windermere Dr., Willoughby, Ohio 
Robert F. Koogler ______ _______________ __ __ ______________ . ___ 317-A Emerson Ave., Fairborn, Ohio 
John M. Korn ________ __ __ ______ ________ ________________________ _______ ___ 776 Bord Blvd. , Galion, Ohio 
Mary Ann Krampe _______ ___________________ . __ ________________ . ____ 314 Wayne St., Piqua, Ohio 
Ronald G. Kraus ____ .__ . ________ __ ... ___ •. __ ..... ____________ ._. ______ 3519 Woodbine, Dayton 
Ronald Kress __ ._. ____ ... _. ___ ._._ . __ .. ___ . ______________ ________ . ___ __ 28 Fillmore St., Dayton 
Carol Ann Kreusch ___ .___ ___ ____________ ._. ___ . ___________ St. Joe Rd., Dade City, Florida 
Victor C. Kristopaitis __________________ . ___ .. 7135 Michigan Ave., Swissvale,' Pennsylvania 
Theodore Emil Kutscher ____ __ . __ ... _. ________ ._______________ ._ .. _ 1600 Coventry Rd., Dayton 
Mary Jane Kutter _______ __________________________ _____ . ______ 436 S. 15th St., Richmond, Indiana 
L 
Charles Larson ___ __ _____ . _____ ____ ___ __ _____ ... ___ ___ _______ 557 Aberdeen Ave., Apt. A, Dayton 
Peter C. Lanasa ... ____________ __ __ . __ . ________ ____ ____ __ .__ 7 School St., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
James M. Landis ________ . __ _____ ________ . ___ _______ . __ .__ _________ RR No.1, Germantown, Ohio 
Janet C. Landon . ___________ _ .____ __ _______ .__ . __ ___ ._ .. __ __ _____ ____ 303 E 32nd St. W·PAFB, Ohio 
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Frederick L. Lange _________________ 140 N_ 82nd St., Belleville, JIlinDis 
William Lauderman 2%8 Mundale, Dayton 
James M_ Lavelle __ __ _ __ 3134 W_ 116 St. , Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Garth W_ Lawless __ 2402 So_ 4th St., Ironton, Ohio 
Joan M. Leff ______ _ ________________ ___ 1410 Woodstock Dr., Dayton 
Katherine F. Lefler __ _ ______ ___ _ 7160 Dayton.Liberty Rd., Dayton 
Jerome P. Leihold ___ _____ ___ ___ ____ _ 1911 Grand Ave., Dayton 
Thomas J. Lemmons ___ 433 Baltimore Ave., Covington, Kentucky 
David S. Levy ____ _______________ . ____ 1825 Elsmere Ave., Dayton 
Bernard J. Liddy __ ._ ___ _____ ____ _ ___ _ _________ ____ 3924 Kings Highway, Dayton 
James R. Liesenhoff ____ . ______ ___  .. _ ____ _ 2200 Far Hills Ave., Dayton 
Edward C. Longo _______ . _ ______ 6235 Rogers Park PI., Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Alvin Mon Wo Lum __ . ___ ._ . ___________ 2190 No. King St., Honolulu 7, Hawaii 
Donald J. Luther ________________ __ _ ____ .. ___ _ .___ ______ . __________ 1112 N. Main. St., Dayton 
M 
James R. Madden ___ _ __________ 2039 Emerson Ave. , Apt. No.1 , Dayton 
Thomas G. Mahlmeister ._. _____ _____ .___ ________ ___ ____ 345 Dellwood Ave., Dayton 
John T. Makley ____ ________ ____ .______ . __ . ________ . ___ ___ 309 East Dixon Ave., Dayton 
Mariellen Maloney _ _ ______ ___ 1836 Lampson Rd. , Cleveland 12, Ohio 
Michael D. Mancini ___ . ___ . _______________ ____ 1089 S. Belvoir Blvd., South Euclid, Ohio 
Richard E. Marshall ___________ .____________ ___ __ __ 138 Helen Ave. , Mansfield, Ohio 
Joseph F. Maruna __________ ____ __ . __ 1309 Winston Rd., South Euclid 21, Ohio 
Robert L. Mathews _ ______ _____________ _ ___________ . 304 E. Bataan Dr., Dayton 
Ronald L. Mayer __ __ __ 6401 Buckingham Dr., Parma 29, Ohio 
Jerome B. McAvoy _ _ _ ____ _____ ____ ______ ._ ____ __________ _ 318 Columbia Ave., Tipton, Indiana 
Richard J. McBride ___ _______ ______ ____ _______ _____ ___ __ __ ____ ___ 146 Fillmore St., Dayton 
Robert A. McCarthy __ . ______ ____ ____ .______ ___ ____ ___ ____ ______ RR No.1, Box 295, Fairborn, Ohio 
Rosella C. McClanahan _______ _______________________ ____ 305 Dayton Ave., Dayton, Kentucky 
Sharon M. McGinn _ _ .___ ________________ ___ 415 Nelson St., Cheboygan, Michigan 
Joan McKiernan _ ... ___ ________ _ ._____ ______ .____ 16 Luddington, Ave., Clifton, New Jersey 
Jerry L. McNabb _____ _____ ____ ._____ . ___ . ______ ___ _ .__ . ____ _________ _______ . ____ ._ 457 AlIwen Dr., Dayton 
Lucy A. McNabb _ ___________ _______ ___ . ______________ . ___ _____ ___ . 353 Banbury Rd., Dayton 
Roy B. McQuillan . ___ _ 90-09 Springfield Blvd., Queens Village, New York 
Richard J. Meinhold . ______ _ .__ . _____ 35 Lehn Springs Dr., WilliamsvilIe 21, New York 
James J. Merck ____ . __ . ______ ________ . ____ ____ __ . ___ __ _______ 239 First St., Ho-Ho-Kus, New Jersey 
Jerome F. Mestemaker .. __ ___ __________ __ ______________ __ 405 S. 1st., Coldwater, Ohio 
Zubie W. Metcalf _. __________ ______ _______ _____ ____ __ _____ ____ . __ 2324 Lakeview Ave., Dayton 
Dennis 1. :Meyer ___________________ __ ___________ ___________________ 49 LaBelle St., Dayton 
Ronald E. Meyer ._. ___ .. ________________ ________ ___________________ . __ ___ 1638 Huffman Ave., Dayton 
Glenda F. Miller _ ________ ___________________________ ________________ __ __ __ __ 3 Evanston Ave., Dayton 
Gerald M. Miller _______ _____ __ ... _______ ____ _____ ______________________ 2819 Clark St., Parsons, Kansas 
Joan R. Miller __ . ___ ___________________ __________________________ ___ 512 LIoyd Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 
Paul E. Miller . _________ ._. __ _____ ._____________ .____ '-__________ __ __ _________ . Main St., Monroe, Ohio 
Richard Y. Miyata __ . _____________ __ ____________ ____ ______ P.O. Box 1317, Honolulu, Hawaii 
Carl R. Monnin _____________ ____ __ .______________ ______ ____ ___ __ 522 St. Nicholas, Dayton 
Richard E. Moore ._. ______ .. __ __ ___________________ 3750 W. 169th St., Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Donald W. Morefield ___ .____ ______ ______________________ ______ __ _____________ . ______ 6100 Troy St., Dayton 
Barbara J. Morin _ .. _______ . ________ ________________________________ __ _____ 4245 Cleveland Ave., Dayton 
Nancy J. Morrisey ____ _________ . ____ ___ . _________________________ ______ 831 Patterson Rd., Dayton 
Joseph E. Mueth __________ . ___ . ________________ ___ ________ 3844 Louisiana, St. Louis 18, Missouri 
Sr. Mary Agnes Mullen ______________ __________________ _______ __ ___ .. ______ Regina Heights, Dayton 
John E. Mummert ____ _______ __ __________ ____ _____ __ __ _________ 33 N. Second St., Fairborn, Ohio 
Mary (Westrick) Murphy _______ ___________________________________ ._ 3820 Woodman Dr., Dayton 
Charles G. Muzio ______ __ _________ _____ 1513 South 15th St., Philadelphia 46, Pennsylvania 
N 
N. Vincent Nanni _____ .. ____ _________ _______ ___ 163 Southmayd Rd., Waterbury, Connecticut 
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John F . Nash _________ _______________ _ 
_ W_ Main St.. Somerset. Ohio 
Charles A. Naugle, Jr. __ 
.528 Helena St., Dayton 
Daniel A. Nealon __ _ 
- _ __ 222 Marlay, Dayton 
George J. Neff _ 
Donald F. Neidert _______ _ 
624 Main St.. Covington, Kentucky 
5502 Lorain Ave., Cleveland _ Ohio 
940 Waterdjet Ave., Dayton 
219 E_ Drive, Dayton 
Raymond O. Neikirk _________ _ 
Kathleen F. Neumann 
Ronald K. Newman 
Dinh Tuan Ngo ___ _ 
Francis G. Nieman _. 
Robert A. Nies, Jr. _ 
--------- -- - --- 2.'i17 Wilmington Pike, Dayton 
-- ----------- - ------ _ 31 Tu Due. Hue, Vietnam 
. ----- --. ___ 3.558 Lilac Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio 
Leo Joseph Noll, Jr. __ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 1148 Brown St., Dayton 
RR No.1, Conference Rd. , Spring Valley, Ohio 
1648 Lucas Dr., Parkridge Acres. Springfield, Ohio Richard G. Nuss ______ ____ _ ____ _ 
o 
Peter C. O'Bryan, Jr._ ______ _________ ______________ _____ 244 Hawker St., Dayton 
Carol P. O'Connell _ ____________ ____ __ 1119 Holly Ave., Dayton 
James E. O'Connor _ __________ ___ __ ___ 19 E. Riverview, Dayton 
William F. O'Halloran ____________ 118 Windsor Place, Brooklyn 15, New York 
John T. O'Reilly ___ ____ . _______________ ___________ 10 1/2 Maplecrest Dr., Dayton 
Edward B. Ostendorf __ ._._ __ ___ __ __ __ _ 4789 Burnham Lane, Dayton 
p 
Laura M_ Page _______ __ _______________ _________ 29 Murrayhill Dr., Dayton 
James Palmer ____ ______ __________________ Box 38, Englewood, Ohio 
Harry R. Pank ____ . _____ ______ ______ ______ ._ __ ._ __ 27 W. Mumma St., Dayton 
Richard Paulus ___________ __ _ ________________ ___________ 306 E. Main St., Versailles, Ohio 
Vincent P. Pax _____ ___ _____ _ __ __ __ ___ __________ ___ _ RR No.1 , St. Mary's, Ohio 
Gilbert F. Perreira __________ _______ ____________________ 4554 Amesborough Rd., Dayton 
Jack R. Peters __ __ ___________ ______________ _______ ____ ___ ___ 1615 Gummer Ave., Dayton 
Clarence R. Piatt __ __ __ ____ _________ ____ _ ______ ___ 1 West Main St. , New Lebanon, Ohio 
George W. Pilcher __ ___ ______ ________________ ____ ______ ___ __ _____ ___ 18 E. Fairview, Dayton 
Hans G. Podszweit ___ ____ _____ _____ _____ ______________ _______ ___ . ______ 2619 Ferncliff, Dayton 
Shirley A. Pohl .. _____________ _______ ____ __________________________ ______ ___ __ 26 Farley St., Dayton 
John L. Pontisso ______________ _________________ ____ ____ _ 101 N. Becker St., Dayton 
Francis X. Poulson _________________ _____ ________ ___________ 215 Frazier Ave., Holgate, Ohio 
Jerry E. Powell ___ ________ _____________ 1900 Princeton Ave., Charlotte, North Carolina 
Dalla P. Powers ______________ __ __ ________ ________ __ __________ _____ _______ 224 Parsons Ave., Dayton 
Lydia M. Powers ___________________ __ __ ____ ____ ______ ____ _____ __ __ __ __ . _ 26.50 Hazel Ave., Dayton 
Margaret Ann Powers ___ ________ __ _______ ____ _ ___ ________ 3412 Erie Ave., Cincinnati 8, Ohio 
Donald E. Poynter ____ ____ ____________ _____ __ ___ __ _____ ______ ___ _ 2023 Ravenwood Ave., Dayton 
Marlene E. Prance ______________ _______ __ _________ _____________ 217 Lewiston Rd., Dayton 
Joseph M. Prevish __________ ________________ ______ 2600 Beaver Rd., Ambridge, Pennsylvania 
James W. Price __ _______ ______ __ ________________ _____ _________ 1345 Jordan Ave., Dayton 
Q 
Gerald L. Quatman _________ . __________ __ __ ___________ __ ___________ __ ___ ___ 134.5 Holly Ave., Dayton 
Thomas J . Quinn ________ ____________________ _____ ______ _____ 41·49 69th St., Woodside, New York 
R 
Helen M. Raiff ____ ________ __ __ __ _______ __________ ________ _____________ _______ 1057 Superior Ave., Dayton 
Andrew P. Rawicz ____ __________________ ___ _______ __ ______ ___ ___________ __ 345 Grand Ave., Dayton 
James D. Reel _____________ ______ ________ ______ ____________ ___ ___ ____________ 401 Marathon Ave., Dayton 
Joan Marie Reese ________ __ __ _____________ _________ ________________ __ ___ ____ ___ 1435 Spirea Dr., Dayton 
Lloyd 1. Reindl _____________ __ ______________ ___ ____ _____ _______ ___________ _ 1450 Pershing Blvd., Dayton 
Theresa Keibel Reiter ___________ __ ___ ___ ________________ ____ 326 W. Center St., Fostoria, Illinois 
Robert F. Rezek ___________ ________________________ ______ ____ _____ 120 S. Pear St., St. Mary's, Ohio 
Carmen J. Riazzi ___ ___ _______ ___________ ____ ___________ ___ 710 Weschler Ave., Erie, Pennsylvania 
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Jerry 1. Rieger 42.5 Far Hills Ave., Dayton 
Donald Rigo _ . 430 W. Herrick Ave., Wellington, Ohio 
Hector Luis V. Rivera Box .31, Bayamon, Puerto Rico 
Raymond 1. Robbeloth _ ___ .542 St. Joseph Ave., Dayton 
Alice A. Roberts _ _______ ___ _ _ 36 Five Oaks, Dayton 
Barbara L. Robke _ 23 Ft. Mitchell Ave., Ft. Mitchell, Kentucky 
Donald L. Roettele _ _ _____ ________ . 322 Grove St., Wyoming, Ohio 
Daniel C. Romer ___ __ _ __ ____ ______ St. Henry, Ohio 
Robert T. Rose, J r. __________ _ _____ 3396 W. 86th St., Cleveland, Ohio 
Richard L. Rilpp __ . 2.52 E. Monteray Ave., Dayton 
Rudolph J. Ruppenstein ____________ _____ _ . 217 Willis Ave., Floral Park, New York 
Chester W. Russ, Jr. _____ ____________ 16 Kent Rd_. Glen Rock, New Jersey 
John F. Russell ____ _________ ~ _____________ . ____ 143.5 Lexington Ave., Dayton 
S 
John Z. Sacksteder ._ ___ _ __ ___ .5144 Mundy Court, Dayton 
Charles A. Safieh ____ ____ _ ____________ ______ Casa Nova, Jerusalem, Jordan 
Nancy J. Sager _______ _____ ___ .. ____________ ___ 242 College Park Ave .• Dayton 
John A. Saggio _____ ____ __ ___ _________ ___ _________ _ 1.503 W. Main St., Collinsville, Illinois 
Phyllis 1. Sams ____________________ .__________ _____ 1690 Spaulding Rd_, Dayton 
Michael D. Scanlon _ _ _ _ 1410 Grand Ave., Dayton 
Martha 1. Schaaf ___________ _ _ ___ 2811 Kennedy Ave., Dayton 
Earl C. Scheidler _____ ___ ___ ___ ________ 3104 Fairfield Ave., Cincinnati 7, Ohio 
James R. Schiller _____ Cranberry Dr., Mastic Beach, Long Island, New York 
George W. Schmidt _ _ ___ _ ________ 1444 E. 221 St., Euclid 17, Ohio 
John C. Schmitz ______ _ ___ 63.5 Carlisle Ave., Dayton 
Ernest P. Schnippel ___ 1209 E. Tabor St., Indianapolis, Indiana 
Joan C. Schroer _____ __ __ . ___ 47 W. Bruce Ave., Dayton 
Howard H. Schumacher .__________________ __ __ 2011 Stegman Ave_, Dayton 
Charles E_ Selby ________ _ ________ __ . _ ______ 30 Chambers St. , Dayton 
Allen J. Shanen __ .. _ . . ____ 122 Woodside Village, Stamford, Connecticutt 
John 1. Shea, J r. _ _ _ _______ 3600 E_ Third St., Dayton 
Albert G. Sicking . _ __________ ~__ .3174 N. Farmerest Dr., Cincinnati 13, Ohio 
Alice A. Smith ___ _________ _____ _____ __ 309 Mossoak Dr., Dayton 
Mary Gladys Smith __ ______ 3817 Far Hills Ave., Dayton 
Robert J. Smith __ _ 12710 Maplerow, Cleveland, Ohio 
William E. Smjth _ 133.5 1/2 Alberta St., Dayton 
John P. Soller __________ " 734 S. Harrison St., Shelbyville, Indiana 
Anthony L. Sorice .... ___________ 1213 W. 3rd St., Ashtabula, Ohio 
James A. Spoerl __ _____ ______________ ______ ____________ _ 4700 Feedwire Rd., Dayton 
James M. Sprouse, Jr. _ ___ ___________ ________ 19 W. Wren Circle, Dayton 
Robert W. Stackman _ __ _ __ __ _ _ ____ 214 W_ Babbitt St., Dayton 
James R. Stafford __ ___ ______ ______________ 21 S. Wright Ave., Dayton 
Claire E. Stevens _ __ _______________ _ .. _____ 760 Crestmore Ave., Dayton 
James A. Stevick _________ ____ ___ __ ... _____________ _ 2.5 Old Lane, Apt. 4, Dayton 
Jack A. Stickel _ __________________ ._-____________ ..... 83 Helena Homes, Dayton 
Alfred A. Stockert _ _ . _ _ _ ______ 2328 San Rae Dr., Dayton 
Betty J. Stoltzman ___ ___ .. ____________ ___ _____ 470 Riverside Dr., Crystal Lake, Illinois 
Joanne Stueve ____ __ ____________________________ _ _ _ _____ 236 Volusia Ave., Dayton 
Sr. M. Marilyn Swann ________ ___ __ . ____ St. Michael's Convent, Reading, Pennsylvania 
Patricia Swetz __ ____________ __ ______________________________ R.R. 4, Box 217, Xenia, Ohio 
T 
Virginia Tangeman __ ___ __ .____ __ ______ _______________ __ __ __ 1.504 Watervliet, Dayton 
Charles R. Taylor ___________ . _______ __ ___ _ 99 Inglewood Dr., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Andrew L. Temmel __ ___ __ _________________ 320 Parkway Dr., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
Helene A. Theodoras __ __ _______ ~--- -_____________________ P.O. Box 267, Vandalia, Ohio 
Paul F. Thesing, J r. __ _____ __ ___ __ ____ _____ __________________________ ___ 1930 Trinity Ave., Dayton 
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Adam C. Thomas ____ _ ___ __ ___ __ ~_________ 4014 Farnham Ave., Dayton 
John J. Thornton _________ _____ __ 382 Eddy St., Newark, Ohio 
Mildred M. Tomanocy __________ _ ___ __ 3242 W. 114 St., Cleveland 11, Ohio 
Joseph E. Treon ___ -_ ______ ____ _____ ___________ _ ____ -- 48 Victor Ave., Dayton 
Joseph A. Tripodi ________ _____ _________ ._... __ 4346 Walker Ave., Toledo, Ohio 
John P. Tuohy _______________________ ___ ____ ~ _ _ ________ _________ _ 4963 Springboro Pike, Dayton 
Donald L. Turner _____ _ _ ______ ______________ 3805 Wayne Ave., Dayton 
James L. Turvene _________________________ __________________________ 536 Brookwood Court, Dayton 
Gordon E. Tuttle ___ _____________ __________________ _ 626 Arden Rd. , Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
v 
Daniel L. Valentine __________ _____ _________ 105 Front Ave., SW., New Philadelphia, Ohio 
Earl E. Vastbinder __________ ___ ________________ ________ ____ __ _________ 2829 Lindale Ave., Dayton 
Louis F. Venditti ____________________ _________________ 545 N. St. Clair St. , Painesville, Ohio 
George J. Veneziale ___ _______ __ ._______ ______________________ 231 "K" St. , Dayton 
Mary Lou Vocke ____________ __________ ___ ______ ___ ________ ________ _____ ___ _______ 35 Klee Ave., Dayton 
Helmut M. Volk __________ ___ __ __ _______ ________ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ ____ Box 197, R.R. 1, Fairborn, Ohio 
Norbert J. Volk ___ ___ ___ ___ __________________ _____ ________ _____ 371 W. Nottingham Rd., Dayton 
Robert F. Vonder Harr ________________ ________ ____ _________ ___ Box 234, Fort Recovery, Ohio 
Sr. Frances R. Vondrell __________________ _____ _______ __ 49 Hopeland Ave., Dayton 
Warren D. Vrooman _______ _______ __ ___ ___________ _______ ______________ 1012 Haynes St., Dayton 
w 
Anne K. Wagner _______________ ____ ________________ __________ _____ __ _____ 19.')0 Tennyson Ave., Dayton 
James E. Wagner _____________________ __ _______ ____ _________________ ____ ____ 822 Neal Ave., Dayton 
James H. Walker ________ __________________________ ________ ___ __ _____________ 54 N. Decker Ave., Dayton 
Richard P. Walsh _______ __ ___ _______ __ _______ __ ___ __________ _________ 7514 Bertha Ave. , Parma, Ohio 
John A. Wannemacher _________ _________ ____________________ 408 W. Fayette St., Celina, Ohio 
Ruth L. Weber __ _________________ __ ______________ ___ ___ ___ ______ _____________ 3833 Saranac Dr., Dayton 
Thomas E. Weber ______ ______________ ___ ___ _____ _________ ___ ___________ 1111 Alberta St., Dayton 
Albert G. Week Ie ____________________________ _____________ ____ 803 Hollywood Dr., Monroe, Michigan 
Robert F. Wehinger _____ ____________________________________ __ 964 Burger Ave., Mansfield, Ohio 
Thomas H. Weigel _______ _____________ ____________ 23289 S. Melrose Dr., Rocky River, Ohio 
Dora L. Weimer _______ ______ ________ _______ ________________ ______________ 1445 Ohmer Ave., Dayton 
Robert L. Wendling _________________ ____________ __ 26210 Westlake Rd., Bay Village, Ohio 
Darrell E. Werner ________________ __________ __ ___________________ ______________ ______ _ 400 Golfiew, Dayton 
Bernard J. Westbrock ______________ _____ _____________________________________ 100 Oakwood Ave., Dayton 
Robert A. Westerkamp _________ __ ______________________ ______ ___ 18164 Clifton Rd., Lakewood, Ohio 
Mary Julie Wettrick ________ __ _____ ___________________ 12 Westgate Rd., Asheville, North Carolina 
Richard D. Whitaker ______ __ _____ __ ______ _____ ____ __________________ ________ 135 Knecht Dr., Dayton 
John E. Wiesman, Jr. ___ __ ______ _______ _____ __ ___ _______ ____ __ , _________________ _ 512 Morse Ave., Dayton 
Daniel J. Wilhelm _____________________________________________________ 700 Lilley Ave., Columbus, Ohio 
Robert B. Williams __ _______ __ ________ ___________ ____ ___ _______________ __ 2928 Nicholas Rd., Dayton 
Robert D. Williams _______________ _____ ______ ___ __________________ __ ____ ____ 319 Morton Ave., Dayton 
Robert L. Williams ___________________ _______ ______________________ ______ 2820 Dwight Ave., Dayton 
Allen R. Wipf ____________ ____ ____________ ____ __________________________________ __ 743 Patterson Rd., Dayton 
Charles F. Wolan ___ _______________ _______ ___ ___ _______________ ____________ 4370 Patterson Rd., Dayton 
Harriet Wright ___ __________________ __ ___________ _______ .. _ ............... _ ..... _ .... _. 62 Horace St., Dayton 
Mary E. Wyen ......... __ ... __ .... ___ ._ .................... _ ...... __ ........ _ .... 313 S. Dixie Ave., Dayton 
Alphonse F. Wunsch ..... _ .. _ ......... _ ..... _ .................... 402 N. Catherine, Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
John C. Wurst ......................... _ ...................... _....... 1007 Jefferson, Defiance, Ohio 
y 
Richard S. Y ox ._ ... _. __ ........... _._ ................ _ ...... _ ..... __ .......... 139 Rockwood Ave., Dayton 
Z 
Richard 1. Zajouits . ____ ____ . ___ ... _____ .. _ .. _._ .......... ___ ._. __ . ___ 806 Wake Forest Rd., Dayton 
John W. Zmurk, Jr ... _________ .__ .. __ .__ .. __ ._ ..... __ . __ .. _ .. ___ .. _ .... _ .. 2208 Wayne Ave., Dayton 
John J. Zuccaro _ .. _ .. _._ .. ____ .___ ._. _______ ... __ . _______ 707 Martinsburg Rd., Mt. Vernon, Ohio 
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